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Preface'
From the end of the twelfth centurf, and throughout the t-hirteenth,

the urban middle classes' desire to participate more directly in the social and

political, and also religious life of the time, became a concrete reality,
against a backdrop of widespread and rapid communal expansion. In fact, it
is precisely during the papacy of Callistus III that a substantial change can be

observed in the portrayal of holiness. In addition to the traditionally noble
Saints other newcomers arrived, arising increasingly from the masses of the
town-dwelling lait5r, among whom was a remarkable female element, notable
because ofits considerable size.

This new possibility of a spiritual life for women was stimulated
mainly by the Mendicant Orders who were the new apostles, rewriting
gospel values in a society undermined by mistrust in the clergy. It showed
the strong desire by women to emerge, through a religious dimension, from
an anonymity which demonstrated their marginality.

tThanks are due to Lino Temperini, Director of the review lnaleaa TOR,
and Professor of Franciscan Flistoriography, for the courtesy of his comments on
tlris research and for having it published by Analecta TOR.
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In this research, the focus of interest is Rose of Viterbo, a young
penitent of humble origin, who lived and died in Viterbo in the first half of
the thirteenth century.

Shortly after her death, she became the subject of an apostolic
investigation into her life and miracles, but the investigation was not
pursued. In the second halfofthe fifteenth centurf, a canonical Process was

initiated, which resulted in a negative outcome.

Rose, while never being formally canonized, has been venerated for
more than seven centuries as a Saint of her city where her uncorrupted
remains are kept, and she is recognized as such within the bosom of the
Church.

Though her brief religious experience cannot be considered as

unique among the great female penitential movement rooted in the
Franciscanism that flowered in this period, it nevertheless remains very
unusual. In fact, her personage, in addition to being marked by a deep
mysticism, consisting of supernatural visions and of a strong physical-
emotional involvement, was chiefly characterized by a particular personal
commitment,

Rose, in fact, embarked upon an apostolate which led her to walk
the city streets, exhorting all the Viterbans to conversion and to the love of
Christ crucified and of the Virgin Mary. She therefore chose a mobile
lifestyle, which at this time and place was not generally open to women, who
either lived as recluses in cells or monasteries, or at most dedicated
themselves to the care of the poor and siclq but which was reserved
exclusively to men. In a territory, furthermore, in which heterodox doctrines
also heavily dominated, as will shortly be seen, Rose would represent an

orthodox response from a woman's perspective. This religious activism
would cause her no few problems, so that Rose was obliged to leave Viterbo,
along with her family.

It can be claimed that Rose was a modern Saint, in that she was a

lay person who entered into world history fully embodying that new kind of
sanctity which, from the end of the twelfth century and especially during the
thirteenth, became known in Italy and in Western Christianity. It would
represent the fullest expression of a piety, the fruit of a particular spiritual
and interior experience which excluded any kind of privileged relationship
with the economic, political and social powers.
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Introduction
Rose's brief existence is closely linked with the historical events of

the city of Viterbo. Her experience unfolded against-the background of
seething communal life, in the fiery atmosphere 9f fr" final struggle

betweei the Papacy and the Empeior. It is therefore not possible to

understand the rlal meaning of heilife from a personal and spiritual point

of view without setting it ftthin the political and religious history of her

country.

Viterbo, city of PoPu and emPeron

During Rose's time, Viterbo was a large 9ommul: of around

60,000 inhabitints, whose expansion and success had been achieved during

the preceding centuries. In the past it had belonged-to Lombardian Tuscia'

bot in the yI", 806 it was given by Charles the Great to the Pope, thus

finally becoming part of the Patrimony of St. Peter'' At that time it was

gor"*ed by " 
iok , on behalf of the Pope, which indicated that it was an

irrban center of certain importance and substance'

The original center, on the hill of the Duomo' soon expanded'

along with 
" 

g"rrlr"l economic renewal durin-g the-years ar.ound the turn of

the Millennium. During the Investiture Conflict, the city, like many others'

acquired more powei and greater autonomy: in- 1099 a 
.communal

*"gir,r"*r. existld, as well as Jonzuls, a militia and a first city wall'

In this way, a typical aristocratic corlmune was formed, managed by

great land owners'and tLtl" lotdt, originating-from recent aristocracy' who

3pr."d their dominance into th" iorro'nding areas, .compelling the

iiirbitrrrtt to pay huge sums of money and to sell their qr9^dugts in the town

market.' It *r, pt".itl"ty because of this, that it became difficult even for the

fop" ,o fully exercis" hi, ,o*'"r"ignty, to the extent that one chronicler

defirred Viterbo of that time as "...-a free land which does not Pay tribute to

"r,yorr" 
in the world, and which would last until the coming of the Emperor

Frlderick Barbarossa."* It was, in fact, the political activity of this emperor

'Cf. C. Pinzi , Storia Dellt Cinn di Viterbo, (Rome: n'p'' 1887)' 26-43

(hereafter cited as Sttfu Della Cini)-

'Cf. D. De Leo and S. Zanghi, Sttia ilel Wterbese (Padua: Marsilio Editori'

lg7 4) , 13 I (hereafter cited as Stoia) -

tCf. Niccolb Della Tuccia, "Cronache di Viterbo e di altre citti'" in I'
Ciamoi. Cbronichs md iwtatu of tbe City of Viterbo, (Florence: n'p"1872)'. 6'

i#;i;";il-i'-Ci'iini>. Ni".ola DJlh" Tuccia, (r400-c'1473) a Viterban

;;;il;;; ""J 
p'i.i oitt. i"opt" of Viterbo, of the Guelph t'9'i91, was the author

;i;;i;;";fu in which he nariated the events which occ*red in his city from 1400
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in Italy, in permanent clashes with the Church, which forced the Pope to
approach the city which was often chosen as a refuge, when the situation in
Rome became too dangerous because of the influence of the Emperor's
partisans, and also because of the consuming internal power struggles
among the rich and powerful Roman families.

Having overthrown the communes of Northern Italy, Barbarossa
entered Viterbo, supported by the nobility who favored the Emperor, and
made it into an important outpost, granting it the title of City.' In this way,
at the beginning of the thirteenth century the commune of Viterbo was
greater and stronger than that of Rome. As a matter of fact, the city would
profit extraordinarily from the disputes between the Pope and the Emperor,
accumulating on the one hand imperial and papal benefits, but on the other
hand retaliations and prohibitions.

In the time of Frederick II of Svevia, the city was involved in
upheavals similar to the duel between the Pope and the Emperor. In fact,
Frederick invited Viterbo, which was a strategic point when traveling
towards Rome, to put itself under his protection and to rebel against the
Papal State. The city was divided: the Guelphs, led by the Gatti family, were
against this; the Ghibellini, headed by the Tignosi family, wanted to accept
Frederick's invitation.

lfhe Pope and his representatives must truly have been very little
liked by the majority of the population, if the people were well disposed
towards receiving the Emperor, who gave the city the tide of Imperial
Headquarters, and jurisdiction over the whole Province, remaining under its
power from 1240 to 1243. From Viterbo, the imperial militia moved to
conquer the surrounding territories of Orte, Civita Castellana, Sutri,
Montefiascone, Toscanella and Montalto; and the Viterbans followed
Frederick II everywhere in his expansionist exploits.

On his part, the Pope struck back at the city with an interdict, but
this punishment left the population indifferent; for some years they would
live peacefully in harmony with Frederick II, who had also initiated the
building of one of his palaces, which was never completed and was destroyed
by later events.6

But the situation would change abruptly. The chronicler Niccold
Della Tuccia emphasized that "now Viterbo is entering into tribulations,
difficulties and worries, whereas before she made war and fought batdes

to 1468, basing earlier facts on old chroniclers who preceded him.
'C. Pinzi, Storia Della citti, 157.
ocf. D. de Leo and S. Zanchi, Storia,140-141.
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against many others, now she begins to be oppressed."' In fact, from Rome
Cardinal Raniero Capocci, who was linked to the Gatti family, tried to
prepare for the reaction against Frederick II and directed the movements of
the Viterban Guelphs. He moved to Sutri with a small mercenary army, to
be ready to intervene at Viterbo. Turbulent days followed, with threats by
the imperial agent, Count Simon of Chieti. It was he, in fact, who on the
17th August 1243, gathered "a great assembly of the people of Viterbo in
the piazza of San Silvestro. He said that he knew that certain Viterbans
wanted to rebel against the Emperor and take the side of the new Pope, and
that he intended to punish them as criminals. All the Viterbans apologized,
sayrng that they were good and faithful...but the truth was human...they
preferred the lordship of the Pope to that of the Emperor."' Taking
advantage of this popular discontent, the Guelphs managed to present him
as an enemy of the city and to ask Frederick II to replace the imperial agent,
who took refuge with his soldiers in the tower of Tignosi, inside the castle of
San Lorenzo.

While the Guelphs were organizing themselves to rally forces
among the people, making great promises, Cardinal Capocci judged it an

opportune moment to come with his militia to stir up the city against the
Emperor. Count Simon and his troops were defeated. Capocci rallied a

crowd in the piazza of San Sylvester. He told them he had been appointed
by Innocent IV (1243-1254) as the Bishop of the city and Rector of the
Patrimony and as such he invited the citizens to place themselves under the
protection of the Church of Rome, and as a sign of benevolence, he raised

the interdict from the city.

Frederick II, however, did not intend to lose Viterbo and prepared
to make war against the city, now that it had fallen back into the hands of
the Pope. "Therefore the Emperor...moved in person and led all his people
against the city.."' ordering a siege. There was a tremendous attack, and all
the armies and instruments of war of the time were used. Viterbo, however,
was well fortified within its walls, and the citizens, persuaded by Capocci
and the Guelphs faction, heroically defended themselves."' Everybody

'Cf. N. Della Tuccia, Cronache,20.

'cf . Ibid, 21.

'Cf. N. Della Tuccia, Cranacbe,22.

"'In "Palatine Codex no. 955," which is cited by Pinzi, in Storia Della Citti,
435, it is actually recorded that "Puella novennalis, lapidem gestam in vertice, dum
sagitta subito eius brachium perforasset, saxo non deposito, dentibus sagitam
extraxit de vulnere, ac propere pugnantibus detulit quod ferebat." This anonymous
and brave young grrl, according to popular tradition, though without any foundation,
was identified as Rose who, ten years old at that time, was believed to have defended
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collaborated in this undertaking, even the women, who "... with great
readiness carried rocls, weapons of defense and refreshing drinks to their
men," so that "there was no way that the enemies could enter any further
and they did batde...so that there were a great number of dead.""

The repeated attacks of the Teutonic militias crumbled in the face
of this valiant resistance. Under the circumstances, Frederick II was more
than happy to accept the mediation of Cardinal Ottone and to come to an
accord, which allowed him to break camp on the l4th November 1243.
Following the armistice, " Cardinal Oddo went and entered the Casde of
San Lorenzo and surrounded the said Count Simon with his knights ..." and
the popular reaction against those who, as Ghibellines, had taken the side of
the imperials, was violent. "Early on the Sunday, the people, men and
women, old and young, raised a tumult and went to the houses of those
citizens who had stood against the commune...and took all their goods and
burnt them."t'

Among the consequences of the Guelph reaction which caused the
flight and imprisonment of the opposing militants, was the destruction of
the Castle of San Lorenzo. "In January all the Casde of Hercules, known at
that time as the Casde of San Lorenzo, was abandoned and plundered by the
Viterbans, in which there were 16 towers and beautiful tall palaces.""

This war and the long siege brought the most serious and tragic
devastation. The winter of 1246-47 was terrible. In spite of the efforts by
Raniero Gatti, Ranuccio Cocco di Giovanni, Giovanni da Ferente and
Giacomo di Gregorio del Rosso, appointed to relieve the food crisis
generated by the unproductiveness of the fields, "... in Viterbo people would
die of starvation, and male and female corpses were found in the
churches...and many dead in the hamlets were eaten by animals."'*

In the city, every kind of activity had ceased and it had become
almost empty. The few remaining citizens "... bricked up the gates of
Viterbo, except for those of San Sisto and the gate by Santa Maria
Maddalena, one facing east and the other facing west"" and they would
guard them, continuing to defend themselves from the German troops who

the common freedom of her city together with all its citizens, there being no other
such a girl from there who had emerged at that point to whom such an act could be
attributed. Cf. M. Signorelli, Santa Rosa da Viterbo, (Viterbo: n.p., 1963), 68.

t'Cf. N. Della Tuccia, Cronache,23.

"cf.Ibid,24.
"cf. Ibid, 25.

'*cf . Ibid, zT .

"cf. Ibid,zg.
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rampaged around the surrounding territories. A point was reached in which
the outcome threatened everyone, so that those same Guelph magnates who
had followed Cardinal Capocci, came to the realization that nobody would
rescue Viterbo. Capocci headed the Guelph league in Umbria and was
defeated, while the Pope retreated to Lyons, to find a way of conquering
Frederick II.

The population of Viterbo, decimated and exhausted, began to
demand peace and the Guelphs were forced into stooping to making terms
with the Emperor. There was, in truth, a sign of reaction against the
mediators of such an agreement, so that "the Viterbans hearing of such news
injured the said ambassadors, noisily lifting them up, and went after those
citizens who were running away." But at the end, "they allowed them to
enter the gate and all shouted, 'Peace, peace for the people'; and so it was
done." The third son of Frederick II, Charles'u, \/as personally brought to
Viterbo, and "... all the people swore an oath of fealty to him.,"'

The return of the control of the city to the Ghibellines, who
supported imperial rule against the Pope, was a fact which, ftorr_ 1247,
would last for around three years, that is, until the death of Frederick II on
the l3th December 1250. Subsequendy, the Guelphs would return to power
and Cardinal Capocci would return as the Papal Legate. And, given the
crisis in which the imperial faction found themselves, it was easy for him to
obtain from the townspeople an oath of fealty to the Church."

Viterbo, city of heresy

If, as has been seen, Viterbo was politically an uneasy city, it had
been even more so from the religious perspective. In fact, it was one of the
Italian cities, together with Milan, Florence and Orvieto, in which heresy
was most rife, especially the heresy of the Cathars, and in which the Church
was forced to conduct a hard struggle against this serious plague." The name

'oThis is Henry, son of Frederick II (also called Carlotto), to whom Niccold
Della Tuccia gives the name Carlo.

"Cf. N. Della Tuccia, Cronache,2S-29.

'*Cf. D. de Leo and S. Zanchi, Storia, l4i.
"It is interesting to remember how it was actually Innocent III (1198-12)

who issued many new laws thus confirming not only the spiritual primary but also
jurisdicti_onal primacy of the Papal source of law, with the lLtter Vergentis in senium,
sent to the clergy, the Consuls and the people of Viterbo, on the 25ih March 1199,
which gave rise to a ferocious struggle against the heretics and their supporters. In
this way, a letter of a local nature becime a general law valid for the universal
Church. Cf. G Signorelli, Viterbo nella Storia Dilla Chiesa, (Viterbo: n.p., 1907) 158
(hereafter cited as Viterbo nella Storia).
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most coflunonly given to the Italian heretics was'patarini' or 'patareni', *ith
whom the Cathars, from the Greek word katharos, or untainted, were
particularly associated, who preached a moral renewal based on the contrast
between good and evil, spiritual and material, and extreme asceticism.

These Cathars, or new Patarines, were numerous in Viterbo.
Besides preaching their heterodox doctrines and infiltrating their ideas

throughout the population, aimed at destroying the authority of the Roman
Church, they wove close links with the heretics in the neighboring areas,

and especially with the Cathars of Orvieto.'" This is evident, for example, in
the case of "a certain Pietro Lombardo" who, being in Viterbo at the end of
the rwelfth centurlz, after severe warnings sent by the Pope was forced to
leave, taking refuge in Orvieto, where "... he began to celebrate, along with
other certain perverse scholars, occult meetings...thus creating such an

increase in the number of heretics that they would publicly preach against
Catholicism.""

In order to stamp out this hotbed of heresy, Pietro Parenzo was

sent from Rome as the Rector of the city to lead them back to peace and the
Catholic faith. However, as a consequence of the intransigence with which
he dealt with the trials, and the severity of the sentences inflicted against the
heretics, he fell the victim of a fatal conspirary hatched by them, with the
support ofthe nobles.

The prompt reaction of the Pope, following the murder of Parenzo,
persuaded many of them take refuge in Viterbo where they found an ever
more fertile soil for the spreading of their ideas against the Church of
Rome. In fact, the Ghibelline spirit was powerfully present there, and would

'"On the problem of heresy and its diffusion through Italy, see the study by
R. Manselli, L'ereia delm.ale, Morano editore, lst edition, Naples, 1963,Znd edition
reviewed and expanded, Naples, 1980, 179-373, which is irreplaceable; C. Violente,
"Eresie urbane ed eresie rurali," in L'Eresia Medioeoale, edited by O. Capiani, Il
Mulino, Bologna, 1971, 157-184 (hereafter cited as "Eresie urbane") See also G.
Yolpe, Eretici e m.oti ereticale dal Xi al XIV seeolo,Mllan, 1907, republished in the well-
known Moaimenti religiosi e sette ereticali nella societi mldieaale italiana, secoli Xi-Xia,
Florence, 1922 (and various later editions); E. Dupr6 Theseider, Mondo cittadino e

moaim.enti ereticali nel Medioeao, Pardn Editore, Bologna, 1978

''Cf. V. Natalini, S. Pietro Parenzo. La leggenda scritta dal Maestro Gioaanni
Canonico di Ontieto, Rome, 1936, 155-156, in which one reads, "Quidarn Petus
lom.bardus, m.anicheorum dnctor, reliquens Biterbiam, in Urbeoeteri, occulta cepit

conciliabola cum quibusilam praais doetoribus celehrare. . .at in tantum hereticorum excrescet

nu.rnerlrs, quod contra catholicos pubblice predicabat." Also, on the spread of heresy in
Orvieto, see L. Fumi, "I Patarini in Orvieto," h Archiaio Storico haliano, vol. )OilI,
(Florence: n.p., 1875), 52-81; W. Cherubini, "Movimento Patarinici in Orvieto," in
Bolletino dell'Istituto Storico Anistico Oruietano, Vol. XV, 1959,3-42.
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be expressed in defending the rights of the commune against the claims of
the clergy, who were often forced to ask for protection from the Pope. In
March of 1200, Innocent III had even threatened to deprive the Viterbans of
the bishopric, if they did not cease causing trouble for the ecclesiastics and
defending the heretics." But this did not overly concern the Viterbans, as

only five years later they elected two Cathar Consuls," and they elected as

Rector Giovanni Tignosi, from one of the most prominent families of
Viterbo, who has already been mentioned, and whom the Pope bitterly
noted, in one of his protests, as "... a son of perdition, and because of his
iniquities, had already been held under threat of excommunication and still
continued in his contum^q"."

A series of disturbances followed these events, during which the
Bishop was also expelled, while other citizens would see their goods
confiscated. Eventually, in 1207, Innocent III decided to personally confront
the heretics who, however, abandoned the city before his arrival. In any case,

he managed to get the condemnation and expulsion of these enemies of the
faith explicitly inserted into the civil Statutes. In reality, it just made them
more careful. In fact, Giovanni Tignosi was still in the city in l2l4 and, two
years later, he clashed with the Consuls." Furthermore, Ildebrando
Cittadini, whose body was exhumed in 1235 because he was recognized as a

heretic, was Consul of the Commune in 1230.'o

It was not only the Patarines who were at Viterbo, but also
followers of other strange rituals. There is proof of this in a letter of 1220 by
Raniero, Bishop of Viterbo and Tuscania. In it he describes one curious
heresy, speaking of a certain "Maestro Roberto, who publicly preached in
the churches that nobody who has been baptized, even a mortal sinner,
could be condemned; that the moon and the sun were animate bodies; that
the soul was no more than a fire; that a person who lent his money in usury
was not in sin, but quite the reverse-the person who borrowed it, was.""

"Cf. G. Signorelli, Viterbo nella Storia,Yol.I, 57-158.

"Cf. N. Kamp, Istituzioni Com.unali in Viterbo nel Medioeao, Consoli, Pode*i,
Baliai e Capitani nei secoli XII e XIII, Agnesotti, Viterbo, 1963 , 7 4 (hereafter cited as

Ixituzioni Cmnunali).

'*Cf. "Innocentii III. Regestorum l. VII, No. DOO(V," in J. P. Migne,
Patrologia Latina, Vol. CCXV, (Paris: n.p., 1891), coll. 654-657. Tignosi is
mentioned on p. 656, where one reads, "J. Tinioi, perditionis filium., qui, exigentibus
iniquitatibas suis, de mandato nostro jamdudam ainaoh existit exctmmunicactionis astrictus,
et adhuc in contum.acia sua perdurat."

"Cf. R. Manselli, L'ereia d.el m.a\e.323.

'oN. Kamp, Istituzioni Com.unali, 7 7 .

"Cf. P. Egidi, "L'Archivio della Cattredale di Viterbo," in Bulletino
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And further, Raniero, in another letter in 1220, states that "the clerics and
the laity, mostly from Corneto," then a village under the Diocese of
Viterbo, "quickly went to a cursed and infamous place...and they sacrificed
to demons."'*

But much more distinctive, because it revealed the impotence of the
hierarchy in this war against heterodoxy, was an umpteenth letter from the
above mentioned Bishop, addressed once more to Pope Elonorius III (1216-
1227), in which he expressed the suffering and pain which the heretics
caused him, against whom even the high prelate had to admit he could do
little.

He said, in fact, "wherever my simpleness turns, it cannot avoid
encountering the traps of their dialectic...and malice overcomes wisdom.""
In 1231, Gregory lX (1227-1241) was even forced to intervene because the
heretics, by this time organized in the city, had elected their own 'pope' in
the person of Giovanni da Benevento.'" That Pope, being determined to
eliminate every source of heresy, four years later in 1235 issued a decree
from Viterbo, whose severity and violence, which would be judged as

excessive by the more tolerant and illuminated standards of the present day,
was not at that time inappropriate for the cruelty of that age and the
senselessness of those rites, mysteries and beliefs which led Christian society
astray. In it, one reads: "All those heretics are excommunicated and
anathemised, Cathars, Patarines, Poor People of Lyon, Passaggini,
Giuseppini, Arnaldisti, Speronists, and others, with whatever designated
names, diverse in falsehood and appearance, but all convergent in an
identical vanity of intention...so that also whoever dares to give them a

church burial, will join them in a sentence of excommunication, without
being allowed the benefit of being acquitted, unless first publicly and by

dell'Istituto Storico haliana, Vol. 27, (Rome: n.p., 1906), in which this letter is
reported, folio CVII, 116-117: "Magister Robbertu publice in ecclesiis predicat; quod
nem.o bapticatus, quilntunrurnque mortaliter peccat, dampnabitur; Item d.ogmatizat, quoil
sol et htna ytnt anim.ata corpora; hem quod. anima est ignis; bem, quod nulhts qui J'eneratur
Pecca.t, sed ille qui mutao mcciplL. " (hereafter cited as "L'Archivio della Cattedrale").

"Cf. P. Egidi, "L'Archivio della Cartedrale," folio CMII, llS, "clerici et laici
Cometani...ad locum. interdictum. et excomm.anicatum preeipites accesseru.nt, et...malaaerunt
dem.oniis."

"Cf. P. Egidi, "L'Archivio della Canedrale," folio C)OOI,I39-141: "nec,
quocumque simplicitas mea se vertat, potest corrive paralogistice disolutionis eorum
evitare. ..et matitia sapientiam vincit.."

"'Cf. C. Piozi, Snria della Citti,Vol. I, 34i
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their own hands, having exhumed and dispersed the corpses of those
condemned, being no longer in that place used for burial.""

This leads one to understand that in Viterbo not only the Cathars
were present, though they were the strongest and the best organized.
Besides them, there was a great swarm of heresies, all very diverse, but on
the whole being generally inspired by the pauperistic current, which was
distinctive in its contempt for and abandonment of riches as the
indispensable means to salvation and, unlike Catharism, spread among the
lower and marginalized strata of the population. In fact, because of its
difficult and anti-popular content, particularly the condemnation of image
worship, praise and alms-giving in intercessions for the souls of the dead and
refusing baptism, Catharism was chiefly a religion of the upper classes and
gained converts mainly from among the bourgeois citizens and
representatives ofthe urban nobility offeudal origins.

Even if sometimes it managed to involve the artisans and workshop
owners, it did not seem to penetrate this whole segment of salaried workers,
ever increasing in the communal cities of Italy, from the end of the twelfth
century onwards, nor among the farmers or peasants of whom there is no
trace in the narrative sources.l2 However, at the time of Rose's public
activity, during the final pro-Imperial domination, which preceded the death
of Frederick II, from 1247 to 1250, in Viterbo, too, Catharism certainly
maintained this aristocratic trait", allied to and protected by the Ghibellines
in power.

"Cf. "Decretum Gregorii IX, datum Viterbii sexto idus Novembris, Pont.
ns. anno IX (8 novembre 1235), editum" in Bullarium siae Collectio Diaersarum
Constitutionum m.uhorum Pontificum....a Gregorio WI usque ad Sixtum \ apud H.
Antonij Blkadij, (Rome: n.p., 1586), 3: "Excarnanicarnus et anathem.atizanxas uniaersos
baereticos Catbaros, Patarenos, Paaperes d.e Lugduno, Passagginw, Josepinos, Amaldistas,
Speeronistas et alios, quibuscumque nom.inibus censeatar, facias quidem. habentes diuersas, sed
caudas ad inaicem colligatas, quia de oanitate conaeniuntum ad ipsum...Item quicamque
tales praesam.pserint Eccleiasticae tradere sepulturae...excmnuinicationis sententiae se

nouerint ru.hjacere; nec absotutionis beneficium rnereafiir, nisi propriis manibus publice
extumulent et projiciant hujusm.odi corpora dam.pnafin u.m,, et locas ille perpetua careat
sapeuhura."

"Cf R. Manselli, L'eruia del male,326-327; and also C. Violante, "Eresie
urbane," 272-273.

"Cf. L'Ereia Patarina in Tuscia nel XIil secoh, degree thesis by A. M.
Colmignoli, Biblioteca Communale di Viterbo, Rome, 1959, 123, where a list is
given of Viterban Cathars in which are found only the names of nobles, judges and
notaries, belonging to the municipal bureaucrary, and only one representative from
the trades, a certain "Alberto Calzolaio."
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This is the climate in which the figure of Rose appears, though still
elusive and lacking in precise details, because the work of unearthing the
reality of this girl, who yearned for the cross of Christ and penitence, has yet
to be undertaken in a thorough manner. For now one can only consider that
historically Rose was banished from Viterbo at the beginning of December
1250, together with her family, by the Imperial Podesti, Mainetto Bovoli di
Firenze'*, at the instigation of certain heretics belonging to the large colony
present in the city."

It therefore remains evident, based on what has so far been related,
that if the inquisition was rapid and unrelenting against the heretics and
their sympathizers, it is equally undoubted that if the heretics were
supported, or even if they were merely tolerated by the communal
authorities, they would undoubtedly not have made life easy for a penitent,
especially a woman such as Rose, who openly manifested her faith.'o

'*Cf. N. Kamp, Istitazioni Contunali, 81. See also G. Signorelli, "I podesti
del Comune di Viterbo e serie di magistrati nei secoli XII-XV," in Stad.i e Docum.enti
di Storia e di Diritto, annoW, issues l-2,January-June L89+,349-351; and also "I
podest) imperiali nell'Italia cento-settentrionale," in Federico II e le cini italiane,
edited by P. Toubert and A. Paravicini Bagliani, Sellerio editore, Palermo 199+, ll5-
128.

"Among the Patarines who scattered their errors in Viterbo between 1220
and, 1260, documents at the time record "Gualdino, Pietro, Giuseppe, Guido
Rosso'," all Viterbans, "Benincasa di Sclovella di Tuscania, Guidotto di Gradoli,
Giacomo Ferentino, Andrea di Castellana, Benincasa Trencalolio, Bonanico, Nicola
di Casalvieri, Giovanni di Benevento," the latter already mentioned, and still others,
men and also women. Besides preaching doctrine against the Roman Church and its
dogmas, they would teach that they were good and holy aposdes of God, and only
through t}rem was salvation possible. Nobody, in fact, could be saved other than by
the imposition of their own hands, a rite which was called 'cansolammtum'.The
supporters of the heretics also were persecuted and, if tried, subjected to severe
punishments, among which were the confiscation of goods, excommunication, the
prohibition from holding public office and from the sacraments and the loss of
inheritance. In the most serious cases, even "children and grandchildren to the
second generation, descended on t}re male line" were implicated. Among other
items, they were forced to wear "on the shoulders and on the chest a cross colored
yellow," two hands long and four fingers wide. Cf. in Coilice Diplom.atico della Cini di
Orvieto, Document e Regesti dal secolo XI al XV e la Carta del Popolo, edited by L. Fumi,
Florence, 1884, folio CCCCXV, 262-263; folio CCCCX\,aII, 265; folio
CCCOOOOV,277.

'nCf. Mariano D'Alatri, "Ordo Poenitentium ed Eresia in Italia," in
L'Ordine della Penitenza di San Francesco d'Asii nel XIII sec., Atti del Conaegno di studi
francescani (Assii 3-5 Jaly 1972), edited by O. Schmucki, Istituto Storico dei
Cappuccini, Rome, 1973, 195
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Chapter One
Narrative and Diplomatic Sources

Preface to the sources
Various historical sources, both narrative and diplomatic,

concerning Rose of Viterbo up to the second half of the fifteenth century
are useful in delineating her person, her personal and religious journey and
also the devotion which her fellow citizens maintained towards her.

These include, in particular:

l. A first biography of the saint, though incomplete, was written by
an anonymous compiler and will be drawn upon to narrate the biographical
events because, being almost contemporary with Rose, it is morJ r"li"bl"
than all other later works.

2. A second biography, also by an anonyrnous author, which
appeared in the first half of the fifteenth centurlr, is broader but also more
legendary than the first, but nevertheless remains important chiefly because
it allows a reconstruction of the later stage of Rose's life and also shows how
she was represented in hagiography a good two centuries after her death.

3. The Bull Sri in Sanais suis by Pope Innocent W in 1252, with
which he orders a first canonical enquiry into the life and miracles attributed
to Rose. It is a document of great value, for understanding her chronology
and the reputation of her sanctity which was held by the people about a year
and a half after her death.

4. The Forwu Intenogatorii, which is the special procedure for the
questioning of witnesses, sent by Pope Innocent fV in a letter to two
Viterban prelates responsible for carrying out the investigations on her life
and the post-mortem miracles attributed to Rose. It constitutes a crucial
source for analyzing the attitude of the Church of the time when faced with
the delicate issue of the canonizing of a servant of God.

5. Three more papal documents which further confirm that soon
after the death of the Saint a first form of cult in her memory was rapidly
developed:

The Bull Dilexae nobis in Cbristo by Innocent M 9th September
1253;

The Bull Personis quae ruundo byAlexander \r,27th February 1255;

The Bull Sua nobis dilexae by Alexander rV, 28thJune 1255.

6. A Postulatory Letter by King Alphonse of Aragon, sent to Pope
Callistus III in 1,145, presented and read during the preparatory phase of the
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Process of Callistus, which clearly shows how, in spite of the fact that Rose
was not officially recognized as a Saint, she was considered as such, even by
persons of powerful and ancient lineage, from whom support was sought in
pleading the Canonical Cause.

7. The Records of the Canonical Process, known as the Process of
Callistus from Pope Callistus III, who initiated itin 1457, whose testimonies
are a valuable means of studying and understanding the people who were
devoted to the Saint in the fifteenth century, and the characteristics and the
devotions upon which this urban cult of the time was founded.

8. An original letter, dating back to 1476, from the Abbess of the
Monastery of Santa Rosa of Viterbo, which represents an unassailable and
certain testimony demonstrating that Rose, contrary to those who claim
otherwise, was not canonized during the Process of Callistus III.

Narrative sources
In order to reconstruct the events in the life of St. Rose of Viterbo,

two Latin biographies are available, known in later hagiography as the First
Life and the Second. Life."

The First Life

The first source, mutilated and anonymous, is assembled from a
fragment of parchment on the life of the Saint, preserved to this day in
Viterbo, in the Archives of the monastery, where Rose's tomb is found. The
ancient scroll, cut off at the beginning and at the end, shows evidence of at
least one other parchment before it, and another one after. The piece which
still remains is the middle section which Fr. Abate describes as "a strip of
parchment 12.5 cm wide and 57 cmlong, with writing on the whitest part of
the sheet, while on the other side there is only an ingenuous picture
oudining the figure of the Saint." The fragment under analysis must

t'When citing t}re two Lives, reference will be made to the critical edition
of the Latin text published by G. Abate, "Santa Rosa da Viterbo, Terziarria,
Francescana," in Miscellanea Francescana, LII , 1952, 227 -253 . (Hereafter cited as First
Life, Second Life . The texr writen by Abate will hereafter be cited as "Santa Rosa da
Viterbo").

"It has not been possible to gain access to the monastery of St. Rose of
Viterbo in order to personally view the documentl in describing it (and others kept
there), reliance is made on Fr. G. Abate's "Santa Rosa da Viterbo," 139. With regaid
to the_ picture, Rose appears as a delicate and slender girl, without a halo, with a palm
branch in her right hand and a majesty or rabernacle in her left. Abate believes this to
be the oldesl representation of Rose (cf. G. Abate, "Santa Rosa da Viterbo,,' 228),
while A. M. Vacca, it La Menta e la Croce, S. Rosa da Viterbo, Bulzoni Editore, Rome,
1982,22, No.26, claims that "the characreristics of the sketch give one to believe
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therefore have come from at least three parchments and dealt with the most
important episodes relating to Rose's existence, which were then taken up
again more widely, though also less faithfully, inthe Second Life.

The reasons for the deterioration of most of this original biography
are unknown. What is left of the parchment, damaged from the second half
of the fifteenth century, having suffered from the passage of time and from
poor usage in the last century of chemical agents by those who attempted to
identifi, the words, appears in a bad state and is difficult to read.

It may be believed that the age of this fragment of the First Lift,
based on its superficial appearance, i.e., the writing, dates from the second
half of the thirteenth century. This is most important, for the purpose of
critique, because it establishes a second document in addition to that of the
first Bull by Innocent, which is almost contemporary with the death of the
Saint. In fact, the calligraphic script in which the document is written is a
Gothic chancery, frequently used during this time by Callistus III, in
Viterbo as well as by the papal Curia, and in the Chancellery of Frederick II.

fu this fragment is incomplete-that is, without the beginning and
the end which must have formed a more or less complete biography-it
cannot be stated with any certainty whether it was a simple private narrative,
or if tlris First Life was a version presented at the Process of Innocent in
1252. Moreover, it could be hypothesized that as the author is unknown,
this First Life is a laudatory vriting by some local cleric, likely to be the
priest Pietro, known as Capotosto, mentioned later, who soon after Rose's
death became the promoter of her cult, gathering a litde group of women
and trying to establish a monastery dedicated to her, an initiative that was
immediately forbidden and blocked by the ecclesiastic authority."

This surviving middle section presents a logical and continuous
narrative of only the last part of the life of the Saint; in fact it begins with
recounting a serious illness which befell Rose in June 1250, and ends in a

mutilated form, in the middle of narrating her short exile from Viterbo. The
anonymous author, then, seems to be well informed and precise about many
details, and this leads one to believe that though not being a direct eye-

that it was made on the parchment at a later time, from the beginning of the second
half of the fifteenth centur)r." (Hereafter, this text will be c{ted as-La Menta e h
Croce).

A further chronological indication that this portrayal does not come from
the thirteenth century but "was executed later, problbly it the beginning of the
fifteenth century," is found in "Il Grande Libro dei Sana' Dizionaiio Enciclopedico,
directed by C. Leonardi, A. Ricciardi and G. Zxri, edtted by E. Guerriero ,nd D.
Tuniz, edizioni S. Paolo, Cinisello Balsame, l998,lll, 1746.

"Cf. A. M. Vacca, La Mente e la Croee,23.
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witness of the events narrated, he certainly knew about them from someone
who had closely followed them. In particular, concerning the precision of
the chronological, topographical and psychological details which the
biographer relates, one can imagine that he listened to the testimonies of
Rose's family members, especially her mother, as sole witnesses of those
prophetic and domestic episodes.*'

The First Ltfe, thercfore, is one of those early documents, which
even from a strictly biographical viewpoint, are quite terse and concise. The
simplicity of its concept and form perfectly suits such a simple, ingenious
and truthful story. In fact, there is nothing pompous, excessive or unlikely
about it and, precisely because it was written close to the events, nothing
legendary about it, either. It is a genuine narration of the life of St. Rose,
not yet contaminated by the rhetoric of later hagiographers nor by the
implausibilities of popular traditions.*'

Tbe Second Life

The only source available for the purpose of reconstructing the
events following the arrival of Rose and her family in Vitorchiano during
their exile from Viterbo, remains the Second Life, presented in 1457 by the
Postulators of the Cause of Canonization to the Pontifical Commissaries,
during the Process of Callistus. There is no known example of the Second
Life dattng earlier than this year, and all the Lives of Rose written or printed
from then onwards"originate from it, direcdy or indirecdy.

The identity of the author is unknown. Fr. Abate attributes the
writing of it to a local cleric. This hlpothesis, according to him, would be
corroborated stylistically by the initial part being in the nature of a sermon,
as well as by the topographical references revealing someone who was
knowledgeable about the area.n'

n'Cf. 
G. Abate, "Santa Rosa da Viterbo," 142-144.

*'Cf. E. Piacentini, Il Libro dei Miracoli di Santa Rosa da Viterbo,Basilica di S.
Francesco alla Rocca, Viterbo, 1991,46-48.Qlereafter cited as Il Libro dei Miraco$.

41mr .-'I'his concerns the second Canonization Process of Callistus III, initiated
in 1457. Of the first, ordered by Innocent fV, unlikely to have ever been celebrated,
nothing remains, as will shordy be related. The original manuscript of the Process of
Callistus,is kept !n the Archive of the Monastery of Santa Rosi, both the original
version destined for the Archives of Viterbo, and the authentic copy destined foi the
Archives of the Holy See. A wide selecrion of the documents of this Process was
published by the Bollandist C. Suysken, in Acta Sanctorum., mensis Septembrzq Vol. II,
(Anyerp, n.p., 1748), +14-479. For the parts of rhe documents cited above, missing
in-the 4aa Sanctorum., reference will be made to those which G. Abate publishes ii
"Santa Rosa daViterbo," 253-268 (hereafter citedasActa Sanctorum: ASs).

n'Cf. 
G. Abate, "Santa Rosa da Viterbo,', 158.
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To understand its historical value, it is necessary to establish when
this biography was written. There are those who maintain that it dates from
the first decades of the fifteenth centurf, and that it was written
independently from the Process that developed some decades later.#There
are others, however, who believe that it was compiled basically to serve the
Process of Callistus of 1457 .n'

It is interesting to emphasize how the unknown compiler openly
declares that his story is founded on the authentic testimonies dating from
the times in which Rose lived and died, thus affirming: "I will narrate several
things, which I found in certain ancient documents reported by people
worthy of faith and devotion, and faithfully transcribed, as the aforesaid
persons have declared to have seen and heard from the mouth of the said
virgin Rose."* Flowever, as well as not giving any proof of this assertion, he
does not say in which parts of his work are these testimonies utilized. What
does seem clear, however, is that among the "ancient documents" of which
this later writer speaks, one can perceive the familiar fragment of the First
Life,wbtch is inserted into the Second Lf, sometimes expanded, sometimes
summarized and sometimes reworked.*'

In the documents of the Process of Callistus that will be dealt with
later, explicit mention is made of an "ancient Life" of St. Rose, which was
destroyed in an unspecified fire. It is said, in fact, that "the life of the said
blessed Rose, in many authentic and ancient writings, being transcribed and
annotated together with her miracles, through negligence or calamity in the
city of Viterbo, became lost and destroyed by fire; and public renown exists
concerning this."" It is therefore probable that some pieces of this "lost
Life," written earlier than that of the fourteenth century compiler, have
been incorporated into the Second Life. In fact, in various parts of the story
one is aware of a remarkable difference, when a more elevated and refined
part embellished with the use of a "cursus" is placed. beside another of
rougher and convoluted style, in a popular tone, which refers to some more

*Cf. G. Abate, "Santa Rosa da Viterbo, " 166-167.
*tcf. C. Pinzi, Storia della Citti.,Vol. II, (Rome: n.p., 1889),27.
*First Life, paragraph 5, p 233-234: "aliqaa enarrabo quae in quibusdam

instrum.entis antiquis a fide d.ignis personis rehta inueni, atque fideliter conscripta, sicut
praedictae personae se a sapradiaae oirginis Rosae ore audiaisse, et uidisse, testata sunt."

"Cf. Second Life, paragraphs 9,10,11,16 &17,236-237.
*'ASs, article 10,443: "aita dictae beatae Rosae in pluribus aathenticis scripturis

antiquis, una cum. eius miraculis, cum. descripta essent et annotata, ex negligentia et
calam.itate dictae ciaitatis Viterbii depertita fuerunt et igne combasta; et qaod de hoc est
pablica aox et fama."
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folkloric episodes, not present in the First Ltfe, written directly by the
anonFnous author, who is completely ignorant of all refinement.

In fact, this author, apart from the written sources which he
undoubtedly incorporated in his story, also had recourse to the oral
tradition, which originated among the people, in his time, thus mixing
history with legend, trurh wirh falsehood."

As regards the text, it can be said that the oldest known manuscript
of the Second. Life is that which forms part of Callistus, documents, the
originals of which are kept in the Archive of the Monastery of Santa Rosa in
Viterbo. Another specimen of the same year is found in the National
Library of Paris, not entirely complete but with the insertion of the
fragment of the First Life already mentioned, with the result that the
narration appears somewhat confused.t"

With respect to the editions of the Second Life, only three are
known: the first" is from 1568, the second dates back io 1742." Both are
imperfect and inaccurate. The third is dated 1748, edited bythe Bollandists
and referred to in the Acta Sanctorum.This, too, is not an exact reproduction
of the Second. Life." Finally, it should be emphasized that giver a detailed
reading, this biography does not appear to be a true history of the Saint, but

n'Cf. 
G. Abate, "Santa Rosa da Viterbo,,, 158-160.

t'This refers to a pa-per codex acquired by the French Library at the
beginning of tfie last century, which bears the mark "Nouv. acq. lat. 890."

_ 
t:qf. Anonymous, Vita, et Miracula, et Missa propria Sanaae Rosae, Ordinis

lfqy:y-Ul"otwn, ,apud Haredes Antonl Btand.rj irnpVesnru Carneralei, Rome
MDLXVII, in which t]re fragment of dte Firx Life'is alsi referred to. In this edition
(1568) the editor Antonio Blandio reproduces, with some slight variations, a previous
bi9g.11phi, transcribed into a fifteenth century booklet Jf barely sixteen pages,
published, ac-cording to the experts, berween titO and 1520 and kept at the liri"tish
Museum in London (4828), who acquired it in the second half of the nineteenth
c.enry.y_.. Fr. Piacentini believes that this biography, compiled after the approval of
the "Missa propria Sancrae Rosae" (grantJd at-the b6ginning of the'iixteenth
9entu5)z), has a special-value. because, while being a hodge-podgel quoting verbatum
first from rhe Firx Life, and then from the Second tlfe, allows-th. i""orr."tn ction of
the missing part of the parchment of the Fir* Ltfe. Cf. E. piacennni, Santa Rosa da
Viterbo (biografica critica), la Controm.enta, ol)l)ero la- Fantastoria di A. M. Vacca (Iitetbo:
n.p.,1993), 129-131.

:C{ F. Brssi, Storia di Viterbo (Rome: n.p., ll42) quotes the rext of the
S1.rynl-L_tfe (the same as that which was included in tire processbf Callistus; on pages
447 -457

"qf,. lss, 433-439, in which the text of the Second Life appears incomplete
and changed by making it more fluent and rational.
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"a compilation of her exploits according to history, tradition and legend,
compiled in order to move the readers to edification and imitation,,.r*

Diplomatic sources
In spite of all the pages dedicated to the narrative sources, it has to

be admitted that without certain diplomatic sources it would have been
difficult to proceed in the research on the human and spiritual story of St.
Rose.

The Bull Sic in Sanctis sais

This is the oldest document in existence concerning St. Rose of
Viterbo, by Pope Innocent fV, dated 25th November 1252," in which the
Pope orders the prior of the Preaching Friars of the Convent of Santa Maria
in Gradi, in Viterbo',, and the arch priest of San Sisto of the same city,', to
collect and examine the evidence on the life and miracles of the Saint, in
connection with an eventual canonization.

The Pontiffwas pressed into issuing this document by the heartfelt
entreaties made to him by the Elect," the Clergy, the Council and the

t*Cf. 
G. Abate, "Santa Rosa da Viterbo,,' 163.

. ,, "This Bull is published by L. Wadding, in Annales Minoram ad annum

!?t213'" ed. v. III, (Quaracchi, Ad Claras Aquas: eolegium S. Bonaventurae, 193l),
323_-32; concerning this Bull, use will be made of Wadding's edition (hereafter cited
as Innocent I\Is Bull Sic in Snnois szls ) however, withoui rhe Forma-Interogatorii,
that is the special formula for interrogating witnesses, contained in a letter sen"t from
lerugia rwo days later, on the 27th November 1252, rcported, in Archiaio Vaticano,
Regesto, Inn. I4 A Xt Epi*ola 240, folio 219a., and, also published by G. Abate in
"Santa Rosa da Viterbo" (when referring to the Forma Interrogatoriii p. 226-227 of
this gdition will be used). Luke Wadding was the Franciscan thEologist and historian
(1588-1657), whose most important work was the already menionid Annales (1625-
1654), a precious collection ofinformation on the history ofFranciscanism from the
beginning until 1540. His interest in Rose is found in paiagraphs 6-16, 319-325 , md
it was he who demonstrated in documents that it was a seiio.rs historical mistake to
maintain that Rose died in the reign of Alexander fV in 1258, and not, as was correct,
in the reign of Innocent IV, probably in 12 5 1.

tuPresumably this was Fr. Ronaldino who witnessed an arbitrary senrence
pronounced on the l8th of June 1251 in Santa Maria di Gradi, and wai then the
prior of that Convent. (Communal Archives of Viterbo, folio 83) cited by C. Pinzi,
Storia della Cind, Y ol. II, 21.

t'Flis name was Samuel, according to a deed dated 6th May 1253
(Communal Archives of Viterbo, folio 87), Cf. C. Pinzi, Storia delh Cini, Vol.'il, lB.

t'The Elect of Viterbo who, in 1252, made an application to the pope for
the canonization of St. Rose, was "Magister Scambius," a Viierban, appointed tiishop
of his city on the 25th June in 1256, as emerges in C. Eubel, Hierarcbia Catboliia
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people of Viterbo, all of whom wanted the Church to ofEcially confirm a
private veneration which those in her region already showed her, as can be
perceived by what is written in the Bull. "In order that light not be hidden
under the bushel, but shine to non believers through the understanding of
the truth, and to believers by sustaining their faith, the beloved children of
the Elect, the Clergy, the Council and the Viterban People...laid before us
humble and filial supplications, that we should gather the tesrimonies of the
faithful on the fragrance of this fresh rose, which is on the worthiness of the
happiness of the triumphal Church, so that she could also be celebrated in
the militant Church with honor deserved; and as she shone as a Virgin of the
Lord before the people, so would she be equally recognized as the holy
patron for the people before God.""' Moreover, in the text it is explicidy
stated that Rose "...poured out over others, too, the perfume of example, like
a real rose.."n" This adds certainty to the fact that already in her lifetime she
had succeeded in bringing herself to the attention of her contemporaries,
acquiring fame among them for the power of her apostolate.

Finally, given that it is clearly asserted that it is thanks to this
exemplary life that she "...deseryed to ascend to the throne of glory"o'
manifest proof of which being "...the clear indications of the alleged miracles
being worked through divine goodness on earth"n', it is crucial to underline
the importance of these miracula. By this time, they certainly must have been
numerous and verifiable, having been able to move the authority and the
Viterban people to request the canonization of their co-citizen.

Medii Aeai, Voi. I, ed.Il Monasterii, l9l3 , 532. Probably for political morives, he was
never consecrated, and t-herefore called the Elect; he also recurs in the deed of the
SthJune l25l cited above, in the following note "...praesentibus...Domino Scango
Electo Viterbien." He is also mentioned in Alexander r\Ps Brt/rl Exposita Nobis dated
5th May 1256 (regarding a concession made to him by the papal Legate of Viterbo,
after the death of Frederick II, and therefore between l25l and 1252) with the
words: "quondam Magistro Scambio, tunc Viterbien Elecro." Cf. C. Pinzi, Storia
della Citti,II,33.

t"Cf. Innocent IV's Bull Sic in Sanctis sub,323: "Ne lucema suh modio lateat,
sed luceat ad aeritatis agnitionem. infedelibus et fidelibus at fidei fuhimentum,...dilecti fillii
Eleuus, Clerus, Consiliam. et Populas Viterbiewis ...Nobis humiliter et humaniter
sapplicarant, ut fideliam. testim.ania saper ipsias nooellae rosae Jlagrantia, oidelicet aitae
m.eritis et m.iracolorum assertionibus, accipi facerem.us; itaquod quae felicitatis potiri, creditur
praem.iis in Eccliia triumphant, in militanti qaoque bonore conryo celebris habeatur, et
quae ghriosa Dei Wrgo coram, bom.inibus daruit, pia innotescat patrlna pro hominibas
coram Deo-"

o"Ibid,. 
"foris aliis, aelat rosa, red.olaerint per exemplum...."

o'Ibid. 
"thronum gloriae conscendere mers!.erit... "

o'Ibid "clara miracolorum indicia, quae in terris divina bonitas operari
dicitur."
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Consequently, one can imagine how remarkable the farna sanctitatis of Rose
must have been to convince Innocent fV, the great jurist, to take such a

request into consideration.

There is no doubt about the authenticity of the Bull and its date,
because it is found registered among the ofEcial Acts of the Holy Seen',

together with numerous others emanating in the same year and the same
places from the same Pope Innocent. An authentic copy of it, attached with
a seal, is kept in the communal archive of Viterbo. Technically, however,
this document cannot be said to be a true Bull of canonization, "but a simple
Letter of Compliance, and so different in nature and tenor, purely intended
to legally authorize the gathering of testimonies on the life and miracles
about a person for whom there is the desire to see solemnly canonized by
the Church."o*

Forrua Interrogatorii

The Forrna Interrogatorii, the special procedure used at that time to
examine witnesses, sent to the same people as the Bull barely two days later,
on the 27th November 1252, is the second document which in the general
context assumes a double valuel as further proof of the sanctity of Rose and
as evidence of how the Church's position had become cautious in the face of
the fervent population, beginning to establish a certain control over the cult
of saints. In fact, right from the beginning of the first half of the thirteenth
centurlrr not only the right to canonize was exclusively reserved to the
Pontificate, but the procedure which anticipated such a Process became
much more complicated than in the past.o'

The appearance of this more critical attitude can be clearly found in
the scrupulosity with which, according to the Forura Interrogatorii,
Archpriest Samuel and Prior Ronaldino would have had to follow in the
questioning of the various witnesses. In it one reads "...concerning what
they will say, interrogate them in this manner; how they had known it,
when, in which month, on which day, and who had been present, in which
place, by the invocation of whom and with which words; ask about the

o'Vatican Archive, Regesto, Inn IV, A X, Epixola 240,folio 219.
n*Cf. G. Abate, "Santa Rosa da Viterbo," 131-132.
o'Cf. A. Vauchez, La Santiti del Medioeao (Bologna: Il Mulino, 1989),25-52.

Also see Storia dei Santi e dealla Santiti. Cristiana, Vol. VI, edited by A. Vauchez,
(Milan: Editrice Eraclea, l99l), 45-49. Regarding the Process of Canonization, see

also R. Gr6goire, Manuale d.i Agiologia, (Fabriano:,n.p., 1987); R. Rodrigo, Manuale
per istruire i processi di cannnizzazione, (Rome: n.p., 1991); F. Veraja, Le caase di
canonizzazione dei Santi, (Vatican City: n.p., 1992). See also Index ac statas caasarllm,
l5th edition, edited by Congregatio de cauis sanctoram. (atican City: n.p., 1999).
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names of those who were said to have benefited from the miracles said to
have been worked; if they had known such a person before; how many days
before had they seen him ill, for how long did they see the person healthy;
from wirere they came, on all these circumstances, diligently question
them."on

Finally, to complete the subject, it is also necessary to examine the
outcome of the Innocent IV's Process. IJnfortunately, nothing can be
expressed with any certainty concerning its course. That is, if it had been
effectively celebrated and if so, why had the Acts been lost, both the original
which should have remained in an ecclesial Archive in Viterbo, anJ the
authentic copy destined for the Vatican Archive of the Holy See.

The following three papal documents are also of great importance
in the story of St. Rose. They will be given attention in the following
chapters, and will confirm that the promotion of public and common
veneration did not wait for an ofEcial declaration on Rose,s sanctity from
the Holy See:

Innocent IVs BallDilectae nobis in Christo (Assisi,9 Septernber 1253)

It was "Peter, called Capotosto, priest of the church of Santa Maria
del Poggio," where the Saint was buried, who thinking that it would be a
good thing to found a monastery for women under the title of St. Rose,
arbitrarily assumed the initiative. The Damianites of Santa Maria, however,
were concerned about another monastery being established near them and
turned to the Holy See to resolve the serious dispute. In 1253, therefore,
Pope Innocent fV, in response to their request, wrote to the Prior of the
church of San Matteo di Viterbo, ordering him to surnmon the parties,
without, however, deciding on the merit of the question raised by the nuns.o'

Alexanfur IVs BallPerconis quae mundo (Naples,27 February, l2f i)
The serious controversy, however, could not have been happily

resolved since two years later his immediate successor, Pope Alexander fV
(1254-1261), was obliged to send a second Bull, addressed to the same Prior,
in which he forbade the construction of any monastery, even the

oocf, 
Forma Interrogatorii,226-227: "et de omnibw quae dixerint intemogetis

uodem: quwnodo sciunt, quo tem.p\re, qao n ense, quo die et quibw praesentibus, quo loci, ad
cuius inaocationem, qaibus uerbis interpoitis; et de ntrninibus ilhrum, circa qaos m.iracula
faaa dicuntur; et i eos antea cognascebant; et quot diebus antea eos uiderant infirmns; et
qaanto tempore sant sani; et quo loco sunt oriundi; et interrogetis dr omnibus circustantiis
diligenter."

u'Alexander IV's Bull Dilectae nobis in Christo was published in full in lSs,
417.
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transformation of an already existing church into a building for religious
use.

Alexand.er IVs BallSua nobis dilectae (Anagnt,28 June, 1255)

As, once again, the said Prior for unknown reasons and pretexts did
not follow the order, to the extent that "Capotosto," in spite of the
prohibition, had actually gathered a group of women in a private house
called the "Monastery of Santa Rosa," Pope Alexander, on the 2TthJune of
that year, that is, only four months later, would repeat the order, but
entrusting the execution of it this time direcdy to the Bishop of Viterbo.o"

Postulation Letter of Kng Alpbonse of Aragon

Another documentary source, which predates the canonical Process

carried out under Callistus III in 1457 by twelve years, is the postulatory
letter by Alphonse of Aragon (1416-1458), sent to Callistus III on the 4th
March 1445, in which the king pleaded for the cause of Rose of Viterbo's
canonization. The king openly declared that even the Pope "...knows well
how the laudable memory of the most holy Rose of Viterbo must be

inscribed and venerated in the Catalogue of Saints." Because of this, he
humbly implored "...to permit this most holy lady called by immortal God
in Heaven be venerated also among mortals...on earth," emphasizing above

all "...to concede this to those who call for it, will represent a gift of justice,

of piety and of clemenry...towards Her...most famous for her fasts, her vigils
and her torments."'"

o'Alexander IV's Bull Personiis quae mundo of which the original parchment
is found in the Archive of the Monastery of Santa Rosa, was published by G. Abate in
"Santa Rosa da Viterbo," 270-271.

o"Alexander [\r's Bull Sua nobis dilectae of which the original parchment is
found in the Archive of Santa Rosa, was published by G. Abate in "Santa Rosa da

Viterbo," 271-272.

'"The original of this Lettera Postulatoria from King Aphonse of Aragon to
Pope Callistus III (Casali Principis,4th March l'145), can be found in the Archive of
Santa Rosa of Viterbo, and was published by G. Abate in "Santa Rosa da Viterbo,"
272-273: "Non ignorat Sanctitas Vestra ut kadabilis memoria sanetisimae dominae. .

Rosae de Viterbo in cathologo Sanctorum. ad sriberetur celebrareturqae. . , quare. . bam.iliter
supplicam.us, ut banc m.ulierem. sanctissim.am. ab imm.ortali Deo aocatam ad saperos etiam.

m.ortalibus tradat uenerandam. . in terris. Erit igitur iustitiae, pietatis ac clementiae
Sanctitatis Wstre m.unus mulieri celeberimae jejuniis, oigiliis, studiis . . aliquibus idipsam
pet entibas conce dere. "
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Ac* of tbe 1457 Process of Callistas

The penultimate documentary source on Rose's life is the Process
of canonization, in Viterbo in the year 1457, by Pope Callistus III (1455-
1458) who ordered it in that year. This is the second canonical investigation,
which followed, two centuries later, the one that possibly had occurred
under Innocent fV in 1252, which is dealt with above.

fu the first Process had not fulfilled the purpose for which it was
requested, that is, the inscription of Rose in the Roll of Saints, the commune
of Viterbo demanded a reexamination and completion of it, turning to
Eugene N (1431-1442), but this time, too, it did not reach its objective."

Some years later, on the 8th April 1455, the Spaniard Alphonse
Borgia, known as Cardinal Valentino, assumed the Papacy, and took the
name of Callistus III, and finally the Process was reopened. This Pope, in
fact, having obtained a particular grace through the intercessions of St.
Rose, was very devoted to the Saint." For this reason, Callistus, on
becoming Pope, favorably received the ambassadors from the city of
Viterbo, Palatine Count Christopher Malvicini and the Franciscan, Fr. Luca
Benedetti, who came to him in the year 1456 precisely to ask for the review
of the Process. With great kindliness the Pope received their Petition and,
on thel4th June nominated a Commission who would look into the request.
From this date a certain amount of time passed before a preparatory phase
would be started-an organizing in view of the opening of the real Process,
which would begin only on the 9th April 1457, with the examination of a

good 264 witnesses" and the examination of documents.'o To conclude, it

"G. Signorelli, in Viterbo nella storia,Yol I, 224, summarises a passage from
tlre petition, citing the Riforme del Comune di Viterbo, X 101. On Eugene IVs interest
in St. Rose, seelSs, 427-431.

"While he was still Cardinal, in 1445, happening to be in Rome, he was
taken by a very serious fever which put him in danger of his life. In these terrible
circumstances he entrusted himself to the Saint of Viterbo, promising that if he were
cured, as a sign of gratitude, he would send a votive silver rose to place beside her
tomb. Having taken the vow, he was perfectly cured, and remembering his
obligation, he sent the promised gift. Cf. lSr, No. lJ7 ,467 .

"The complete list of witnesses is published in lSs, +77-479. On the social
origin of the witnesses in the Processes of canonization and on their role in it, cf.J.
M. Sallmann, "II Santo e le representazioni della Santiti," in Quademi Sroruci, No.
41, Ancona, May-August 197 9, 58+-602.

'*Ihe witnesses were called to give evidence on 15 Articles presented bythe
Postulators and on 170 miracles attributed to the Saint post l?l.ortem. in the years
preceding the Process. Flowever, not being able to realise such an apostolic inquiry
on the testimonies of contemporaries alone, it was necessary to refer to the oral
tradition and to biographies which had been wrinen by then, for information about
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should be remembered that after about three months, on the 4thJuly 1457,
the Process was closed. Now it is pertinent to aslq what was its outcome?
Beyond what certain historians claim", it was not followed, so that as well as

the original statements, the authentic copies which would have had to have
been sent to Rome'o were also kept in the Archive of the Monastery of Santa
Rosa.

Petition by tbe Monastery 0f Santa Rosa of Viterbo to the Republic of
Siena

A final proof of the failure of this Process to canonize Rose is shown
in an original letter from the Abbess and Sisters of the Monastery of Santa
Rosa of Viterbo, dated the 29th March 1476, and kept in the Archive of the
State of Siena, in which Pope Sixtus fV Q47l-1484) communicated to the
Magistrate of the Sienese Republic that in response "...to our prayer...with
clemenry has promised...to canonize the blessed Rose of Viterbo." And
therefore "knowing it...the Blessed Virgin Mary and your magnificent and
famous City...carry devotions, zealous and loving, to the same Blessed,"
they prayed with humility that if "...it pleases you with regard to such holy
work of her canonization, to give us some refuge and aid; considering how
much expenditure is being incurred, we being utterly powerless to fulfill

her deeds. And so during the preparatory phase, a Life of the Saint manuscript was
presented (Second Lif) together with an older fragment of parchment @irst Life).

"Cf.L. Von Pastor, in Storia dei Papi I (Rome: n.p., 1925), 587) claims in a

note that Callistus III canonized St. Rose. Furthermore, Cf. G. Moroni, Dizionario di
erad.izione eccleiastica \lII, fl/enice: n.p., 1851), 309, reporting the "Catalogue of
Saints solemnly canonized by the Roman Pontiffs and for which indisputable proofs
are held" also records St. Rose, who he says "was canonized by Callistus III in 1458."

In addition, it should be noted t}atunder the Pontificate of Pius II (1458-
1464) the Cause for canonization of Rose, resumed again and dealt with in a public
consistory which occurred in December of 1460, joindy with those of Catherine of
Siena and Francesca Romana, would still have a negative outcome. Cf. G. Signorelli,
Wterbo nella Storia II, 286.

'oFrom the thirteenth cenftlry in fact, the authentic copy of the Acts of
Process, signed by the Notaries of the canonical inquiry, was sent to Rome, while the
original Acts remained in the ecclesiastical Archive of the place where the Process
was drawn up. Now, so far as the Process is concerned, the Acts, both the originals
and the copies, remained in the Monastery of Santa Rosa in Viterbo. It is necessary,
in fact, to bear in mind that the authentic copy must have been sent to the Pope, not
on the initiative of the judges and the postulators, but only on request of the same
Pontiff. Cf. L. Herding, "Materiali per la storia del Processo di Canonizzazione," in
Gregorianum, l6 (1935) 170-195.
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such expenses, we having firm hope that...much charitywill be shown for
our weaknesses...will willingly agree with us.""

However, Sixtus fV did not keep his promise, nor has any other
Pontiff up the present in any way canonized Rose, while calling her a Saint
in no small number of official documents."

"Cf. Supplica del Monastero di S. Rosa di Viterbo alla Repabblica di Siena
(V'iterbo, 29th March 1476) published by G. Abate, in "Santa Rosa daYirerbo," 273-
27+.

^Cf. V. M. Egidi "Santa Rosa da Viterbo e i Papi," in WI Centenario delh
morte di Santa Rosa, Viterbo, 1935 , 2+-25 . Rose's name appears for the first time on
the 4th September with the tide "Blessed" in the Roman edition of Martiriologio
Rtmano of 1583, edited by C. Baronio at the order of Gregory )ilI (1572-1585),
beside those of formally recognized Saints, without having obtained an official
Beatification, while her name iJnot found in other previour 

""ditionr 
of the fifteenth

century, nor in t-hose of the second half of the sixteenth. Cf. G. Abate, "Santa Rosa
da Viterbo," 181.
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Chapter Two
The Dawning of a New Way of Life-Summer, 1250

Probable date for the birth and death of Rose
None of the ancient documents presented here reveals the year of

Rose's birth, nor the exact year of her death. It has been ascertained,
however, that her passing was some time after that of Frederick II, which
occurred on the 13th December 1250. Rose had vaguely prophesied his
death towards the end of that same year, which was after her return to
Viterbo following her exile.

Furthermore, Innocent fV's Bull Sic in Sanxis szr written in 1252,
which ordered'the Process of canonization, establishes a fixed point-the
death of the Saint necessarily preceding that of the Bull. Moreover, in the
first lines of the Bull Rose is said to be aenerandae rnernoriae and that would
indicate that Rose had been dead for at least a certain period. Some time
must have passed between her death and the 25th November 1252, because
before the papal document could have been sent, a number of events must
have occurred: (a) some miracles had been worked through her intercession;
(b) the people and the civil and ecclesial authorities of Viterbo had
submitted their plea to the Pope on account of Rose's fama sanaitatis ; (c)

the examination of the case and the drawing up of the Bull by the Roman
Curia.

In addition, it should be remembered that only in very rare cases

did the Curia authorize the celebration of a Canonical Process in the year of
the death of the candidate. Therefore, it can be hypothesized that Rose died
in 1251. A point which would confirm such an hypothesis is implicidy
suggested in the Second Life in which one reads that Rose's body was buried
in the church of Santa Maria del Poggio and remained there for 18 months."

This precise chronological dating could refer to the time when her
remains were ofEcially recognized, which was usually done at the beginning
or some time before each Process of canonization.t" It can, therefore, be
claimed that this inspectio corporis occurred on or soon after the 25th

"'Cf . Second Life, paragraph 23, 244.

'"For example, the Canonical Process of St. Dominic was ordered by Pope
Gregory IX on the 13th July 123 3, but the recognition of the body of the saint had
taken place around two months earlier, during the night between the 2lrd and 24th
May of the same year. During this recognition, the body of the Saint was taken out
of the ground and placed in a new casket strengthened with a lock, t-he key of which
was held by tJr.e Podesti of Bologna. Cf. G. Abate, "Santa Rosa da Viterbo," 189.
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November 1252, or somewhat earlier, that is about 18 months after her
death. From this it could be established that Rose died in March of 1251. In
view of the fact that tradition claims that she was eighteen years old at this
time, her date of birth must have been in 12 3 3 .

The fact that Rose's life was of brief duration can always be
discerned from Innocent I\Is Bull Sic in Sanais suis and also from the Forrua
Interrogatorii in which she is defined both as puella and as airgo, terms which
indicate a young woman, without grving her a precise age. Moreover, it has
been ascertained that at the time of her death Rose was not an immature
young girl, i.e., younger than eighteen, by all those who observed her
remains exposed for public venerationl they were those of a fully grown
woman, though short of stature.t'

fler name
The name Rose was quite unusual in her city, given that in various

Viterban documents which were issued from the second half of the twelfth
century until the beginning of the thirteenth, it is only mentioned three
times. The first Rose, wife of a certain Offreduccio di Gualtiero, together
with another Rose, mother of a certain Guido, appeared in I160.*'

The third Rose, however, was the wife of Giovanni di Roiatterio,
who together with her husband, in 1202 sold a vineyard with trees to a
certain Rocco di Benencasa and claimed for herself three soldi for a pair of
ankle boots "pro unio pario subtilarum.""After this period, in the 1320,s and
1330's this name is only found in the derivatives Rosana, in a document
dated 1220,84 and a widow Rosapreia, in 1231. This last name is also
written as Rosapretia and Rosupreta in the same document. tt

The name appeared more frequently after Rose's death, and this
might have been for devotional reasons. In fact, in the short papary of

"For the dates of the birth and death of Rose, reference is made to those
indicated by G. Signorelli,, in Viterbo della Snria, 1, 216. These dares were also taken
up by G. Abate in "Santa Rosa da Viterbo," 187-190. See also Mariano d,Alatri,
"Rosa da Viterbo, la Santa a voce di Popolo," in l'Italia Francescana,44 (1969). Rose,s
body actually measured lm 29 cm and weighed 5.18 kg. Cf. P. Innocenti, Santa Rosa
da Viterbo nei d.oeumenti del suo tempo, (Viterbo: n.p., 1974),42. Innocenti,s book is the
only Italian edition of the most important documents on Rose of Viterbo: Innocent
f\us Bull Sic in Sanctis suis, 1252; rhe Forma Intenogatorii and the manuscript of the
First Life,8-29.' 

"Cf. P. Egidi, L'Archiaio della Canedrale.., document )OO( ,62-6j.t'Cf. 
P. Eg;tdi, L'Archioio della Cattedrale, document LXI, 90.

*Cf. 
P. Egidi, L'Arcbiaio della Canedrale, document C)O(V, 141.

"Cf. P. Egidi, L'Arcbiaio della Cattedrale, document CXLI, 150-152.
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Callistus III from 1455 to 1458, the name appears at least six times. Two
Rose's, one a daughter of Giovanni Lotaringio, and the other of Jacopo
Ugolini, were mentioned in a document dated 1270, a list of nuns received

in the new female Cistercian Monastery of Santa Maria del Paradiso, which
had been established not far from Viterbo.'o Another Rose, daughter of
Jacopo, is found in a power of attorney in 1285". Yet another Mistress Rose,

daughter of Plenerio, is mentioned in a testament of 1287 ,'" a Mistress Rose,

wife of Berardo son of Susanna, in a dowry contract of 1290,"" and finally
Mistress Rose di Jacopo di Soriano, wife of Simone Giovanni di San

Gemino, in a document dated 1292, regxding the repalrment of a loan.'"

The family and their social status

Little is known of Rose's family members. The names of her
parents can be found in a deposition among the acts of Callistus. Even

though this information is not communicated in any other document, it is

traditionally held to be true, with no contrary evidence. The witness, a

certain Nicola di Caccia, a seventy year old Viterban citizen, affirmed
hearing "from his predecessors and from many other old people, and worthy
of the greatest confidence" that St. Rose was born "of a Christian father and

mother...whose names were Giovanni and Caterina."''

It would be pointless to investigate the family surname, because

nobody had one at that time; one person was distinguished from another

purely by the appropriate patronym' while strangers were frequendy
referred to by the names of their places of origin.

It could certainly be supposed that Rose was from local extraction,
probably the daughter ofpeasants, butnot too poor, as can be gathered from
certain details in her biography; they possessed a house, a donkey and

probably also a piece of land outside the walls, where her father worked

from daybreak, returning in the evening."

'ocf. P. Egldi,L'Archiaio della Cattetlrale, document CCL)OOI, 217-218-

"Cf. P. F;gidi, L'Archiaio della Catteilrale, document CCCXL,257 .

"Cf. P. Egidt, L'Arcbiaio de lla Cattedrale, document CCCLll,263 .

t'Cf. P. F;g1dr,L'Archiaio della Cattedrale, document CCCL)OV' 269-

'"Cf. P. Egidi, L'Archiaio della Canedrale, document CCCDO(V, 273.

"'G. Abate, in "S. Rosa da Viterbo," 264.

"For Rose's family and its social status' see Mariano D'Alatri, "Rosa da

Viterbo, tra mito e storia," in Lunario Rom.ano, VIII, (Rome: n.p.,1978),347.
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fler house and neighborhood
Rose's family home was located in the area of San Matteo in Sonza,

in the parish of Santa Maria del Poggio, one of the outlying areas. Viterbo
was typical of the communal cities in which the country population chose to
setde, and which received a stream of immigrants coming from all social
classes." At the end of the eleventh century the district where Rose would
later live was only a small hamlet which had grown up around the church of
Santa Maria del Poggio, its future parish, and consisted of a few barns and
the occasional house without other habitations close by.

This can be reconstructed from a deed of sale dated 1076 in which
it is claimed that "Azzo and his wife Kiera, inhabitants of the Castle of
Viterbo, have sold to a certain Bivolo, inhabitant of the hamlet of Santa
Maria del Poggio, a barn situated in that hamlet and bordered on one side
by a public road and on the other by the barn of Giovanni Farolfo...and
with the house and kitchen garden of Giovanni Vangaia.,,,,

The situation remained almost unchanged during the second half of
the twelfth century. In fact, in a document dated 1196, this locality is
mentioned once more as an out-of-town country zone.

This document is a sale and purchase deed with which ,,a certain
Guittone sells to Gerardo Prete a house situated in the region of Santa
Maria del Poggio and between these boundaries: the buyer marking the
boundary on one side, Dionisio with his brother on the second side,
Giovanni Lelli on the third and the public road on the fourth.,,,'The area
only finally became included in the city perimeter when the boundary wall
of l2l3 was built.'n

Later, the locality was chosen by Frederick II, when in 1242 ,,...he

had a great Palace made in Viterbo""' built on the site of 4l demolished
cottages, previously acquired from their owners. It was never finished, and

"Cf. A. M. Vacca, La Menta e la Croce ,70.
. 'nqf. C. Pinzi, Gli Ospizi Medieoale e l,Ospedale Grande di Wterbo, Viterbo,
1883, 30, which refers to parchment no. 930 of the Communal Archive of Viterbo,
that is, this deed of sale.

"Cf. P. E,gidi, L'Archiaio della Canedrale, documenr no. XLMI, 79. Unlike
other sales contracts concerning city centre localities, here there is no mention of
other adjoining houses, but only the ownership, which indicates an area of sparse
habitation.

'uon the urban growth of Viterbo and the construction of its city walls, cf.
S. Valtieri, Guida a Viterbo, (Bari: Dedalo ,1982), 17 -18.

"'N. Della Turcia, Cronache,20.
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as previously mentioned, was later destroyed." Santa Maria del Poggio
continued to be a collection of barns and cottages, with a few houses here
and there, interposed betv/een lanes, vegetable gardens and paths. In fact, it
is once more found recorded in a rental contract dated 1260, in which
"Bartolomeo, arch priest of S. Lorenzo, leases to Rollando some pieces of
land..." among which is one "called Vignale, situated in Santa Maria del
Poggio, next to the property of the same Rollando and to a lane which leads
to Foricasso."'

A stream, the Sonza, divided the Northern area from a hill known
as the Castle of Sonza, with abundant herds and riddled with caves where
only the cowherds and shepherds lived, who used them for shelter for their
animals.""' It is still possible today to identiSz the position of the whole area
surounding the habitation of Rose, in relation to the ancient city center. In
fact, there are many reasons to believe that the house which is currendy sign
posted to tourists as the "House of St. Rose," which was later restored and
modified, was rebuilt on the site where her old dwelling must have been, in
view of the fact that it is possible to reconstruct from documents a

devotional continuity, with the stamp of a regular popular cult around the
house, which would guarantee its authenticity.""

Rose's secluded life up to the a;ge of 17

According to the authoritative testimony in the First Life, as will
shortly be seen, Rose's public apostolate immediately followed her religious
clothing which only happened in 1250; it can be established with some
certainty that until this age she led an almost obscure life of seclusion. It is
probable that apart from devoting herself to domestic chores and women's
tasks within her modest house, she also attended Mass in the neighborhood
parish of Santa Maria del Poggio, and was present at the preaching of the
Friars Minor, especially from their church of San Francesco. This preaching
fuelled the spiritual awakening of the people, emphasizing the great
Christian themes of peace among mankind, of the virnre of the Virgin Mary
and the passion of Christ the Savior."''If Rose's life up to now had been led

"Cf. F. Orioli, Florile gio Viterbese, (Rome: n.p., 1 85 5), 1 1 2f.

"Cf. P. Egldr,L'Arcbiaio della Canedrale, document CCKX, 187-188.

"'4. M. Yacca, La Menta e la Croce,2l.
""Several testimonies are found in the Process of Callistus which stress a

particular cult around Rose's house which allows one to imagine that it developed in
Viterbo soon after her death.

"''On the relationship between the Minors and the laity of the thirteenth
cennrry, see Luigi Pellegrini, Origini e niluppo degli Ordini Mendicanti nella societi del
secola XIil, (Chieti:, Poligrafica Abruzzese Editrice, 1986). In addition, see Mariano
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in a tranquil and apparently dull manner, there would soon be an event
which would completely change her experience, and through which she
would emerge for ever from that anonymity which she had in common with
all the girls who, like her, lived in the city.

The illness-The vision of the dead-the cure
Rose, therefore, only entered the annals of history in the early

summer of 1250. The manuscript of the First Life opens with a serious
illness, the nature of which is not known, which had struck her down,
bringing her close to death. The situation must have been very grave if the
unknown writer stressed that "...none of those present dared risk addressing
her." However, something truly extraordinary happened when... "she began
to see the souls of the dead and to recognize even those whom she had never
seen, as they had died twenty or thirty years before she had been born; and
she called by name the good and the bad. And this she did from the Tuesday
until the Wednesday. On the Wednesday, during the night, while the
mother of the blessed Virgin and many other women were present, and
believing that she was about to give up her spirit, and her mother wanted to
give her something to eat, the blessed Virgin said to her mother, 'mother, f
do not wish"" to eat because tomorrow will be the eve of the blessed John'.
And she suddenly arose with great joy, and praised the Lord and the blessed
Virgin Mary and the blessed Anna'un and all the Saints of God; and prayed to

D'AIatri, "Predicazione Francescana nel Due e tecento," in Picenum. Serapbicum.X,
1973 ,7 -23; Stanislao da Campagnola, " I Fedeli e i Frati Minori," in I Frati Minori e il
Terzo Ordine. Problem.i e d.iscusioni storiografiche. Todi, 17-20 October 1982, (Todi
1985), 13-50; Andre Vauchez, Ordini m.endicanti e societi italiana del XIII-XV secolo,
(Milan: Arnoldo Mondadori Editrice, 1990); Raoul Manselli, "La spiritualiti del
Francescanesimo nel Medioevo," in San Francesco, A Celebration Day on the
Occasion of the VIII centenary of the Birth of St. Francis. Rome, 12 Novembdr
1982. (Rome: n.p., 1985),7-23.

""The manuscript at this point is almost illegible, and it is not clear whether
"nolo" or "volo" is wriften. Fr. Abate prefers the word "nolo," which would give the
meaning " I do not wish" to eat, because according to him, being late at night, eating
at this hour would not be in observance with the fast of the following day
(Thursday), the eve of St. John the Baptist. Cf. G. Abate, "S. Rosa da Viterbo," 147.

"*Ihis reference to St. Anna, of all the Saints tlre only one named, would
suggest a definite Franciscan influence, because one of the aspects of the cult of St.
Anna, exemplary mother of the Virgin, is linked with the long opposed cult of the
Immaculate Conception, begun in the thirteenth certurf, of which tJre Franciscans
in particular became the advocates and propagators, while the Dominicans opposed
it. In fact, from the beginning of the fifteenth and the sixteenth century, the
hierarchy also encouraged the cult of St. Anna in support of the cult of the
Immaculate Conception, so that the exemplarary life of the mother of Mary could
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the Lord in order that strength and courage be given to the king of France
in the conquering of those people'u'. And soon she lay down naked on the
ground in the form of a cross, weeping and saying to her mother, 'Mother, I
renounce all possessions and delights of this world and I leave them to

rrt106you.

From this account it can be clearly perceived that Rose was in a

comatose state from which, after her vision of the dead, she awoke
completely cured and perfectly conscious to the extent that she even warited
to observe the fast, in view of the imminent festival, and she remembered to
pray for the King of France. For this reason, her vision represented a

fundamental moment in her brief existence, and such centrality can be
verified in the First Life, whtch begins the whole story with this episode. In
fact, it was after having lived through this particular event that Rose felt the
need to choose a new life for herself, based on the spirit and abandoning the
materialistic, thus giving rise to her religious experience."''

render the special privileges of her conception more acceptable. Cf. M. Warner, Sola

fra le donne (Palermo: n.p., 1980),279.

"'tThe mention of the king of France, St. Louis IX, and in particular to the
feast of St. John the Baptist, makes it possible to precisely fix the dates of these days:
Tuesday the 2lst and Wednesday the 22nd June of the year 1250. The following
day, that is the Thursday, was the eve of the feast of St. John the Baptist, a vigil
assigned by the Church to the 23rd June. Therefore, 23rd June which would be a

Thursday during the short life of Rose, that is, between 1233 and 1251, could have
only occurred three times; ie. In 1239, 1244 and 1250. The year 1239 can be
discounted because Rose was a litde girl of about 6 years old; the year 1244 canbe
excluded because on the Wednesday night in question the cured Rose prayed for
King Louis IV of France, who only took up his Crusade in the East to vanquish the
Saracens in 1248, and from the 8th May 1250 he was in Acre. Only the year 1250
remains in which all the events of the life of St. Rose could have taken place, from
the illness to its outcome. Cf. A. Cappelli, Cronologia, Cronografia e Calendario
Perpetao, (Milan, n.p., 1930), 47 and 61. The reference to the Crusade, then, may
represent a kind of educated comment, connected to Franciscan preaching, which in
those years was the greatest advertisement for the achievements of the King of
France. Cf. Mariano d'Alatri, "La Predicazione francescana," in Picenum Serapbicum.,
13.

"'ocf. First Life, paragraphs l-3,227-228.
"''It can be understood that what Rose declared to her mother, of wanting

to renounce the riches and pleasures of the world, clearly implies a choice of life
rather than a state of leaving. In fact, the choice of voluntary poverty appears in
many other biographies of contemporary Saints, in which women lived the burden of
poverty in a religious perspective that showed that they wanted to conform to Christ.
Cf. Edith Pasztor, "Esperienze di poaerth fem.m.inile," in La Conaerione alla Poaerti
nell'balia dei secoli XI-ilV. Atti del )O(VII Convegno Storico Internazionale: Todi
14-17 October 1990. (Spoleto: n.p., 1991), 370-399. See also M. Bartoli, "Poverti e
Movimento Francescano Femminile," in'Dalla Seqaela Cbristi ' di Francesco d'Asisi
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It is probably this strange fact-considered by the anonymous
author, together with other supernatural apparitions, as a miracle, lasting a

day and a night and occurring in the presence of numerous persons and
rapidly spreading throughout the city, arousing amazement and curiosity in
all-which more than anything else, from that time, began to bring
attention to Rose.

Rose's vision of the deceased also remained the critical starting
point in the Second Life, even though it was preceded by a very concise
account of a miracle worked when Rose was only three years old, in which
she restored life to an aunt who had been dead for a day.

The narration is contained in a short paragraph entided De airtute
Sancturum in which, turning to a frequent hagiographical theme, it is
declared that the virtue of the future Saint could be seen from her earliest
childhood, as in the case of St. John the Baptist, St. Nicholas, St. Agnes and
St. Agatha and that this would also have been true in the case of the young
Rose."* The author of the Second Life, in order to render this fact more
edifying, transformed the deceased into particularly holy souls, placing Rose
in direct communication with some unspecified sisters, who had died twenty
years before her birth, without being concerned with the fact that at Viterbo
such sisters could never have existed, given that the first female monastery in
the city was actually that of the Damianites, and later the Clarisses, of Santa
Maria, founded in 1235, to where her body would later be translated and
which was therefore contemporary with Rose's birth."''

The clothing
Returning to the account in the First Life, immediately after Rose's

renunciation of possessions and the delights of the world, she "begged her
mother, salnng, 'Mother, I desire that domina Sita clothe me in the tunic,
girdle me with the cord"u and cut my hair like a cleric's. Immediately, the

alla Apologia della Poaerti. Atti del XVII Convegno Internazionale. fusisi 18-20
October 1990. (Spoleto: n.p., 1992),225-248.

"t'Cf. Second Life paragrrph 7, 234. Fr. Abate is very sceptical about this
miracle, cf. G. Abate, "Santa RoIa d^a Viterbo," 245.

""Cf. Second Life, paragraph 9, 236. Concerning the building of the
monastery of the Damianites conceded by Gregory IX in 1215, see G. Signorelli, "I
Tempio di S. Rosa," in WI Centenario della nascita di S. Rosa, 13 .

t'oThis request by Rose brings to mind a recluse famous in Rome and
Lazio, Prassede, recorded exclusively by Thomas of Celano, to whom St. Francis, as
a reward for her great devotion, affectionately granted her the tunic and cord. Cf.
Thomas of Celano, The Treatise on the Miracles of Saint Francis 181: "Prassede was
among the best known religious women in the City and in Roman circles. From her
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said damina Sita came to the blessed Virgin Rose, and said to her, 'Daughter,
I am not worthy to do what you say'. But she replied, 'The blessed Virgin
Mary orders that you clothe me right now with that tunic of sackcloth which
you have at the head of your bed'. The same domina Sita replied, sayrng,
'Daughter, allow your relatives to come.' And the Virgin replied, 'The
blessed Virgin Mary commands me to insist. Do what I have told you'. And
her mother said to her, 'Daughter, I do not have a cord'. And she replied,
'Do you not have a donkey's cord?'And the mother did what she had been
asked. Then the said dornina Sita did what the Virgin had commanded her.
Then she called her mother again and said, 'Mother, go immediately and
waken all the women of the district'. And this happened in the night. And
the mother said to her, 'Daughter, who will remain with you?' And the
Vrgin replied, 'The Holy Spirit will stay with me.'And the mother went
and did what the blessed Virgin had ordered her to do. Then all the women
arose and drew near to the Virgin. And the Virgin said to the women,
'Come outside the house, all of you, because the blessed Virgin Mary is
going outside.' And they went out after her and they all sat down; and the
Virgin sat in the middle of them and began to say to the women, 'Listen,
because I see the most beautiful Bride of Christ, whom none of you see; this
Bride is adorned with purple and with a sendado,"'with a golden crown on
her head, full of jewels and precious stones. This Bride commands me to go
adorned first to the blessedJohn, and then to the blessed Francis, and return
to the church of the blessed Mrry'. All this was done the next day, as she had
ordered, and she always brought dignity"'with her wherever she went.""'

First of all, it is necessary to emphasize that this investiture at home
is described in all its detail in the First Life whereas in the Second Ltfe any
reference to the nocturnal ceremony is entirely omitted; it does not refer to
the nocturnal ritual, it does not name Sita, who never appears in the Second

Life; rather the time and the place of the ceremony is moved to a much more
solemn setting and a more convenient time. The investiture no longer
happens at home and in the night, but inside the ecclesiastical institution
and in the daytime. The ceremony, dren, is not directly related, but the

tender infanry she had, for love of her eternal Spouse, withdrawn for nearly forty
years to a narrow cell. She earned the favor ofa special friendship with Saint Francis.
He did for her what he did for no other woman: he received her to obedience, and
with pious devotion gave her the habit of the Religion, that is, the tunic and cord."
Cf. FA:ED II462.

"'A precious material, very soft and transparent, made from linen or silk.

"'Probably a tabernacle with a painted and engraved holy picture. Later on,
it is said that Rose carried in her hand a Cross, which can probably be identified with
this same tabernacle on which was painted the figure ofJesus crucified.

"' Cf . First Life paragraphi 3 -5 , 228-229 .
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account of what must have happened is meticulously anticipated by the
Madonna, who this time appears to Rose soon after the vision of the
deceased, while in the First Life she tells all the women of the district, hastily
convened, about the apparition, after the nocturnal ritual.

In the Second Life the Virgin Mary speaks in the first person and,
with a rather lengthy speech, orders Rose to go as soon as possible, adorned,
as she herself is, to the church of Santa Maria del Poggio, where, during the
solemn mass, her hair would be cut, and her clothes and worldly adornments
would be removed, she would put on a hair shirt, tying it with the cord from
her donkey and the marriage with the Supreme Spouse would be
celebrated."' Thus the ritual became a true monastic clothing, with the
observation of all the rules, which completely superimposed, and entirely
erased the nocturnal clothing. From the original account only the donkey's
cord was retained, which Rose obeying the Virgin, had to bring to the
church from home, a cord which in this new context loses its charm,
becoming detached and out of place."'

On the other hand, recent historiography with great shrewdness
and respect for the sources, especially by Fr. Giuseppe Abate, who was the
first to recognize the crucial importance of the First Life,have restored the
ceremony of the nocturnal clothing in all its detail. In particular, since the
First Life claims that Rose had been a member of the Franciscan Third
Order,"o from this viewpoint domina Sita automatically became the Minister
of the tertiaries, while the ritual which was enacted in Rose's house would

"rCf . Second Life parryraph9,236-237.
t"G. Abate highlights this incongruence. Cf. G. Abate, "Santa Rosa da

Viterbo," 236.
t'oln order to simpliS, the discussion, which is complex and unclear on main

points, if reference is made to the Franciscan Third Order before the end of the
thirteenth century, when it was officially recognized by Pope Nicholas IV, it should
be done with great caution. However, see L. Temperini, Testi e dacumenti sul Terzo
Ordine di San Francesco, Rome, l99l; Idem., Fratelli e sorelle della penitenza, (Rome:
n.p., 1998); G. Andreozzi,Il Teruo Ordine Regolare di San Francesco nella saa storia e

nelle sue leggi, Yol. I-[I, (Rome: n.p., 1993-95). Also see Dizionario degli Istituti di
perfezione, Vol. IX, (Rome: n.p., 1973), 1082-1116. The most recurrent designations
during the thirteenth century were: Penirent Brothers and Sisters, Brothers and
Sisters of Penance, Continenti, Order of Brothers of Penitence and Order of
Penitents. Only after 1288 were the previous names established as "of the III Order,"
"of the III Rule," when on the 18th August Nicholas IV in his BrrJ,l Supra Montem.
would officially recognise the Third Order of St. Francis. Cf. A. Pompei,
"Terminologia varia dei Penitenti," in Il Moaimento Francescano della Penitenza iella
Societi Medieaale. Art del III Congegno di Studi Francescani Padta 25-27
September, 1979. (Rome: n.p., 1980), 12-13.
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represent her admission to the followers of St. Francis."' Probably because
such a ceremony would be outside the usual nonns, Abate explains that it
should be regarded as a private and provisional ceremony, given that the
public and canonical investiture would have taken place in a church or
oratory, in the presence of a notary or several witnesses, according to the
norrns in use."' In consequence, the regular public ceremony would have

t"In connection with Rose and her ties with Franciscanism, historiography
in most cases tends towards the thesis of Abate, considering Rose as a "tertiary." Cf.
M. Signorelli, Santa Rosa da Viterbo, 1963 (hereafter cited as Santa Rosa); S. Pelligrini,
S. Rasa e il suo Monastero, (Viterbo: n.p., 1967); Fausta Casolini, "Rosa da Viterbo," in
Bibliotheca Sanctora.nt, Vol. X[, (Rome: n.p., 1968413-425);Mariano D'Alatri, "Rosa
da Viterbo, Ia Santa a voce di popolo," in L'Italia francescana aA(1969): 122-130;
Mariano D'Alatri, "Rosa da Viterbo, tra Mito e Storia," in Lunario romnno I./I.II,
(Rome: n.p., 1978), 345-354; Andre Vauchez, in La Santiti nel Medioeao, (Bologna: Il
Mulino, 1989) and Storia dei Santi e delh Santiti., Vol VI, (Milano: Eraclea, 1991),
defines Rose as a tertiary in the mystical uadition, even if this scholar still maintains
that the relationship between St. Rose and the Franciscan Order were "rappors
complex et encore insuffisament eclaireis." Cf. A. Vauchez, "L'ideal de la Saintet6
dans le mouvement feminin franciscain aux XIII et )ClV sidcles," it Mooim.ento
religioso fem.minile e francescaneimn nel secoh XII. Lrrr del VII Convegno
Internazionale. Assisi 11-11 October 1979. (fusisi: n.p., 1980), 183. This relationship
between Rose and Franciscanism, and consequently also her membership of the
Third Order, is denied, however, by Stanislao da Campagnola, according to whom
this is no more than an example of individual female religiosity, analogous to other
experiences of the time, which later the Franciscans appropriated. Cf. Stanislao da
Campagnola, "L'Ordine della Penitenza nelle Cronache del'200," in L'Ord.ine della
Penitenza di S. Francesco d'Assisi nel XIil secoh, 157 -L58.

A very interesting monograph, from certain aspects, is that of A. M. Vacca,
La Menta e la Croce, Santa Rosa da Viterbo, (Rome: Bulzoni, 1982), in which the
author, some twenty years ago, going against the current of previous
historiographical tradition, asks legitimate questions about the person of Rose, her
religious experience and her cglt, in which the present author was able to find
fortunate starting poins to evaluate certain intuitions. At the same time, this text
should be treated with great caution, because its determined objective is to place
Rose in a dimension at the fringes between heresy and ort-hodoxy, often sretching
the sources. Additionally, E. Piacentini, it Santa Rosa da Viterbo @iograf.ca critica), La
Contromenta, ortaero la Fantastoria di A. M. Vacca, ffiterbo: r.p., 1993), in an openly
polemic manner as the tide emphasizes, refutes Vacca's theory correcdy reasserting
the orthodoxy of Rose's experience and confirming her membership in St. Francis's
Third Order.

"tA written record also exists of an account of the ceremony, copied by
hand by a public notary. Cf. G. Abate, "Santa Rosa da Viterbo," 196-197.In support
of his thesis, Fr. Abate mentions a fresco byBenozzo Gozzoli, painted in 1452, at the
Convent of San Francesco in Montefalco, {Jmbria. In it, Rose is depicted in the habit
of a Franciscan tertiary, with a tunic, cord, and cloak. But the caption S. Rosa Vits"
which appears at tlre boftom, is clearly a later addition, underneath which the name
S. Elisabena can be made out. The saint portrayed must in reality be St. Elizabeth of
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occurred the following day, anticipated and related in the succinct narration
of the First Life when Rose reports to her companions what the Virgin had
ordered her to do the following day. On the other hand, what had been
prescribed and followed, and considered as a ceremony of investiture, could
be considered as a devotional practice. Though the full meaning of it is lost,
it seems to have consisted of a kind of procession around a triangle of
churches near Rose's house, which certainly occupied an important position
in her spiritual experience: San Giovanni in Zoccoh, San Francesco,"' and
finally, her parish church of Santa Maria in Poggio.

This procession would represent Rose's first public outing after the
vision of the dead and the apparition of the Virgin, and must have been of
the greatest possible solemnity. In fact, she must have been 'adorned', that
is, dressed in an unusual way, to emphasize not only the importance of what
she was doing, but also the change in her state after the nocturnal
investiture. It is known that the habit would have had great importance and
meaning in medieval culture, as a visible sign of the particular condition
taken on by the wearer."" For this reason, Abate considers the private
ceremony as a provisional entry into the llhird Order. To demonstrate the
legitimacy of what happened that night, he claims that from 1227 the 'Third
Order' achieved relative autonomy, as in each city it was under the direction
of two lay Ministers, a man and a woman, to whom the right fell to decide
on the admission and investiture of postulants."'The entry of women had to
be approved by both Ministers and it was essential for them to gain the
consent of the husband, if the person was married, or the father, if
unmarried.

In the nocturnal ritual which took place in Rose's house, the figure
of the father was completely absent from the scene, which was populated
only by women. Moreover, anyone who wished to embrace the penitential

Hungary, who is considered the patron of the Third Order. Cf. Bibliotheca Sanctoram.,

417 -418.

"'The Franciscans were found in Viterbo at least from 1220, and resided in
a litde house called "Hospitale Fr. Soldoneri in contrfrta S. Ioannis in ciocula, as it was

known until the end of the fourteenth century, situated below the boundary with the
parish of St. Mary del Poggio, where pilgrims and the poor were received. The
Basilica of San Francesco, on the other hand, a convent of the Friars Minor, situated
in the district of Castello di S. Angelo, was built only in 1236 on an area offered by
Gregory IX. Cf. G. Signorelli, Memorie francescane in Viterbo, (Viterbo: n.p., 1928),
26-28. Nso see M. Signorelli, Santa Rosa,44.

""On the importance of the matatio habitas see A. Vauchez, "Penitents au
Moyen Age," in Dictionnaire de Spiritualitd, Vol. XII, (Paris: n.p., 1984), 1015; A.
Vauchez, La Spiritaaliti dell'Occiilente Med,ieoale , (Milano: n.p., 1993), 138.

'"Cf. G. Abate, "Santa Rosa da Viterbo," 196.
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life was admitted by the Ministers of the Fraternity to a trial year, after a

double test on orthodoxy of faith and on civil and moral life style and by
means of an investiture. Successfully completing this period, the candidate
would be admitted to profession, or rather to promissio obseruandi.These four
elements of initiation, that is, the test, the investiture, the trial year and the
profession, are indicated in the Mernoriale Propositi, the old rule of the
Franciscan Third Order, from 1221."' In the account given by the First Life,
however, there is no trace of this long process which Rose would have had
to have undergone, but is rather an indication of Rose's persistence; in spite
of Sita's and her mother's reservations, she insisted on following her own
time scale and not that expected by the noffns. So far as concerns dnnna Sita,
the mysterious person to whom Rose turned for her investiture, nothing is
known. It could be said, in introducing her, that the documents of the time
show that her name was very rare among the Viterbans,"' and that she
certainly must have been a distinguished inhabitant of the district of San
Matteo del Poggio, given that she is described in the texr as dnrnina."n

Was Rose a Franciscan tertiary?
Rose's membership in the Third Order is not direcdy confirmed in

the sources, where she is never defined as such. In fact, neither in the First
Life nor in the Second Ily' is such a claim made. Also, Innocent l\ls Bull of
1252, in which he ordered the beginning of a canonical enquiry into her life
and miracles, defines Rose in a generic sense, as uirgo and puella aiterbiensis,
to indicate merely a young woman.

On the other hand, an explicit reference to Rose defining her as a

tertiary is found in some manuscripts in the vast Franciscan collection which
is the De Confirruitate aitae Beati Francisci ad aitam Dornini lesz, composed by

"'Cf. A. G. Matanic, "I Penitenti francescani dal l22l (Memoriale
Propositi) al 1289 (Regola Bollata) principalmente atrraverso i loro statuti e le
regole," in L'Ordine ilella Penitenza di S. Francesco d'Asisi nel ilil sec., 53-56; L.
Temperini, Carism,a e lcgishzione alle oigini ilel Terzo Ordine di San Francesco, (Rome:
Franciscanum , 1996),7 5ff.

l23hr.""1his name is cited only twice in reference to the same person, in 1234, as
that of the mother of a certain Gregorio, the owner of a vineyard in the district of
Carvigliano, and in 1280, as the name of the grandmother of Leonardo di Gregorio,
owner of the same land. Cf. P. Egidi, L'Archiaio della Cattedrala, document CLIV,
156; document CCCXV, 245.

t'rDmnina is always an appellative of respect and consideration in tle texts
of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, in particular it always indicates an upper
class lady. Cf. G. Bonfante, "Femina e Donna," in Studia Philologica et litteriria,
(Berne, n.p., 19 58), 7 7 .
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Bartolomeo of Pisa between the years 1385-1390,"' a true compendium of
all the distinguished personages of the order, referring in systematic order to
philosophers, theologians, commentators and saints. This work was hugely
successful and was reproduced in a great number of manuscripts, of which in
1500 there were at least three editions in print. In the so-called Alvernia
Codex"o from the first half of the fifteenth century,"' originating in the
Franciscan convent Library of Mount Alvernia, in a passage which mentions
the Saints of the Third Order, resplendent with miracles, the name of Santa
Rosa da Viterbo"r is also found. On the other hand, no trace is found of her in
the fifteenth century fusisi Codex from the Convent of Santa Maria degli
Angeli at the Portiuncola, nor in the Codex from the Convent of San
Bonaventura al Palatino."'Neither is St. Rose named in the three editions in
print of the sixteenth century De Conforrnitare"" obtained from the Assisi
Codex"' either in the corresponding paragraph nor elsewhere. The names of
the other Blesseds also fail to appear and are substituted by a generic "and

"tBartolomeo da Rinonico, born and died in Pisa in 1401, a Franciscan
theologian, studied at Bologna and taught at Padua; he was a respected preacher and
he is noted chiefly for his De Confirm,itate aitae Beati Francisci ad aitam Domini Iesa
(hereafter cited as De Conforrnitate).

"oThe unabridged edition of De Conformitate, edited by the Analecta
Franciscana, was based on the Alvernia codex. Cf. Analecta Franciscana, Vol VI,
Quaracchi 1906.

t"C| Analecta Franciscana, Vol. M W.The Analectaber a list of codices
from De Conform.itate. Cf. )O(V-)OilX, which distinguishes between those
considered to have been interpolated and those that are not so considered. The
Alvernia codex would be part of tlre latter group. Cf. Analecta Franciscana, Vol. rV,
)oo(

"""Phtres aliae (Sanctae) dom.inae fuerant de isto ordine mirasulis (urltscantes;

sicut Sancta Rosa de Viterbio; dom,ina Angelo de Fulgineo, quae librum. compusait qui fuit
approbatos per dominum Cardinalem.; Beata Mea de Seni, quae mirabiliter spitiram
prophaetiae babuit et sepaha est Senis in ecclesia Seruorum, ex pigritia fratram. nostroril.m;
domina Lucia de Wnetiis, sepulta ibidem in eccleia Sancti Raphaelis, quae in aita et mone
m,iracalis claruit; sic et beata Margherita de Corton*, et quam.plures aliae." Cf, De
Canform.itate, Book 1, Fruct \lI[, PxsllinAnalecta Franciscana,Yol.IV, 361.

"'This Codex is at the moment found in the National Library of Rome,
marked as 'St. Bonaventure J.' Unfornrnately, it has not been possible to compare all
the Codices of De Conform.itate; however, from these facts an uncertain beginning
emerges within the Franciscan Order around the claims concerning St. Rose and
other blesseds.

""Two were printed in Milan, in 1510 and 1513 respectively, and appear
identical, the third was printed in Bologna in 1590. Cf. Analecta Franciscana, Vol. rV,
)ooilI-)ooilv.

"'Cf. Analecta Franciscana,Vol. IV, )O(VI[.
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other Holy women,""' with the exception of St. Margaret of Cortona. But
what applies to the printed editions of De Conforvnitate, also applies to the
handwritten codices, in which the Saints of the Second Order are noted.
After mentioning the founder Clare of fusisi, is added "there is also ano{her
Holy sister of the name Clare of the Monastery of Viterbo who is
resplendent by many great signs. Her body is intact, and her hair and nails
grow as if she were alive.""'

This reference is important especially for the history of the cult of
Rose; in fact, while the detail of the body which does not appear dead, and
the reference to the Viterban monastery leave no doubt about the fact that it
is Rose who is being spoken of, her name has been substituted with that of
Clare, as a sign that the devotion was still very circumscribed and had not
officially emerged from the city confines. The author must have received
indirect information about her, otherwise the change of name cannot be
explained and it would appear that the author is struck mainly by certain
fantastic details about her body which appeared to be still living, with the
hair and the nails which were still growing, without bothering to veriS,
them. Because the remains were being kept within a Clarissan monastery, it
is obvious, according to the author, that the Holy sister should be placed
within Franciscan piety and it is assumed that during her life she was part of
the Second Order.

On the other hand, in the futicles presented by the Postulation for
the examination of the judges and the confirmation of the witnesses on the
occasion of the Process of Callistus, Rose is officially defined as a Franciscan
Tertiary,"n while the Second. Life, wlttch was more or less contemporary with
this Process, makes no reference to such a suggestion. From this time on, all
the subsequent hagiography accepts and validates such a thesis, and even
today she is officially defined as a Tertiary Franciscan by the church.

""'sanctd etiam Margarita de Cortona, quae mubis clarait et claret ignis soror
de tertio ordine fuit. Plures aliae Sanctae dorninae fuerunt de isto ordine miracalis
coruscantes." Cf. Bartolomeo da Pisa, Li Conform.itatum, Mediolani 1510, 85. It is
identical to the Bologna edition. Cf. Bartolomeo da Pisa, Liber aareus iscriptus, Liber
Conform.itatum uitae beati Francisci ad oitam Domini lesu, Bologna 1590, 107. The
Milan edition was edited by brother Francesco of San Columbano of the Family of
Observants, while the Bologna edition was edited by brother Geremia Buchi of the
Order of Minors Conventual.

""'Fuit etiam. ali soror Sancta nom.ine Clara in Monasterio de Viterbo qaae mrultis
et m.agnis clnret ignis. Cuius corpas est integru.m, et capilli capitis et ungaes ita crescunt ibi,
ac si ipsa ztizteret." Cf. Bartolomeo da Pisa, De Conform.itate,359.

"n"In prim.is ponunt, et, si opust est probare intendut, quod recolandae m,emoriae
Rosa, tertii ordinis Sancti Francisci de Viterbio" Cf. 45s,443.
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From what has been revealed therefore, it could be hlpothesized
that Rose's membership in the Third Order represents a later addition, and

was the result of an action of ecclesiastic foundation. This could be
identified at the beginning of the second Process, of Callistus, just at the
time when official approval was sought for a cult which remained
unrecognized by the hierarchy; and at the same time there was a desire to
modifi, the common image of the figure of Rose by substituting her actual
person, an expression of lay piety and of their desire for participation, for a

model which could more easily be imitated, and which was at the same time
more consistent with the requirements and religious programs of the time."'
In this Process, only two witnesses out of 264 spontaneously accepted this
religious classification of Rose during their deposition These were Nicola di
Caccia, already recorded because his parents' names were known, and the
doctor of law Michele degli Alessi, who gave evidence on the life of the
Saint."o

If certain doubts can be put forward on the thesis that Rose was a

Franciscan Tertiary, the fact nevertheless remains that her experience can be

inscribed within the vast penitential movement, whose wide dissemination
was certainly stimulated by Franciscan activity, regardless of the questions
under discussion."'

"tRegarding the saints as a public model, see P. Delooz, "Per uno Studio
Sociologico della Santiti," in Agiografia Abo Medieaale, edited by S. Boesch Gajano,
(Bologna: Il Mulino, I 97 6), 227 -2 5 8.

t'uon the two above-mentioned wimesses, see G. Abate, "Santa Rosa da

Viterbo," 264-265.

"'A well-known thesis is proposed by G. G. Meersseman, who claims that
Francis did not himself found the Order of Penitence, but only revived and
regrouped the penitents and the local and regional fraternities' Cf. G. G.
Meersseman, Ordo Fraterwitatis, Confratemite e pieti dei laici nel Med.ioeao, io
collaboration with G. P. Pacini, (Rome:, F1erder, 1977),355-389; also cf. G. Miccoli,
"La Storiareligiosa," inStoriad'ltalia,Vol. II, (Turin: G. Einaudi, 1974),734-785.

The debate remains open however, even though Meersseman's opinion has

been widely overturned by more recent Franciscan historiography. See A. G.
Matanic, "I Penitenti Francescani dal l22l (Memoriale Propositi) to 1289 (Regola
Bollata) principalmente attracerso i loro statuti e le regole," in L'Ordine della

Penitenza di S. Francesco nelXIII sec,45; see also Raoul Manselli, "Francesco.l'fusisi
ed i laici viventi nel secolo: inizio del terz'ordine?" in Prim.e Manifexazioni di aita
comunitaria maschile e femminile nel Mooim.ento Francscano della Penitenza (1215-1447)
edited by R. Pazzelli-L. Temperini. Atti del Convegno di studi francescani. fusisi l0
June-2 l:u/ry L979. (Rome: n.p., 1982), l1-19; B. Pastor, "Lo'Stato della penitenza'e
gli inizi dell'Ordine dei fratelli e delle sorelle della penitenza," in Analeaa Tenii
Ordinis Regularb Sancti Francisci, 123(1974), 33-72. Most importandy, see G.
Andreozzi, Storia delle Regole e delle Costitazioni dell'Ordine Francescano Secolare,
(Perugia: n.p., 1988); R. Pazzelli, S. Francesco e il Terz'Ordine, Il Moaimento
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In fact, during the thirteenth century St. Francis became an
important reference point for the lay masses who found in him and his
Friars an example of poverty, of a rigorous moral life, of a piety which was
never off-putting but loving and fraternal, lived above all in the world. For
this reason, the Saint and his Minors were seen by their contemporaries as
men always on the move, a testimony which was truly based on the
authenticity of the kind of life which they led. They were loved because they
brought a balance between words and actions, one of the principle demands
made to the Church of the time."' This is what led to the roi."r, of the
Franciscan ideal among the masses, who felt the need for a more alive and
immediate spirituality.'r'This is what allowed many men and women living
in that centurlz, who wanted to be profoundly Christian, to be inspired by
the Franciscan ideal. They could receive its essence not by means-of lofty
deliberations, but by the force and intuitive clarity of the message itself.,l,
Turning to the laity to help them become as faithful as they could to the
teachings and norms of evangelical life, was uppeffnost in Francis, who
wrote for them the famous Letter to the Faitbful.,,, The penitential

*niunziale pr*Francescano e Francescano, (Padua: Messaggero, 1982);L. Temperini,
Testi e dorum.enti sul Terz'Ordine frnncescano, (Rome: Ed-itrice Franciscanum, lggl);
Idem, Carism.a e legislazione alle origini d.el Teruo Ord.ine di San Francesco;Id.m, Frateiil
e sorelle della penitenza; Maiano d'Alatri, "Il Terz,Ordine,,, in Francesco, il
Franceseanesima e la cahura della nuoaa Earopa, edited by I. Baldelli and A. M.
Romanini, (Rome: Istituto della Enciclopedia Iialiana, l9}6i, ll7-llg.

, "'On the person of Francis, see R. Manselli, S. Francesco, 2'd edition, (Rome:
Bulzoni, 1983). Also see R. Manselli, "I Frati Minori nella Storia Religiosa,,, in
Quad.erni Catflnesi, (Catania: n.p., 1979),7 -24.

ll9mr'" Ihe success of Franbis's message to the laity and religious of the time,
can be found, for example, in what Thomas of Celano writes ln Vita prim.a Bl.
Francisei: "Coeperunt multi de populo, nobiles et ignobiles, clerici et laici...ad
Sanctum Franciscum accedere, cupientes sub eius disciplina et magisterio perpetuo
militare..." because "...qli homo alterius seculi omnibus videbaturl,, And fbilowing
his example, "multi, sacularibus curis abiectis ... ad creatoris amorem etreverentiari
aspirarent," so that Francis "radiabat velut stella fulgens in caligine noctis.. .et ubique
resonabat gratiarum actio et vox laudis." Cf. Thomas of Celano, ,,Vita Prima-B.
Francisci," in Analecta Franciscana, Chapter XV, paragraph 36-37 , pp 29-30. Also on
the spirituality-of the laity, see A. Vauchez, I laiii otl Mtdiotoo, priiiche ed esperienze
religiose, Arnoldo Mondadori Editore, Milan, 1989.

'o'On th. influence of Francis and the Minors on the laity, see also R.
Manselli, "La spiritualiti del francescanesimo nel Medioevo," in San Francesco,
'Giomatn Lincea indetu in occasione dell'Wil Centenario della nascita', 7 -23; see also A.
Vauchez, Ordini Mendicanti e societi. italiana XIII-XV sac., Arnoldo Mondadori
Editore, Milan, 1990.

'*'Cf. "Epistola ad Fideles (Recensior prior),,, ir Opascala Sancti patris
Francisci Assisienis, denuo edidit iuxta codices ms!. K. Esser, Grottaferrata (Rome)
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movement, moreover, especially involved women, for whom this kind of
experience, often lived in a non-institutionalized walr would have

represented an unconscious search for identity, and the possibility of an

experience which would remove them from the ranks of submission and

silence.'n'

Rose's experience could be placed within this feminine movement,
so widespread and dispersed throughout the Christian world, like a myriad
of overflowing streams, whose precise dimensions are difficult to ascertain.
For this reason, it could therefore be hypothesized that Rose that night
joined one of the main, exclusively female penitential groups,'*' which

1978 (Bibliotheca Franciscana Ascetica Medii Aevi, )OI) 107-112. See the
photographic text, with Latin transcription and Italian translation, in L. Temperini,
Carism.a e legislazione alle origine d.el Terzo Ordine di San Francesco; see also the study of
K. Esser, "La Leftera di S. Francesco ai Fedeli," in L'Ordine della Penitenza di S.

Francesco,65-78. In addition, on the importance which the concept of penitence
assumed for medieval people, see I. Magli, Gli uarnini della Penitenza, (Bologna:
Cappeli, 1967).

'*'On this topic, cf. Edith Pasztor, "Aspetti dell mentaliti religiosa nel
medievo; La donna tra monachesimo e stregoneria," in Profrli di d.onne mito im.magine
reahi tra medioeao ed eti contemporanea, edited by B. Vetere and P. Renzi, (Galatina:
Congedo, 1986), 105-120

'*'It should be remembered that during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries,
there were women penitents, known in Italy as m,ulieres religiosae, pinzoche ot bizocbe,

while in Northern Europe they were known as the Beguines, who began to live an

exemplary Christian life outside the model of the cloister, an official opportunity for
wo-.tr, which polarised them, first round the churches and Monasteries of the
Reformed Ordeis, as Cluniacs or Cistertians, and then round the Convents of the
Mendicants. They were seeking perfection both through continual and
contemplative prayer, and through such social ly useful activity as teaching, helpng
the pooi and the sick and also preaching, especially outside the Mediterranean area.

While in North-Eastern Europe communitarian life prevailed, with the birth of
groupings of various kinds of houses within the same area (beguinlSes), in Italy
ieligiouJ life as practised on an individual basis was more widespread. In fact, in the
pinioche com*urity, although lived in common' life was nevertheless not communal,
t.."ose though thiy lived together, each member generally followed his or her own
lifesryle, limiEng themselves-to communal acts of spiritual devotion. Because their
peniiential piety was based on their devotion to the passion of the Saviour, the
Madonna a.rd th. Most Holy Trinity, and especially on the imitatio Christi, themes
dear to St. Francis, while not forming an order in the legal sense under the umbrella
of the Franciscan family, they were linked to the figure of the saint and consequendy
to the Friars Minor. For example, in the first half of the thirteenth century, the
Provencal Douceline of Digne, sister of the famous Franciscan Hugo of Digne,
founder of a group of women called the "Dames de Roubaud," according to what is
reported in an ancient Life, said that they were in the mani di Francesco, and as a sign
of fraternal love, wanted to wear the cord. This mystic then found particularly fertile
soil among these women, in some cases such extraordinary phenomena as bilocation,
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developed in the most important towns during the thirteenth century and
which often gravitated towards the Convents of the Mendicants, which were
under the control of the Bishops.'* Sita would have been be just one
member of such a group, though an influential and respected member, and,
as mentioned in the First Life, having a sackcloth tunic at the top of her bed.
Although, in the nocturnal investiture at home, the cord also appeared next
to the tunic, another typically Franciscan penitential symbol, a tangible sign
of humility,'" as well as the tonsure, on the other hand, it was different from
the clothing prescribed by the Franciscan Tertiaries. In fact, they had to
wear very inexpensive clothing, uncolored, only white or black, but
decorous, and always accompanied by a cloak and broad mantle, placed on
the head, of smooth ungathered linen.'*

levitation, miraculous cures, prophetic and miraculous charisms made them famous
and dear to popular devotion. However, living their religious life outside the
traditional monastic institutions, as has been said, these penitents were regarded with
some concern by the ecclesiastic hierarchy, who by the thirteenth century were
trying to bring them to the way of monasticism, until reaching open persecution,
with John )OflI in the fourteenth century. However, cf. H. Grundman, Mooimenti
religioi nel Medioeoo, Il Mulino, Bologna 1990, 83-324, with an introduction to the
Italian edition by R. Manselli. Also see RT. Guarnieri, "Beghinismo d'oltralpe e
Bizochismo italiano," in Analeaa Tertii Ordinis Reguhris Sancti Francisd, )O(UI
(1994),138, 1-13; also see E. Pasztor, " I Papi nel '200 e del '100 di fronte alla via
religiosa femminile," in Il m.oaimento religioso femm.inile in Umbria nei secoli Xil-XIV,
Atti di Conaegno Intemazionah di studi nell'am.bito delle celebrazioni dell'WI Centenario
della nascita di S. Francesco (Citti di Castello 27-29 October 1982), edited by (Perugia:
Rusconi, 1984), ll-65; R. Rusconi, "L'espansione del francescanesimo femminile,"
in Moaim.mto religioso femminile e francescanesimo nel secolo XIIL 265-313; cf . Dizionario
degli Istituti di Perfezione, Vol I, I165-1182; VoM, 1722-17 50. The claim "that Rose
had been a member of a community of religious women," that is of female penitents,
is found in Il Grande Libro dei Santi,1745.

'*Cf. Andre Vauchez, "P6nitents au Moyen Age," in Dictionnaire de

Spiritualit|, 1018-1019; see also Andre Vauchez, "L'ideal de Saintet6 dans le
Mouvement Femminin Franciscain aux XIII et XIV siEcles," in Moaim.ento religtoso

femm.inile e francescaneimo nel secoh XIII,3l7 -337 .

'ntTo gird oneself with the cord was a call for poverty, given the importance
of the belt in medieval dressing, especially female. Called the zona in Latin, it was
one of the most desirable elements of clothing and worn by those who wanted to best
display their wealth. Cf. R. Levi Pizetski, Storia del costum.e in halia, Vol I, (Milan:
Treccani Foundation, 1969), 276. Thomas of Celano recounts that Francis, also,
according to the dictates of the Gospel, had worn no shoes and carried no stick, and
had substituted the beltwith the cord, Cf. |C22.

t*The Memoriale Propoiti of l22l prescribed, in fact, that women "...uero de

ejusdem, pretii panno et hamihate clamydem. induantur et tunicam, tsel sahim cum, clamyde,
habeant guamellum iae placentinum. album. ael nigam aat an plun palutellum lineum
iae increspatur, cujus braebii pretiurz non excedat ilI (d.en) Pisanorum,." Cf. G.
Andreozzi, "Il Terzo Ordine Francescano Regolare nella sua storia e nelle sue leggi,"
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It is also known that in the confraternities of women only,
recognized by the hierarchy, and rarer than those mixed or exclusively
male,'o' all forms of acceptance and of clothing of new members had to
happen during the day, as meetings and nocturnal sorties were explicitly
prohibited, and in the church which led the confraternity, and exclusively by
ecclesiastics, thus being placed in a strong role of dependenry on both the
religious and civil authorities.'o'

Therefore what happened in Rose's house represents a clear
violation of the norms in use, both in the manner and the time of the ritual,
violations which both her mother and Sita were aware of. And Sita's
statement, "Daughter, I am not worthy of doing what you say" when Rose
asked her to clothe her with the tunic of sackcloth, could have actually
meant, "Daughter, I do not have the authority, as I am a lay person and a

woman." The hesitation of the two women, justified by their fear of the
transgression which they were preparing, however, clashes with the
obstinate impulse from Rose, who was in great haste to carry out what she
had heard, and her desire to follow the demands of her faith, thus respecting
the will of the Virgin Mary who had appeared and spoken to her alone.
Rose, in fact, experienced the ceremony as a true investiture, which as well
as underlining her total and radical change of status, betrayed a strong and
genuine desire to be completely assimilated into the Friars Minor and the
ecclesiastics in general, in that open request to receive the tonsure. The
importance of the ritual is also confirmed by what happened after the
clothing. By this time, it was the depths of night, Lady Sita had certainly
returned to her house, and the other women, who had assisted during her
illness and who were present at the arrival of Sita, must have done likewise.
Rose and her mother, therefore, remained alone, and her mother must have
finally gone to sleep, after the two exhausting nights of vigil.

But Rose did not sleep, and soon after, as has been said, she called
her mother and begged her to go quickly and wake up all the women of the
district; being concerned about leaving Rose alone, her mother asked,

"Daughter, who will stay with you?" She replied in a natural manner, "The
Holy Spirit will remain with me." Where did she get this conviction of
having the Holy Spirit close to her, if not precisely from that ceremony
which had just taken place? It cannot therefore be minimized as a simple

in Analecta TOR,207 -265.

'*'Cf. G. M. Monti, Le Confraternite Medieaali nell'aha e m.eilial balia,Yol.
II, Venice 1927, ll7 and 129; also Servus Gieben, "Confraternite e Penitenti
dell'area francescana," in Francescanesimo e aita religiosa dei laici nel '200. Atti dell'VII
Convegno Internazionale. fusisi 16-18 October 1980. (Assisi: n.p., l98l), 17l-201.

'*'Cf. G. M. Monti, Le Confraternite Medieaali,40.
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provisional ritual, but on the contrary, it assumed for Rose the
characteristics of a regular consecration and therefore of a transmission of
the divine Spirit.

The clothing which took place in Rose's house is outside of
established canons, because it is the fruit of a personal approach to faith,
lived as a direct relationship with God and as a completely interior
illumination, which cannot await and respect the official times and noffns.
And it is probably because it could not have been completely legitimate, that
later hagiography, from the Second Life, felt embarrassment towards the
episode, and preferred to fall silent about it.

Rose and the Mulieres of the district
Turning now to the story in the Second. Life, her mother agreed to

Rose's request and, as has already been stated, "all the women got up and
came close to the Virgin." One gets the impression that Rose, who had lived
unobserved until this moment, suddenly became the center of a completely
female religious need. Rose appeared perfecdy aware of her exceptional
nature with regard to the other women, which almost became a power to
enthrall and fascinate. "I see the most beautiful Spouse of Christ, which
none ofyou sees," she said to the others who were outside, gathered around
her, on that Summer night.

The whole narration is very interesting in that it allows an
unexplored female universe to emerge, in which Rose from the time of her
illness, acts in parallel to the institutions, both ecclesiastic and civil. This
alternative world of rvomen is visibly illustrated by their nocturnal sorties,
first by going into the house of a seriously ill young woman, then by
following her outside.'' In fact, this represented an open violation of the
civil laws, given that the Communal Statute drawn up a year earlier in 1251,
assembling, however, previous rules and customs, established that everyone
in Mterbo, at the third strike of the bell, should retire to their dwelling
places, from where it was forbidden to leave, under pain of pecuniary fines.""

t*'Cf. A. M. Vacca, La Menta e la Croce,50-65.

't"Cf. "statuto della citti di Viterbo del 125l-1252," in Statuti della
Provincia Romana (Rome: P. Egidi, 1930), Section IV, No. C)OO(WII, 250:
"Statuimus qaod post tertiam. pulsationem canxpane constitute nullus ... per Ciaitatem.,
aliqaomodo uel ingenio, audeat ire; et i inaentas fuerit ducatur ad Potestatem. ael Consulem.
et (in) C. solidis puniatur. " The Statute of Viterbo of l25l-52, kept in t-he Communal
Library of the city, is a small codex made of two parts: the first on parchment and the
second on paper. It is divided into four sections or chapters, The first concerns
public offices, the second the law and civil procedure, the third extraordinary
provisions and the fourth penal law. This Satute was not the first to be drawn up in
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Over and above the probable legal infringement, nevertheless, one
can wonder at the relative and undisturbed freedom of movement which the
ladies of this district seemed to enjoy. One could suppose that as the district
of San Matteo in Sonza was on the outskirts, the process of inculturation
was probably incomplete and therefore they were not yet subject to the very
healy restrictions wherever imposed on them by the Communal society,"'
and consequently th"y succeeded in turning a state of chaotic
marginalization to advantage, which allowed them, at least partially, to
ignore the obligations and prohibitions concerning them."'

On the other hand, when leaving this suburban area and moving
about within the city walls, Rose would find herself in an utterly different
situation.

Viterbo, but as the previous ones have been lost or reduced to a few fragments, it
remains of fundamental importance because it gathers and updates the preceding
civil laws. Cf. D. De Leo, S. Zanghi, Storia, 153-154; cf. Statuti della Provincia
Romana,43-45

tttOn th. condition of women, see ldee sulh donna nel Medioeao: fonti e aspetti

giaridici, antropologici, religiosi, sociali e letterari della condizione femrninile, edited by M.
C. De Matteis, (Bologna: Patrbn, l98l).

tt'This freedom of the women appears all the more anomalous in a city like
Viterbo, which still maintained for women the Lombard law, one of the most
discriminatory towards them. The mandiam was still in force-, which placed them
under perpetual custody; they were excluded from all rights ofsuccession, in which
they tiad to be content with whatever their father left them. On marriage,
furthermore, they lost every right to their own dowry, of which the husband became
the owner. Cf. G. Signorelli, Leggi e Costarni di Viterbo nel Medioeoo, (Viterbo: n.p.,
1887).
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Chapter Three
Exile From Viterbo

Her father's fears
In the period following these extraordinary events, the house in the

district of San Matteo in Sonza became the goal of "a multitude of persons
who continually came to the house of the Virgin to see what she did.,,
Naturally what Rose did in her home in the following days, cannot be
known for certain. However, it is known that her father, worried about the
people's comings and goings suddenly "...began to threaten the Virgin ,If
you do not stop what you are doing I will tear all your hair out,"" and the
Virgin replied, 'I am not afraid, because Our Lord Jesus Christ had every
hair pulled out of his beard for us; and I am not afraid of suffering for him.,
And her father said, 'If you do not stop, I will tie you up tightly., And the
Virgin replied, 'Our Lord, too, was tied to a pillar; and I am not afraid of
being tied up for him.' And she told her father, with great affection, but
crylng in a loud voice, 'Father, do not go against me. If you do not go
against me, my Lord Jesus Christ will unite you with the Angels and Saints
in Paradise; but even if you do go against me, I will not sr;p because the
Lord has commanded me to do these things."'

Faced by his daughter's unshakeable faith, finally the poor man had
to give in, "...he began to cry and said, 'Daughter, do what you will with
God's blessing." And so the blessed Virgin said to her father, her mother,
her aunt and the priest, and to others who were there with her, and to the
said damina Sita, 'Bless me in the name of the Father and of the Son and of
the Holy Spirit"'*

The passage just narrated witnesses to an episode of Rose's family
life, gathering all its immediacy and naturalness, which gives a realistic
glimpse of daily life."'

It is important to emphasize the appearance of a priest in this
passage, who seems to be more a curious spectator rather than a true
protagonist,'io but whose presence indirectly and quietly gives Rose's
orthodox choice the endorsement of the church.

"tlt is doubtful that Rose had all her hair cut off icut elericus as she had
innocendy requested, but probably her hair was only cut short.

"oCf . First Life paragraph 6, p.229.
't'None of this natural and dramatic dialogue between Rose and her father

is found inthe First Life.

"oOne peculiarity, in fact, from the First Life, is the absence of any kind of
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This text reveals clearly a Christological piety as the center of her
religious experience, which was totally focused on the figure of Christ, to
the point where she reached a state of true identification, just as Rose
proudly accepted the challenge, prepared neither to surrender nor submit to
all the torment threatened by her father. If parental opposition is typical of
hagiography of a Saint, who has to be obstructed in her spiritual routine, her
father's violent reaction displayed a complete distrust of this gathering of
people in his home, and also that the masculine had no part in her
experience. This prevalently feminine dimension was confirmed and
repeated in the following passage; "And again the women came to the
Virgin's house, and she, with those who were with her, went to the church
and said to the others, "All ofyou, go to church as soon as possible, and pray
for all Christian people.""'

Flere, for the first time the women who entered into a relationship
with Rose formed two distinct groups: those who immediately resumed
visiting her house and who went to church with her, and the others, whom
Rose recommended to do the same, and as soon as possible. Rose, therefore,
appeared to be placed within a gathering of females with whom she went
about publicly, and for whom she undoubtedly performed the roles of guide
and spiritual director. It is possible that these women were part of the
fraternity of penitence which Rose probably joined, the rnalieres de contrada,
assembled hurriedly in the depth of night. However, this group did not just
meet in her house, or go to church together, but also appear to have

dedicated themselves at least to the practice of exhortation and apostolic
action outside, towards other women , the alias in the text."t

A prophetic episode from the First Lifez "A little mint"
Immediately after the encounter with her father, the story continues

with another episode in Rose's life, belonging within those rather

direct relationship between Rose and the ecclesiastical hierarchy; an absence which is
all the more unusual if compared with the biographies of other more or less
contemporary Franciscan saints and blesseds, where the presence of a spiritual
director is indicated: Filippa Mareri, Umiliana dei Cerchi, Angela of Foligno,
Margaret of Cortona all had one. Cf. A. M. Yacca, La Menta e la Croce,97 -98.

"'Cf. Fir* Life, paragraph 6,229-230.
tt*Cf. the text cited in the preceding note where Rose saidl. "...ad alias.."

(author's emphasis). The choice of a female religious apostolate, directed chiefly
towards other women, represented a tendenry present within the devotions of the
thirteenth century, mainly in non-Italian areas. In particular, it can be found in a

young women of Borgogne, who in 1225, cf. Matthew Paris, "Chronica Maiora,"
LVII, in Reram britannicarum. Med.ii Aeai Scriptores, Vol. III, ed. H. R. Luard,
(London: n.p., 1872-1883), 98.
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Firx Life, lc.
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widespread and repeated- ecstatic experiences of women, mostly lay, whichwere found throuEhout the whole 
"i.itiirri.ri.y "i*ir.L_]. 

iinor. 
was ather house *hen Iuddenly crrriri L'*irt'"a 

"pp.*"JT.i*. her eyes, andshe"...began ro tear o.r, h". lrrr" ,"-riril.. hJ A";;;j;;l;.il., clothing;and wept with great qy.""9", "ri ,i" *r""a.to be taken to t" .r,rr.h 
"rra

sne prostrated herself before the Crosl 
,and 

said, cryln', ,,,Father, 
whocrucified lou),,*u Thi, ,pp"itioi .r# her ro t: p,rir?,*h-"r", thoughwanting to immediately gi'to tlr. 

"lr.lrJ, was unable to do so on her ownlegs. In facq rhe ,.",i.?ir"-o;",;';'J,; *rt,t" ;;r-;;;panied bysomebody, without, ,p..ifyi"f *io 
".r",fy i, *rr. riri.rr],,*frat doestrffi::,'Tli'#;::1,*:"n:;*l*ry;*:,""::Iilffi ;nofamiry

,.And while she wept in this -rr_"r, a certain Mr. G got up andbrought her our of the "hil;;r"d ffin., back to h", hoor.". And thevirgrn (Rose), having b.*.ilil;;;J," her house, was rormenred forthree days, continuall-y weeping-,i8..' 
"'"^ '

This enisode is.^significant for various reasons. First of all, it is afurther proof ol Firrt._Ir, ,ilil;;"r""ri#'.r"reness 
ro the events in Rose,slife, because the anonyrnous author aiZ iot 

"orrrider 
it ;r*r; give thetult name of this rvr.. c _h;;;;;# ,lu, ;p19.i";;;l l",tai,ly 

"ff ::::"'-.i:#:H;::;'fl:'"#"y.:,t;"toar,uot;;;;;;;sinitiar,
In addition. in this episode it would appear that Rose,s devotion wasaddressed to the sarior, *#l;;"'rt.i;;;;6;;: 

Trinity,finally abandoning,lr. i-rg" .i_ffiffi"rrbl" to imperial greatness.If the Franciscans. in Viterbo g*. .r, active example_of preaching toRose and provided a conrinual ,ri*"fi;;;;;rds.poverty and penitence, shewould also certainlv have. l.r_.J fr;; "jrl* ,bo,rt Fiancist pain for hisP::l-9"0. ln fr;, ,., .h.: U.l" 
".r.al ire Christ whom Rose t ied toassrmrlare was Francis of fusisi,s i_"e. oibhrist. rt *r, ,ir" **lip.in 

"nd
suffering, not risen ,"a gl"rioor;T;;#ought of not as different fromoneself, but as one,s t uJrnd p^if.""a ,"tf,'r."., more in his humanity than
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in his divinity. It is in this centrality which the Crucifix assumed in Rose's
life, just as it had in others of the same time, that in some way Francis'
message was relived in its fullness, not at all involved in ideological
practices.'o' This episode bears witness once again to the extjraneousness of
the masculine world regarding her religious experience. This influential
"Mr. G," in fact, does not understand the drama which she was living in that
moment, to the degree that as it probably did not appear fitting to him that
a young girl should abandon herself in a public place to such intense
manifestations of her faith, he hastened to intervene to make her stop. It is

clear that at this point the least he could do was to accompany her to her
home, given that Rose's condition could not have improved from when she
had entered the church, and therefore she would not yet be capable of
walking by herself.

The First Life relates another event which occurred immediately
after Rose returned home, which involved only Rose and her mother, and
which more than any other hlpothesis confirms that it was she, the mother,
who was the oral narrator ofthis biography, for the obvious reason that she
was the only witness to the occurrence. It has already been noted that after
the apparition of Christ, Rose spent three days in weeping and torment,
participating in the suffering of the Savior. Presumably she would have been
in bed, being physically weak, when"...she called her mother, and said to
her, 'Mother, bring me a litde herb'. And her mother went and brought her
some mint.'on

'o'Cf. E. Menestb, "Vite dei Santi e Processi di Crnonizzazione," in Dalla
'Sequela Christi' di Francesco d'Asii all'Apologia della Pooerti, 176-201. See also C.
Leonardi, "Santiti Femminile - Santiti Ecclesiastica," in Il Moaim.ento Religioso

Fem,minile in Umbria nei secoli XilI-XIV,2l-26.
toolhis is a plant from the Labiatae family, which has a remarkable

fragrance, often used as a condiment, as a medicine and to purif, unpleasant odors.
Various species are known among which the most famous is peppermint. In general,
its natural properties are anti-spasmodic, anti-emetic, tonic, tonic-sedative of the
nervous system, diuretic and for reducing catarrh. Cf. G. Devoto & G. Oli,
Vocabolario illustrato della Lingaa haliana, Vol. X, (Turin: UTET, 1978),91c-92*b.
This plant was known from the most ancient times in the Mediterranean and mid-
Orient basin, both in its wild and cultivated states. Cf. E. G. Post, Flora of Syria,
Palestine and Sinai,2'd ed., (Beirutt n.p., 1932-33), 128-331. Praised in the distant past
in China, too, for its antispasmodic and soothing qualities, in Greece it was also
considered an aphrodisiac, while in ancient Roman times it was vaunted for its
analgesic properties. Then in the Middle Ages, doctors used to visit plague victims,
protecting their respiratory tracts with bunches of mint, in order to keep away the
contagion. Cf. "Segreti e Virtir delle Piante Medicinali," Reader\ Digest, (Milan: n.p.,
1979), lt8-199.
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And the blessed Virgin said, 'Put it on my chest and leave it there'.
And the Virgin herself left it there for a little while; then she took it with her
hand and said to her mother, 'Mother, take this herb, and gready cherish it,
because our Lord Jesus Christ blessed it on my chest, and blessed for me one
side of this house which will be in my monastery."'n'

This particular storyr though considered by some hagiographers to
be more or less a fable,'on is, on the contrary, very important. Rose, in giving
back the bunch of mint to her mother, from which, a litde while before, she
had received comfort for her extreme exhaustion, made an extraordinary
revelation to her. The Lord had blessed this herb on her chest, and had also
blessed a corner of the house which one day would be part of her monastery.

It should be kept in mind that when Rose spoke to her mother, no
monastery existed, neither did one exist while she was living. However,
there would be one, only after her death, which was the monastery of the
nuns of the Damianites of Santa Maria, which she never entered while
living, but to where her body would be translated after her death. The
monastery would become hers to the extent that it assumed her name.'o'

Rose's declaration therefore represents a true prophesy, and not the
only one because there is also another, no less true and no less surprising. fu
well as predicting that she would have a monastery, Rose also predicted that
when this happened, her birth home would one day be included within its
confines. And although it was certainly not foreseeable, about four centuries
later, in 1661, this would be fully realized.'u'

"tcf . First Lrfe, paragraph 8, 230.

'tAs in the case of Suysken, who transcribing the First Life, felt the need to
ask in a footnote why certain insigni{icant nonsense was reported, speciflring that he
could not understand it Cf. lSs 436, note. It is no coincidence that Life II
completely omits it, as also in the case of the other more stricdy private episodes.

'u'During the XIII century this church would continue to be called Santa
Maria, and the monastery of the nuns who lived there was known as tlat of San
Damiano or Santa Chiara. Only in 1309 are some Deeds found naming the church
and the monastery as being of St. Rose, but for the whole of the XIVth century the
old names are found in documents. Only later would the popular name prevail over
the official one, and in some Deeds of 1439, l44l and 1447 the monastery was
commonly named "di Sana Rosa." Regarding this, cf. G. Signorelli, Viterbo nelh
storia, vol. l, 223.In addition, on the order of the Damianites, later known as the
Clarisses, see C. Gennaro, "Chiara, Agnese e le prime consorelle: dalle 'Pauperes
Dominae' die S. Damiano alle Clarisse," in Il Mwimento religioso femminile e

francescaneim.o nel secolo XIII, 169-l9L See also A. Benvenuti Papi, '1-a Fortuna del
Movimento Damianita," in Cbiara d'r'lssii. Atti del )O( Convegno Internazionale:
Assisi l5-17 October, 1992. (Spoleto: n.p., l99l), 56-106.

'o*On this date the monastery itself bought the house of a certain G:uazz,a
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Rose's public apostolate
Immediately after the private episode of the mint, the scene in the

First Life suddenly broadens, and the narration proceeds with the story of
Rose's urban apostolate, equally explosive, despite being minimized and
reduced to the background of her exile. This public activity of Rose
represents the point at which she abandoned the protection of her family
home and district, and went into a troubled city and one which was full of
tensions.

"Then while the blessed Virgin Rose assiduously went to the city of
Viterbo,'o' with a cross in her hand, and praising the name of our Lord Jesus
Christ and that of the most blessed Virgm Mary, a certain man"n who was
then the leader of the city of Viterbo on behalf of the Emperor Frederick, at
the request of some heretics who then lived openly in the city, sent for the
mother of the blessed Virgin Rose; and ordered her by the next day, with
her whole family, to leave the said city under pain of death and the loss of all
possessions. And when the mother of the said Virgin returned home and
announced to her family what the Podesti had ordered, the father of the
Virgin went immediately to the Podesti"' and begged him, sa)4ng 'Lord,

family, which in its turn had been acquired from a certain Laura Biella. This
Viterban house has been venerated from old, which, as has already been seen, is
verifiable in the Acts of the Proceedings of Callistus of 1457. For example, dre
Abbess Margaret of Petruccio, at that time declared that she had visited it and that it
had been there for many years before, through the great devotion held for it. The
canon Contuccio, rector of this parish for thirty years, among the various things
which he would refer to under oath, would speak of old pictures of saints which were
there, and of a small corner of the house, commonly known as "the cell of St. Rose."
Regarding these testimonies cf. ASs, 428. Riccardo di Tommaso would also speak of
a little cell in the district of Santa Maria del Poggio where, with some of his
companions, he had been sent by his grandmother, saying among themselves, "Let's
go to the cells of St. Rose." Cf. G. Abate, "Santa Rosa da Viterbo," 265, Today, this
house is not entirely in its early form, having been largely ruined in 1672, and then
necessarily restored, along with additions and changes. With regard to the above
notes, cf. G. Abate, "Santa Rosa da Viterbo," 157.

'o'Rose's going around the city streets, which happened after her clothing,
meditation on the Passion of Christ and the episode of the bunch of mint, would
probably have occurred at the end ofJune or the first few days ofJuly in 1250.

"'The Office of r\e Podesti. in Viterbo at that time would normally have
lasted for one year. Cf. Lo Statuto di Viterbo del 12t1-12t2, section l, No. )O(VI, 106.
At tlre time of Rose's exile (December 1250) the Podesti of Viterbo was, by imperial
appointment, Mainetto Bovoli of Florence, a leading Ghibelline; see N. Kamp,
Ixituzioni Cmnunali,8l. See also G. Signorelli, "I Podesti del Comune di Viterbo,"
in Studi e Documenti di Storia e di Diritto,349-351.

"tThis double visit to the Podesti, first by the mother and then by the
fatlrer, might seem to be a trifling and unneccessary detail. In fact, the Second Life
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have mercy on me and my family, because, if we leave the city in this
weather, we will all die, because of the snow which is covering the
mountains and the valleys'. And the said Podesti replied, 'For this reason I
shall chase you out, so that you will all die'. And he, returning to the home
with all his family and his possessions, left the city of Viterbo. And it was
still snowing.""'

The first thing that strikes one in this passage is the severity with
which Rose is treated. In fact, the punishment that was chosen for her under
the Statute of 1251, was only provided for those guilty of murder and
disturbers of public peace."' The fact that she was then expelled from the
city with her entire family, while the law specified that the punishment
should be applied exclusively to the guilty, and that family members, blood
relations and friends, should never be implicated in this manner, unless they
were accomplices,"t leads to the assumption that her father and mother were
thought to have been responsible for and accomplices in the activities of
their daughter.

The main question which therefore needs to be asked is: what could
Rose have done that was so serious as to merit such a tough measure?

When Rose began her public activity, the city had already been
dominated, for some time, by the Ghibelline aristocrary and under these
circumstances the heretics, in particular the Cathars, were able to gain
considerable influence, often providing the powerful Ghibbelines with a

supporting and sustaining ideology, and also even where there was not
necessarily conversion and permeation, they established convergences and
alliances."t

In this difficult situation, Rose chose not only a way of personal
sanctification attainable through the perseverance of prayer, which was
typical for women, but, with a more courageous and extraordinary gesture,
she felt the desire to be actively useful in the social context. In her city,
which was so troubled and teeming with heresies, she did her best to give a

response of orthodox faith. Rose went out into the streets humbly dressed,

leaves it out and, after narrating that the heretics asked the Podesti to exile Rose, only
adds that they called the whole family, ordering them to immediately leave the city.
Cf. Second Life, parugraph 16,240. This sequence of events is important because it is
constructed in the typically detailed style typical of oral history and confirms once
more tlrat the narrator of this First Life must presumably be Rose's mother.

"'Cf. First L6e paragraph 9;BO-23i.
"'Cf . Lo Statato di Viterbo del 12t1-12t2, section IV, No. W.,223;section I,

No. C)O(I, ll7.
"*Cf. Lo Statuto di Viterbo del 1251-12J2, section III, No. CXCV, 202.
t" Cf . L. Frmi, Oruieto, 7 4.
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with a cross in her hand, exhorting her co-citizens to devotion and love for
Christ and the Virgin Mary, and put a true religious apostolate into action,
not one made of open attacks on the heretics,"o but solely a visible example
of Christian witness which gave strength to all the Catholic Viterbans.'"

Though this activity only lasted for a few months, she managed to
arouse and impress all those in the city, as will be seen. By her visions, her
miraculously restored health, the fervor of her spirit and her devout and
convincing appearances in public, Rose probably came to be considered as

gifted with great powers. For this reason, and because of her simple and
accessible religious message she gained success among the population who
were deeply syrnpathetic and ready for penitential devotion.

Some of the leading figures of the large and confused Cathar colony
present in Viterbo, anti-Christian and, through political opportunism,
supporters ofFrederick II against the Pope, were worried about the obstacle
which Rose could present towards the dififrrsion of their heterodox doctrine.
They almost certainly insinuated to the Podesti. that her apostolate was
basically against the Emperor and the Ghibellines, whose representative was
Mainetto Bovoli. He probably then saw in her a dangerous pretext for the
congregating and uniting of malcontents and the rising of social tensions,
selected exile as her punishment, one normally inflicted on murderers, or
disturbers of public peace. Rose was now seen in the eyes of the imperial
authority as having gained such notoriety as to warrant her being chased out
of the city in winter; they wanted to eliminate her for ever, and with her, all
those who were near her.

Arrival at Soriano and Vitorchiano
Obedient to the order which sounded like a death sentence, the

three exiles took the Cimini road, setting off towards a Castle, called
Soriano."* And being close to he said Castle, the blessed Virgin Rose began

"oThe church at that time had decided to set firm rules against the laity
preaching freely. In 1235 a Decree was made by Gregory IX, which prohibited every
lalperson, on the threat of excommunication, of embarking upon debates on the
Catholic faith, not only in public, but also in private. Cf. Bullarium sioe Collectio
Diaersarum. Constitutionum. m.ultorum, Ponfficum, 4, 12. The Decree was also
reconfirmed with the same wording by Innocent IV on the 5th June, 125+." Cf.
Bullarium. Priailegiorum., ac Diplmnatum. Rom.anorum. Pontifieum. a Lucio WI ad
Clem.entem. IV,Yol. III, Rome, 17 45, 145.

"'Unlike First Life, where it is not verified, in Second Life, Rose's preaching
is seen as being openly anti-heretic. Cf . Life II, paragraph 15,240.

"'Grosso Borgo dei Cimini, about 15 km from Viterbo (8 miles), was the
place to which the family was exiled, because it was under the custody of the
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to say that as had been predicted by the Angel,"' within a few days, the
friends of God would have some great news. She said this on the eve of the
blessed Nicholas.""

Having said this, not many days afterwards the news came from
Viterbo that the Emperor Frederick had died on the eve of the blessed
Nicholas."' In truth, after this the blessed Virgin left the said Castle, and
went to another, which was called Vitorchiano."'"

The First Life,like the Second Life, does not give precise information
about this stay in Vitorchiano. However, the persistence here of the cult of
Rose, deeply rooted among the people, is verifiable even today. Local
tradition particularly insists on showing one of the many volcanic caves,

excavated from the rock since time immemorial, as the "cave of St. Rose,"
maintaining that she had lived in it."' The fact that after the news of the
death of Frederick II Rose went to the second Castle, nearer than the first to
Viterbo, would suggest that the period of exile had already passed.

According to the laws in force at that time, a citizen could not be exiled by
the Podesti for more than 15 days, and not further than a distance of 8 miles.
Therefore the punishment meted out to the three exiles was the most severe
allowed by the law, both in terms of distance, 8 miles, and the probable
length of time, l0 days."u

Guastapani lords, Ghibellines faithful to Viterbo. Cf. G. Signorelli, Wterbo nella
storia,220

l79,.Ft"'Ihere is no precise indication who this Angel was; the episode could
allude to the appearance of her Guardian Angel who would have visted her to
comfort her.

t'"The recording of this feast is important for two reasons. In the first place,
in view of the fact that her profession occurred on the 5th December, the eve of the
feast of St. Nicholas of Bari, the same date as it is now, the 6th December, it can be
established with some certaindy that the date of the beginning of her exile was the
4th December 1250; secondly, as a consequence, it can be established that Rose's
public activity had lasted less than six months; from the end ofJune or the beginning
ofJuly of 1250 to the first days of December.

"'Not recognising the error in the date in the text (Frederick died not on
the 5th December, but on the 13th December 1250,) the author of the First Life
believed that Rose's prophesy about Frederick was made not in Soriano, but before
reaching it, and was made only to her parents, not to the whole population of that
place, as is claimed in Second Life. Cf. Second Life paragraph 17,241. What is
important to stress once more, is that the story in First Life is based on the
testimonies of Rose's family members.

"'A village about 10 km to the North-East of Viterbo. Cf. First Life,
paragraphs l0-l 1, 23 1.

t"Cf. A. M. Vacca, La Mente e la Croce 104

''*Cf. Statuto di Viterbo del 125l-1252 section III, No. XCI, 195.
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Rose, therefore, moved from Soriano to Vitorchiano in the same
month, December, and so began her return home. How long she remained
in this village is not known precisely, because at this point, the First Life is
abruptly broken off."' However, according to the fragment of text enclosed
in the Process of Callistus"o and the Parisian manuscripttt' already
mentioned, she stayed there for three days,'" while according to the Second
Lift,"'it was for several days.'''

Given that "several days" in one account could have been the "three
days" ofthe other, it can therefore be established that this residence was ofa
brief duration and that Rose was in Viterbo at least by the beginning of
January."'

t"tcf. First Life, paragraph II, 231. With this word, rhe line finishes as well
as the manuscript on parchment, and is the end of the testimony of the First Life.

trocf. 
ASs, +39.

"'Codex Naz acq. lat. 890 arthe National Library of Paris.

""Ihe first word following the line on the lost manuscript was certainly
"dies." In fact, in the fragment of the First Life, ircltded, in the Process of Callistus,
and also in that of the Parisian Codex, the text proceeds with none other than these
words: ". . .dies, m.ares autent mulieres, etc."

l89,t''"l o reconstruct the last period in Rose's life, only the Secund Life, written
in the fifteenth cenfiryr is of use, which because of its legendary amplifications
requires carefirl interpretation and caution, far more than is required by its
predecessor. In fact, comparing tJrre Second Life wtrh part of rhe First Life, no strong
discrepanry is seen in the thread of the story which remains the same. Neverthelesi,
the events are narrated in a more emphatic and hagiographical manner, distorting
the original meaning of the events. fu already mentioned, private episodes of a
domestic nature disappear: the nocturnal clothing, the meeting with her father, her
crying in the church, the blessing of the bunch of mint.

In the same way, the choral and collective dimension that permeates Flsl
Life drsappears. This aspect was tlre setting for the exceptional life and sanctity of
Rose, and was embedded into the social fabric of society, especially of women.
However, in rJr,e Seconil If Rose's sanctity appears to be restricted to a solitary and
individual dimension which only gives a weak echo of the surrounding ambiance.
The events narrated in this last part of the Suand Life are: the arrival at Vitorchiano
and the devoted welcome of the population; the healing of Delicata; the encounrer
with the heretic and tlre trial by fire; the healing of another young man, Andrea; the
punishment of a violent man who had hit her; Rose's aftempt to enter the Monastery
of the Damianites of St Mary and their refusal; Rose's death and burial; the solemn
translation of her body to the above Damianite Monastery finally, the narration of
17 post mortem miracles.

'n"Cf Second Life, paragraph 18.2+l-2+2.
"'Cf. G. Abate, "Santa Rosa da Viterbo," 208.
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The two miracles at Vitorchiano: the healing of Delicata and the
trial by fire

The people of Vitorchiano welcomed Rose with particular warmth.
"Men and women of that Castle"" knowing of her famed sanctity, received
her with joyful and reverent heart; and she, simple as she was, with simple
words, exhorted them to abandon their bad habits and follow the customs of
honest people and those ofholy virtue.

And they listened to her with devotion and every day they learned
from her the lessons of salvation."'"

It was here that Rose became known for two miracles, the healing
of Delicata and the trial by fire, which merit particular attention. In fact,
both these miracles, together with two other post-rnortem miracles, are not
only narrated in the Second Life brt were also painted, in 1358, on a new
wooden casket used as a sarcophagus for the Saint's body, which replaced
the one burned in a fire the previous year."'*

It can be reasonably claimed that these extraordinary events, based
on a historical tradition, were not invented at that time, but must have
already been well known, at least in the first decades of the fourteenth
centurfr a little more than half a century after Rose's death, probably when
witnesses who had actually been told about these events from those who had
seen them.'et And so "in the said Castle there was a certain virgin, called
Delicata, blind from birth." For this reason," her parents took her to Rose,
begging her with all their strength to pray for her, so that with her humble
prayer, beloved by God, she would recover... the sight which was lacking.
The Virgin...moved by their request, got up, and laying on her hand
restored the much desired sight.""o

However, among the people devoted to the famous sanctity of
Rose, and therefore ready to listen to her words, there was also "a perfidious

"'Vitorchiano, which supported Rome and not the Emperor, was, as has
been said, a litde way from Viterbo, and so its inhabitants could have already seen
and heard Rose in her city. Therefore, it would seem likely that on arriving here she
would have been welcomed with devotion and listened to with reverence. Cf. G.
Abate, "Santa Rosa da Viterbo," 209.

""Cf . Second Ltfe, parrgraph 18,242.
"*Ihe episode of this fire in 1357 will be dealtwith later. So far as regards

the rwo post-morten) miracles, the first was the freeing from prison of a certain
Giovenale, c{. Life 11 paragraph 32, 249, the second was the reswrection of a young
man called Menico; cf. Life II, paragraph 34,250.

'"Cf. G. Abate, "Santa Rosa da Viterbo," 177.

"'nCf . Second Life, paragaph 18,242.
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heretic who daily howled horrible things against the Catholic faith and who
opposed, as much as she could, the words of the Virgin... But the faithful
Rose injured the said heretic with the arrows of truth and refuted her with
clear reasoning, disputations and discussions."""

If the theological debate presented in the Second lzf between the
Saint and the heretic is certainly a legendary amplification,'" as, moreover,
are also many details that embroider the facts, the lady of Vitorchiano could
truly reflect a real historical figure. In fact, although in the Viterban
documents no important female figures are found among the local heretics,
it is legitimate to suppose that some did exist, just as in nearby Orvieto, a

corrmune whose history presents similarities and ties with Viterbo's history,
by the beginning of the twelfth century there were such figures in existence,
when Milita di Montamiata and a certain Giulietta from Florence, probably
sent by some Tuscan communigr were prominent in the clandestine
proselytism of the Cathar doctrine."' Actually, the heretic from Vitorchiano
could have also been a Cathar. Her learning, which is sensed in the episode,
leads to the assumption that she had received reasonable training and that
she belonged to a higher social class, probably being one of those ladies
who, in Catharism, became the "perfects.""''

Rose, not succeeding in converting her obstinate antagonist with
simple exhortation, probably decided that this time she would do so through
a physical trial. For this reason," she offered to fast for twenty days, during
which she would take no food and nevertheless, by the strength of her faith,
would remain unscathed by any injury."'"'

But the heretic argued with her saying that even "wolves and cranes
remain without food for a long time, and yet live, and nature can allow to
you to do what it allows them.""''

And so Rose, in order to demonstrate the superiority and the truth
of her belief," had a great fire prepared, and asked the priests to ring the

t" Cf . Second Life, paragraph 19 , 242.

"'It has already been stated that a few years earlier, in Viterbo it had been
stricdy forbidden by Gregory IX, under the pain of excommunication, for any lay
person to undertake disputes with heretics both in public and in private.

''Cf. L. Frmi, Oruieto..,76.

""'Regarding female Cathar communities, see G. Koch, Frauenfrage and
Ketzemm. im. Minelalter, Berlin, 1962, +9-88 and following.

"t'Cf. Second Lrp, lc. Rose's strange suggestion would reinforce the opinion
that the narration really alludes to an exponent of the Cathar doctrine, in which
ritual and continual fasts were practised, to the point of suicide from hunger.

""Cf. Second Life, lc.
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bells, so that all the people could gather to watch the spectacle; and trusting
in the clemenry of God, for whose faith and laws she was fighting, threw
herself into the middle of the fire, and turning around many times and
surrounded by flames on all sides, stayed there for as long as was required
until the fire was completely burned out. At the end, emerging from there
and walking unharmed before the heretic, in the presence of the people of
the said Castle, she appeared free of burns on her clothes and on her body,
almost as if she had been among fresh flowers, and in a loud voice said,
'Leave aside your infidelity and place yourself in devoted obedience to
Divine law'.

The wicked heretic, amazed by such a great miracle, abandoned her
infidelity, and was completely converted to the Faith of Christ.'n'

A "man lacking in devotion"
Immediately after these two miracles, the Second Life goes on to

narrate another miraculous event, the healing of a certain Andrea, blind for
many years, who, like the young woman Delicata, obtained the gift of sight
thanks to Rose's prayers.''*

Nothing is specified about where this miracle took place, that is if
Rose was still in Vitorchiano, or if she had already returned to Viterbo.
Nothing is specified either about the episode which followed, and in this
case, too, it is not known whether she was in her city or still outside it.
Nevertheless, the story is still interesting, not only because the rough style
in which it is narrated leads one to assume that it was one of the passages

written direcdy by the later biographer,'"' but mainly because it constitutes a

typical example of a punitive miracle.

"A undevout and furious man who was impetuous in word and deed,

struck the arm of the Virgin Rose, who was uttering divine words. The
Virgin turned towards him, and said, prophesying: 'Three days from now a
sign will appear manifest on your body which will distinguish you from
other men'. This, in fact, happened. On the third day, all his hair came out,
from his head, from his beard and from every other part of his body, so that
he no longer looked like a man, but like a foul monster.""*

An analysis of this episode leads one to understand that the
hagiographer was addressing a diverse public; not iust composed of devout

"" Cf . S econd Life, paragraph 20, 242 -243.

"nCf. Secand Ltfe, paragrrph 21, 234.

'"tcf. G. Abate, "Santa Rosa da Viterbo," 159

"'ocf;Life Id paragraph 22,24J.
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persons, but also the undevout as was the subject of this miracle, that is,
skeptics and unbelievers, to whom the punitive miracles were specifically
directed, aiming to chastise those who did not honor holiness as they should,
and even more, the divine Entity which it represented.

The hidden message in the lines is therefore clear. The Saint should
be respected, in so far as the salvific power of her actions always represented
a positive and singular response, which offered help in trouble and need, but
at the same time she should also be held in awe, in that her righteous anger
could be dangerous and as immediate as her miracle-working capacity. In
addition, the fact that the person punished was a man is an obvious sign of
how the masculine population was more generally more reluctant than the
feminine to believe and venerate the Saints."''

Confirmation of this is found in the Prologue of the Second Life, in
which it is explicidy stated by the compiler that the intended audience of the
document is men, to whom the narration of the Saint's life story is presented
as a subject of marvel and admiration, precisely because it deals with a weak
young woman who nevertheless did prodigious things, and who therefore
should be exalted and glorified far more than adult, male Saints.

"In fact, if men of today gready admire the life of adult male
Saints...how much more would they admire the ardent penitence, the
untiring faith and the virtuous works of Saintly young girls, who from
infanry clung to the heart of Christ the Lord; certainly much more than the
life of the Blessed Peter and Paul, or Andrew, who lived in their lives the
fullness of their age and their strength."2"'

""To bette. understand the problems around the miracles and those to
whom they were directed, let alone the saints's public, an invaluable resource was the
Jrd Convention entided Il Pubblico dei Santi: Form.e e liaelli di recezione d.ei messaggi
agiogrnfici held by the Italian Association for the Study of holiness, at Verona from
22ndto 24th October, 1998.

"'*Cf .Second Life paragraph 2,232.
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Chapter fV
Rose: The People's Saint

Return to Viterbo and Rose's death
Though no information is given in the First Life regar.dine the end

of Rose's exile and her return to Viterbo, the final episode, dealing with her
rejection by the nuns of San Damiano, is clearly set in the city. It is
understandable that Rose, returning to the city, could not have resumed her
humble apostolate in the city streets.

The harsh measures already taken against her were a warning that
she should stay out of sight. Rose, however, did not settle for hiding behind
the walls of her house, but possibly feeling the need for normality, knocked
on the door of the nearby Damianite Convent. In fact, one reads that "since
the servant of God was scorned by the world because she had disregarded
herself to gain Christ, who could be reached only through humiliations,
while she still lived and was found in her parental house, went to the
monastery, where her corpse now lies, and asked the nuns to receive her in
order that among the holy virgins the Mrgin herself, after her death, would
reach her Spouse, whom she ardendy loved, that is, the Lord Jesus Christ.
Since the sisters replied that they could not receive her, as they were full, the
Holy Virgin said, 'I know full well that this is not the reason, but because
you scorn in me what God appreciates. But what is foolishness in the world
is wisdom in the eyes of God, and what you scorn in life you will be h"ppy
to have in death, and indeed, you will have it.""o'

So, in spite of her request, the door remained closed to her, not
because the convent was full but because Rose, with all her ecstasies, visions
and wanderings around Viterbo, was considered by the careful and spiritual
abbesses of the monastery, as one who was poor in spirit, a visionary capable
only of making trouble for herself and others. Flowever, she did not seem to
be too bothered by this rejection, having been promised that it would be in
this very place, which had rejected her, that her body would one day lie."o

This denial of access to female monasticism can be found not only
in the life history of Rose, but also in the life one of her contemporaries,
Umiliana of Cerchi, in which a similar rejection is found. Indeed, at a

certain point in her life, after being widowed, Umiliana had tried to enter
the Damianite monastery of Monticelli, but her wish was unfulfilled. It was

''n' Cf . S econd Life pxagraph 23, 243 -244.

""Cf. Mariano D'AIatri, "Rosa, la Santa a voce di popolo," in L'Italia
France scana, 44, 129 -13 0.
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because of this that the group of women who had known and followed Rose
did not lead to the founding of a Damianite monastery, but rather to a pious
community known as those who wore the "habit of the Holy Cross" or
"habit of St. Francis.""'

Therefore, this unfulfilled monastic profession can on the one hand
be seen as a s)'rnptom of the ebb of the female religious movement which
brought many penitents of the time to take refuge in the Franciscan and
Dominican Convents, but on the other hand indirectly verifies the attitude
of open hostility by the high ecclesiastic hierarchy towards forms of piety
which were too autonomous and spontaneous."'

The Secorud. Life then describes how Rose, almost at the end of her
life, had tried, to no avail, to enter the Monastery of San Damiano, without
relating any details of her illness, her passing and her funeral, but only
reporting her death. "What more? It happened that the holy Virgin died
and was buried in the church of Santa Maria in Poggio, where she remained
for eighteen months.""' Nothing definite is therefore known about Rose's
death. It presumably occurred in the spring of 1251, according to tradition,
on 6 March. Almost certainly she was buried outside the church,''n even

"'On the figure of Umiliana of Cerchi, see the studies of A. Benvenuti Papi,
"lJmiliana dei Cerchi. Nascita di un culto nella Firenze del Duecento," in Studi
Franrcscani,77 (1980) 87-ll7; additionally, regarding her sanctity, see A. Benvenuti
P api, In Castro Poenitentiae, 59 -98.

"'The first papal intervention which was able to stem the flow of groups of
pious women entering the area of Franciscan institutes came from Gregory IX, who
in l24l ordered all Bishops and Archbishops to intervene against the "religio
simulata" of "... those women who wander around barefoot, belted with the cord of
St. Damian, commonly kno\Mn as the Discalceatae, Chordularinae, Minoretae." Cf. L H.
Sbaralea, Bullarium. Franciscanum I, (Rome: n.p., 1759), 290. While avoiding a rigid
adhesion to the papal text, the inevitable conclusion must be that what are being
described here are pious ladies attracted by the Franciscan ideal, who by this time
were precluded from the possibility of entering the Order of St. Damian, or of
forming a setdement. Regarding this topic, see R. Rusconi, "L'espansione del
Francescanesimo Femminile," in Moaim.ento religioso fem,minile e francescanesim.o nel
secolo XIII, 304-307; additionally, R. Manselli, "La Chiesa e il Francescanesimo
Femminile," it Il Moaim,ento religioso fem.minile e francescaneim.o nel secolo XIII, 247 -
278.

"' Cf .S e cond Life, paragraph 23, 244.

"'A much later tombstone, placed inside this church, to commeinorate the
place where she had been buried, is not reliable given that one can exclude the
possibility of her being interred inside tle building, where only the rich and
powerful were buried. However, t he poor were buried direcdy outside, in large
communal graves, sewn into their shrouds. In fact, in the Middle Ages, the word
'church' did not mean only the actual building but also the surrounding area. Cf. P.
Aies, Storia della Morte in Occidente, (Milan: 1978),29-Jl.
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though the sources do not give any information about the manner of her
burial."'

After the news of her death, the Second. Life conttrues: "Immediately
she began to shine with miracles. And because it was right that as God had
glorified her in heaven, the world would honor her on earth, and also in
order to fulfill the prophesy in which she had predicted her burial, over a

period of eight days she appeared three times to the Supreme Pontiff....
Alexander fV, who at that time was staying at Viterbo with his Curia, saying
to him during the vision, 'Because Christ was pleased to count me as one of
his handmaids, you who take his place on earth, should not hesitate to do
what you must, but hurry to the church of Santa Maria in Poggio, remove
my body from there and take it to the Monastery of the Order of St. Clare,
because that must be the place of my repose'. The Pope, after having failed
to follow the first and second admonitions, understood at the third that this
was a divine miracle. He got up early in the morning and went in person,
with four Cardinals, to the place indicated; and he took out the Holy Body,
and transported it to the monastery which had been indicated to him, and
conceived such devotion towards her that, if he had not had to go to Rome,
would have canonized her, as he said with his own lips to the nuns
themselves. After the exhumation of the Holy Body, many people
maintained that in her tomb a manna had been found, similar to a perfumed

.l ,r216oll.

Peter Capotosto
In order to understand what these three clearly hagiographic visions

of Alexander fV represented, it is necessary to reconstruct what had
happened in the period of time between Innocent fly''s 1252 Bull "Sic in
Sanctis suis," the first official recognition of Rose's sanctity, and the solemn
translation of her body described in the Second Lrfr, by drawing on certain
documents which were concurrent with the events, which are fortunately
available. It is known that in November of 1252, soon after Rose's death,
Innocent fV, authorized from Perugia the initiation of the canonical
Process, also sending out the "Forma Interrogatorii," that is the special
procedure in use at the time for the interrogation of witnesses. In fact, if
Rose was to be declared a Saint, the Process was by then indispensable,

"tG. Abat", however, maintains that the bodies of those who in life had
been considered saints, were buried ind caskets made of stone or hard wood, as in the
case of St. Francis, St. Anthony and St. Clare, etc. Cf. G. Abate, "Santa Rosa da
Viterbo," 214.

"oCf. Second Ltfe, paragraph 23 ,244-245 .
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given that in the proclamation of Saints, from 1232 onwards the right to
canonize was reserved exclusively to the Pope, and a more complex
procedure, compared with the past, was established."'

With canonization being transformed into such a rigidly controlled
process, the means of confirming and ratifying popular cults, such as that
which had developed around the figure of Rose immediately after her death,
were removed from the Bishops. Rose was a typical Saint of the communal
era, and her cult represented one of the many manifestations of the desire of
the urban masses to claim their own Saints, outside the ecclesial hierarchy,
and to participate more actively in religious life."'

Innocent w, by setting in motion the apostolic investigation into
Rose's life and the miracles attributed to her, intended to meet the demands
of the entire population and the civil and ecclesiastic authorities of Viterbo.
And here the scrupulosity of the regulations which had to be followed in
sifting through the "vox populi" had to be even more prudent, in order to
avoid dangerous abuses which could have given grounds for criticism by the
heretics, who were so numerous and powerful in the city, and always ready
to voice accusations against the Christian people.

This anxiety can be discerned in the words of the Pope who, in the
Bull sent to those responsible for the delicate investigation, openly declared
that he wished "benevolendy to support their praiseworthy desire, while
having to proceed in a matter of so important a judgment with such cautious
certainty to not offer an excuse for the believers to be ridiculed, to those
who, corrupted by heretic wickedness, dared to malign the virtuous people

and searched for defects in the elected in order to tarnish the beauty of the
Church, the Bride of Christ, through its members.""'

Nothing can be said with certainty about the development of
Innocent's Process; it is known only that it had been ordered, and probably
that it had been pursued, and that, for some reason which is difficult to
establish, such as a procedural legal defect, or the needing to leave the
matter to mature, or even the death of the same Pope, the desired result was

not achieved. In this case, the loss of the Deeds, both the original which had

to remain in Viterbo, and the copy which had to be sent to the Curia, must
be attributed to an unknown cause,"" or in an attempt to rediscover it, it can
be hypothesized that it was found in the voice of the people, reported in the

"'Cf. A. Vauchez, La Santiti nel Medioeao,25-52.

"'Cf. A. Vauchez, La Santiti nel Med.ioeao,80-81; additionally A. Vauchez, 1

laici nel Medioez,tio, 192.

"'Cf. Innocent IVs Bull Sic in sanctis suis.

""Cf. G. Abate, "Santa Rosa da Viterbo," 135-137.
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tenth article of the later Process, instituted under Callistus III, in which it is
stated that the ancient and authentic life of St. Rose, together with her
miracles, lost through negligence or misfortune by the city of Viterbo, had
been destroyed by a fire."'

Nevertheless, somebody, without being concerned regarding the
lack of an effective official recognition of Rose's sanctity, but seeing in her
an aut-hentic Servant of God, was commifted to rendering to her all the
honors of a civic cult, deemed worthy of her. This can be indirectly learned
from a Bull by the same Pope Innocent fV, sent from fusisi, dated the 9th
September 1253, and addressed to the "Prior of San Matteo," the area in
which Rose's dwelling and parish were located. The Pope declared in it that
he had been urged to intervene in the legitimate request "from the
delightful daughter Abbess of the Monastery of Santa Maria...of the Order
of San Damiano," whose doors had remained closed to Rose's plea, and who
was worried because a certain "Pietro known as Capotosto, priest of Santa
Maria in Poggio...had ventured to begin organizing a certain monastery too
close to them," and because this resulted in "damage and trouble" for the
nuns, the Pope advised him "so to take care of the matter, to summon the
parties concerned, and to make an appropriate decision,""' enforcing what
would be agreed on without any further additions on the subject.

What this Prior did and then communicated to the Pope is not
known today. It is certain, however, that on the 27th February 1255,

Alexander fV, immediate successor to Innocent fV, "wishing with apostolic
readiness to provide tranquility...to the Abbess... and to the nuns of Santa

Maria of Viterbo" ordered the Prior "under threat of excommunication to
attend to the blocking of anyone who intended to construct within the
radius of one thousand paces from the boundary around the entire
monastery, any monastery or Oratory, or religious or regular Cloister, or
even transforming an already existing church into a religious place..," also

specifring that "in the case that some Oratory or dwelling or Cloister be
already erected within the said space, to the detriment of the monastery, it
should immediately be demolished," and if necessary, they should have

recourse to "the assistance ofthe secular branch""' against the opponents.

In this second Bull, Capotosto is no longer named, but there can be
no doubt about the fact tlat the final injunction refers to him; he most

"tcf. lsr, article 10,443.

"'Cf. Innocent IV's Bull Dilectae nobis in Christo, (fusisi, 9th September
1253), in ASs,4l7.

"'Cf. Alexander r\rs B:clll Personis qaae m.undo, (Naples, 27th February
1255), published by G. Abate in "Santa Rosa da Viterbo," 270-271.
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probably had transformed some local property belonging to the church of
Santa Maria in Poggio, or maybe even Rose's own house, into a monastery
dedicated to her."* However, the third Papal Bull, written at Anagni just four
months later, on the 28th June 1255, has a very different tone. This time,
Alexander fV sent it directly to the Bishop of Viterbo, given that the Prior
of San Matteo "showed negligence in fulfilling the orders received." The
Pope after having recalled the text of the preceding one, affirmed that in
spite of it "the priest Pietro known as Capotosto, is endeavoring to gather
some religious women in a house which he calls the 'Monastery of Santa
Rosa', situated within the said space to the detriment and annoyance of the
already stated Abbess and Convent." Therefore he ordered that "the
dwelling should be completely demolished""' and that the contravenors
would be proceeded against with the provisions already established.

The Bishop entrusted with this order, must have discharged the
Papal mandate, because from here onwards there is no further reference to
the priest of Santa Maria in Poggio, or the Monastery, as there is nothing
further known about those "mulieres religiosae" who had been meeting
there.

Presumably they originated from that group of women who
participated in and shared Rose's religious experience, who vanished from
the story, anonlrmously, just as they had entered it. However, thanks to
three Curial documents regarding this monastery created without authority,
in spite of the official language, it is possible to reconstruct some fragments
of what must have happened. Presumably, the Prior of San Matteo in Sonza,
who was responsible for the ecclesiastical control of the area, had not
managed to persuade Capotosto from abandoning his project, perhaps
because he was not an isolated fanatic, but was, on the contrary, directly
expressing the religious experience of lay citizens who, refusing to accept
that Rose was not a Saint despite threats and excommunications, dedicated a

personal cult to her, which was so strongly felt as to justify the suspicious
and worried attention of the nearby nuns of San Damiano, and was capable

"tlt could be supposed that in fact the monastery, not authorised in the
district of St. Mary of Poggio, was in Rose's home, given that the location of the
house used by Capotosto in this district so close to the Monastery of the Damianites,
could have corresponded to the presumed dwelling of the saint. In support of this
hypothesis is Alexander IV's Bull Sua nobis dilectae (28th June 1255) in which "a
house" is mentioned which Capotosto "called'the monastery of St. Rose."'

"tCf. Alexander IV's Blri.l Sua nobis dile*ae, (Anagni, 28th June 1255),
published by G. Abate in "Santa Rosa da Viterbo," 271.
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of persevering on its own path in such a manner as to force the hierarchy to
intervene."o

Recognition of Rose and the translation of her body
In view of the lack of contemporary documents, there has been

much discussion about the true date of the translation of the body of St.
Rose from the place of her first burial in Santa Maria del Poggio to the
church of Santa Maria, belonging to the monastery of the Damianites in
Viterbo. Modern hagiographers following the Bollandist C. Suyskenm
generally accept the date as being the 4th of September, 1258."' Given that
the Second. Life states that this translation was effected by Pope Alexander IV,
and that his last residence in Viterbo was from the 23rd May to the l0th
October 1258,"r it can be accepted that it happened in one of the years
mentioned above.

But since, as the Second. Ltfe says, this Pope, after having the vision
and effecting the translation, "formed such devotion to the Saint that if he
had not been obliged to return to Rome,"'would have had her canonized, it
would be more logical to claim that this translation happened in 1258 rather
than in the previous year."'This precise dating clearly means that Rose's
body did not lie in Santa Maria del Poggio for eighteen months, as the
author of rJne Second Life maintains, but for considerably longer, that is, for
six or seven years: from the 6th of March 1251, the date traditionally held to
be that of her death, until the 4th of September 1258. However, even
though these eighteen months could not be connected to the moving of her
body to the Damianite monastery,"' nevertheless, they must have had some

"oOn Capotosto's plan to build t}re Monastery in honor of Rose , cf. G.
Abate, "Santa Rosa da Viterbo," 268-269.

"' cf . ASs, 422-+23, +29.
"*Cf. A. Potthast, Regestre Pontificam Rom.anorum, Bedin, 1875, Vol.II,

1379-1418.

"'It is not known if Alexander IV really renrned to Rome, but if in fact he
had, he would have done so towards the second half of October of 1258, staying
there for only a few days, because from the J lst of October of that year until the end
of July, 1260, he was resident in Anagni. Cf. A. Potth^st, Regesta Pantificum
Ram.anorum 1418-1458. He died in Viterbo, a few days after he returned there, on
the 25th of May 1261. Cf. A. Potthast, Regesta Pontificum Rom.anorum, 1472.

""In fa.t, it can be seen that if the translation had occurred in 1257,
Alexander IV, holy and devoted Pope, would have had a year's time to effect the
project which he had proposed, that is, canonising Rose.

"'In fact, if Rose's death had occurred in March of 1251, and her
translation took place under Alexander IV as has been stated, he would have
ascended the Papal throne forty-two months after her death.
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significance. It may be that this period of time related to the Viterban
tradition-recounted in the Second Life, though in a rather confused
manner-regarding the length of time that Rose's remains lay interred
before her recognition and elevation, an indispensable factor in every
Process of canonization. Since in Rose's case, the canonization Process was
ordered by Innocent IV in November 1252, taking into consideration that
she had died about twenty months before this date, it can be assumed that
the inspectio corporis had occurred a litde while before, that is, about eighteen
months after her death."'

The later author, narrating the details of this translation, then
claims that this occurred following Alexander fV's three supernatural
visions, in which Rose, appearing to him in a dream, ordered him to transfer
her body to the church of Santa Maria, which the Pope immediately did the
next day. This vision, clearly stamped as hagiographic, was with all
probability a legend that certainly had completely different hidden motives.
In fact, it is unbelievable that such a solemn ceremony with the participation
of the entire papal court, the religious authorities, the civil citizens and the
population, normally necessitating long preparations, could have suddenly
been carried out in the blink of an eye, between the night and the following
morning.

A more likely version of this was that the execution by the Bishop of
Viterbo of the papal "ultimatum" to demolish the illegally built monastery
in the Saint's honor aroused such discontent and unrest in the city that
Alexander W was forced to personally intervene to find a compromised
solution which would satisfy Rose's followers and at the same time deal with
dre nuns' complaints which had frequently been addressed to the Holy See,
in order to resolve their thorny problem. For this reason, the Pope had to
transfer the Saint's body to the nuns, who, having every fear removed of
seeing another monastery being established in their vicinity, would willingly
accept it, which would then become their chief pride and adornment."'

This event brought them the great advantage of a high number of
nuns in the years following the translation."o

"'Cf. G. Abate, "Santa Rosa da Viterbo," 2l+-216.
"'Cf. G. Si gnorelli, Vit erb o ne lla St ori a, Y ol. l, 223 -224.
"tn the monastery there were 23 nuns in 1263 (cf. P. Egidi, L'Archiuio della.

Cattedrale, document No. CC)O(W[, 193) and 26 in 1268. Cf. G. Signorelli, Viterbo
ne lla storia, Y ol.I, 22 5 .
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The German miracles in the Second Li.fe

It has already been pointed out that in the Second Life, after the
information about the death, burial and translation of Rose's body,
seventeen post-mortem miracles attributed to the Saint are finally detailed,"'
which are also taken up by the Bollandists in the Acta Snnctoram."o Since,
from a stylistic point of view, the Latin used in drawing up this appendix of
miracles appears to be richer and more refined than that used in the Second

Life, it would indicate an earlier text which the unknown author only had to
transcribe."' In fact, these miracles could be set in a time span which
embraces the entire fourteenth centurlz, and so they are called ancient,"' the
second miracle, that of the regrown nail, was already known outside Mterbo,
necessarily before 1395, given that it is an echo of the miracle worked by
Bartolomeo da Pisa,"' while the fifth, which concerns the liberation of the
prisoner Giovenale, and the seventh, concerning the resurrection of the
young man Menico, certainly occurred before 1358, as they were painted on
the wooden chest built on that date, to receive the body of the Saint.'*'

The seventeenth and last, however, is unique among them by being
explicitly dated in February of 1406, that is, at the beginning of the fifteenth
century, when "the most blessed Rose cured a certain Saxon man from an
infirmity similar to leprosy which infected his gums and teeth; and thanks to
God and to the Blessed Rose, he was liberated."'*' In the seventeen miracles
of this series, apart from those mentioned, a further three concern Saxons or
Germans-four, if one considers an llltramontane priest as German-while
all the others refer only to Viterbans or inhabitants of the neighboring
villages.'n' This highlights an underlying proliferation of this cult in

"' Cf . Second Life, 2+5 -2 53.

"ncf. lss, +74-476.

"'Cf. G. Abate, "Santa Rosa da Viterbo," 246-247.

"tlhe testimonies regarding the miracles of St. Rose survive even now; the
miracles which span from her birth until 1406 (First Life and Second Lif) are called
"miracula antiqua," while those which occurred from 1406 to 1457, reported in
Callistus's Acts of Process, are known as '?niracula rnoderna," and finally those
reaching rhe present day are known as 'lcontemporanei." There are few testimonies
regarding these seventeen miracles during Callistus's Process, given that they gave
preference to chronologically more recent miracles. Cf. E. Piacentini, Il Libro dei
Miracoli,l0T .

"'Cf. Bartolomeo da Pisa, De Conform.itate,359.

'*'cf. ASs 4zs.

"'Cf . Second Ltfe, pxagraph 44,251.
'*'In fact, the other miracles in the series concern Rose appearing in a

dream to a sister to warn her that the belltower of the church was dangerous (cf.
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Germanic villages,'*' probably through the Franciscan network, which was
even more unusual because devotion to Rose was at that time fairly
restrained as she had not been canonized.

The first miracle is the story of "a certain ultramontane priest2# who
received the news that he had been elected Archbishop...which he accepted,
hastening towards Rome from his episcopy to be confirmed in his
appointment. Immediately, his rivals placed themselves in opposition,
contesting his election" and opposing him on various points, in spite of his
resistance. "For this reason the case was delayed by several years, and the
priest, forced to remain in the Curia, used up all the money he had with

Second Life, paragraph 30, 2+8), the freeing of the prisoner Giovenale from prison
and tle liberating of a young girl from Vitorchiano from demonic possession, who
was cured after drinking water in which the saint had previously washed her hands. It
is interesting to note that this devotion, shown here for the first time, became more
and more established in successive centuries (cf. Second Life, paragraphs 32 and 33,
249); the resurrection of the young man Menico and the liberating of two
demoniacs, this time men, who were dragged in chains before the body olthe saint,
vomited out the demons in the form of "nigros scardavones" (cf. Second Life,
paragraph 3 8, 2 5 l); the curing of a child who fell from a great height, and the curing
of a sister from the monastery, who was afflicted with a serious illness of the eyes (cf.
Second Life paragraph 36-37,251); the healing of a woman dying from a serious
illness, (cf. Second. Life, paragraph 38, 251). There was, further, a women in labor in
danger of losing her life, who placing round herself a "cingolo" which had previously
been coiled round Rose's body, happily gave birth; which is significant because it was
the first miracle which involved an act of practical devotion to Rose's cord which
would become widespread in following centuries;,the restored hearing of a woman
who had become deaf, tlre curing of another dying woman (cf. Second Life, paragraph
39-42, 252); a burning house belonging to a Viterban lady which was immediately
put out when she asked the nuns to ring the bell belonging to the monastery church,
cf. Second Life, paragraph 43,252.

"'In particular, this proliferation of devotion to Rose in German areas
constitutes a particular and consistent characteristic of her cult, which would
continue, though in a less significant manner, in the following century, visible in
various testimonies also present in Callistus's Acts of Process. A trace of them is
found, in fact, during the Process, in some testimonies. A Viterban doctor, Master
Pietro di Domenico, reported having known a German merchant in Venice, who
once, while at sea, had been taken unawares by a storm, and was szved "in extremis,"
by calling on the Blessed Rose; and as a thanksgiving had her picture painted which
he always kept with him. Cf. ASs 460. Another testimony, that of Giovanni di Pietro
da Parma, refers to a miracle which occurred in Germany; the subject was t "quidam
teatonicas" who for some years had lost his sight and speech, but hearing of the
famous miracles of the Blessed Rose, made a vow to visit the Basilica where her body
lay, as well as the monastery. Having made the vow, within two hours he recovered
his sight and speech. This person would have revealed the miracle when, in 1450, a
jubilee year, he came to Viterbo to frrlfill his vow. Cf. lSs, paragraph 23,446.

2k.'-It is not specified where this religious came from.
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him, and was reduced to penury. Thus, being desperate, he left Rome...and
arriving at Viterbo found hospitality. In the night, while lying on his bed,
tormented by his thoughts, he slept for a while and in his dream it was
revealed to him that if he pleaded his cause to God and the holyVirgin Rose
and made a vow to consecrate something to honor God, he would obtain
confirmation of his election. On waking, remembering his vision, he set out
in the early morning for the church of Santa Rosa '*' and asked the nuns to
show him the Body of the holy Virgin. Having seen and humbly venerated
her, he told them of his vision, and immediately made a vow that if through
the merits of the blessed Rose he achieved his purpose, he would afterwards
have a golden rose sent to the monastery; and having made his vow, he
returned to his lodgings. Immediately after he returned from the monastery,
an ambassador from the Curia arrived, bearing a letter in which he was told
to return to Rome regarding his cause. Then, thanking God and the virgin
Rose, after having eaten, he returned by the road with which he had arrived.

Before the High Pontiff, he humbly put his case and immediately
was confirmed in his appointment as Archbishop. Returning to Viterbo, he
carried with him two roses, one of pure gold and the other of silver, which
with great devotion he offered to the virgin Rose, and solemnly committed
himself to send a golden rose every year, and he did this for the rest of his
life."'*

It is important to emphasize that the story is narrated in the context
of the social reality of the era, where everything had its price and every
fortune or misfortune was evaluated in monetary terms. Right from the
beginning the misadventure of the priest, caused by rivalry and jealousy, was
monetarized; the residence in Rome, which was longer than expected, led to
the loss of all his goods, and the desperation of financial ruin. Even the
religious and spiritual aspects of the story lack sentimental aspects and are
reduced to mere economic terns. In fact, the bishop in question, during his
nocturnal revelation, was advised to commit himself to spending in honor of
God if he wanted the confirmation of his election; and the vow which he
made to the Saint, of offering a golden rose, was dependent on his practical
success, that is, his victory in the Curia, which in this case, too, was paid
with scrupulous mercantile precision.

The most famous of those, which for convenience, can be defined as

the "German miracles" is that of the restored nail, the fame of which spread
beyond Viterbo, at least from the second half of the fourteenth century.

'otThe Damianite church never held the name that is specified here, during
the l3th and l4th cenruries.

'*Cf . Second Lrfe, paragraph26-27,2+5-2+6.
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"A certain German gentleman, devoted to the virgin Rose,
reverently visited her body. After having seen it and properly honored it, he
went to speak to the nun who was assigned to guard it...and said to her, 'If
you give me a nail from the finger of the Virgin's hand, I will give you much
money'. And she, tempted by the gift...violently tore one off...and gave it to
the German. Handing over the agreed money, he took the nail with great
devotion, and carried it secredy to Germany, to a precious location. But this
nun, seeing that the sacrilege which she had committed could not be easily
hidden (because it was evident that the finger which was missing a nail was
different), began to be tormented by various thoughts." Then "...ever more
disturbed, she, not having anyone to turn to, voluntarily prostrated herselfat
the feet of the Saint, begging her to forgive her and promising that she
would never in future dare to do anything like that again." After this
entreaty, she rose and "...looked, with a sad heart and timid face, at the hand
which she had disfigured through her own greed, and saw that on this very
finger, the nail had regrown and while all the others...appeared blackened,'*'
only this one was gleaming white. After this miracle, the nun, both amazed
and frightened, yielded to her shame and confessed everything to the Abbess
and to the other sisters.""'This miracle is significant for two main reasons.
Besides demonstrating the centrality of Rose's miraculous body within her
cult, as with the previous miracle, it demonstrates a merchant spirituality, a

way of thinking which both characters in the story obey. Thus, on the one
hand, the German gentleman takes a beautiful relic back to his country,
which he paid for in cash, and on the other hand, the nun, greedy for
money, had no hesitation in tearing off the nail from the Saint's finger and
only regretted it when she was faced with the evidence of her misdeed and
the impossibility of remedying the situation, confessing her serious action
when she felt protected by the extraordinary phenomenon.

The other two miraculous events clearly demonstrate, however,
that there existed a widespread dissemination and direct awareness of the
cult of St. Rose "in loco," even though there was no direct connection with
Viterbo.

The first is that of "...a certain very famous and rich German, who
while staying in Venice because of a chance accident, lost his sight in both

"'Rose's body must have been blackened by the fire of 1357, from which it
miraculously emerged intact. This detail may have led to the miracle being placed at
a date after the {ire. In the acknowledgement of 1457, during Callistus's Process, it
was established that the regrown nail was on the fourth finger of her right hand, and
seemed to belong to a person who was still living, because it was differcnt from the
other nails, beins colored white.

"iCf. iecond Ltfe, paragraph 28-29 , 247 .
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eyes. Having spent a great deal of money on doctors to find a cure for his
blindness, none of them was able to do what he anxiously sought....suddenly
he remembered that the Blessed Rose was held in great esteem by the
Germans, because in those areas, as the witnesses stated, many miracles had
been worked. So he utterly implored that Virgin, as much as he could,
promising that if he were freed from his blindness, he would have a chapel
built in his county in her honor. Immediately on making his vow, he who
had been blind regained his vision and raised praises in honor of God and
the Blessed Virgin....""'

The second miracle notes the recipient of the grace worked by Rose
as "...a noble soldier from Germany who ardendy desiring to have a child,
being childless tlrrough his wife's sterility, devotedly offered many vows to
the holiness of the Virgin Rose. After these, rejoining his wife,,' she became
pregnant. "When t}re time for giving birth arrived, with the help of St. Rose,
the wife brought a beautiful son into the world. And throughout his son,s
life, he offered as an "ex voto" for this grace, a tribute in gold, in praise of
the body of the Blessed Rose.""u

An analysis of these "German miracles" is significant, because apart
from showing an interesting spread into German areas of \Mhat was still a
local and limited cult at that the time, it also allows a glimpse into the
society of the fourteenth century, which appears characterized by a devotion
which was both functional and realistic in its practices."'

In this context, the figure of Rose, rather than symbolizing a time of
religious gathering and participation, which happened in the First Life, is in
fact called to respond exclusively to particular requests, regulated by the law
of "do ut des," in a dimension which was no longer collective but individual
and localized. It is this variation of role within devotion which enables one
to clearly understand how, with the passing of time, the relationship
between the faithful and the Saints becomes modified, and which from tlre
fourteenth century began to lose its mechanical and automatic
characteristics. The "virtus" of the Servants of God was no longer uniquely
considered as a complex of mysterious forces that could only be experienced
in a special location, the tomb, but the "contract" which was established
assumed a more personal style of devotion.

This evolution, which operated between humans and heavenly
iRtercessors, was mirrored in the contents and forms of the vows. Ever more
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often, with the passing of time, the faithful claimed to have been granted
their requests before meeting the obligations they had taken on with the
Saints, which by and large became less onerous and, at the end of a
complicated process of commutation, the harder and more constrictive
obligations were substituted by promises which were considered more and
more to be of a private nature.

Such changes, therefore, are a sign of a new attitude towards these
divine mediators, by now perfecdy integrated into the religious world of the
faithful. Reverent fear towards them was taken over by a feeling of trust, an
expression of an affectionate familiarity which propelled the masses to call
upon them in times of need. In spite of the idea which still remained, that an
obligation assumed and not satisfied deserves punishment, the confidential
dialogue which had been established showed ttrat they were approaching the
modern meaning of devotion, the deaotio modcma, which implies a free
choice and the engagement of the heart."'

miraculous events, on their structures and range, see A.
Medioeao,447 -485.

"'Concerning
Vauchez, La Santiti nel
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Chapter Five
Devotion to Rose in Viterbo During the Fifteenth Century

Did the Observance Movement promote the cult of Rose?

In the fourteenth century, mainly for historical-political reasons,"'
the cult of Rose continued at a local level, but with a subdued and faded
tone"' characterized chiefly by the interesting diffusion beyond the confines
of Viterbo into several German areas, which have been referred to in the
previous chapter.

In the following century, however, there was a remarkable revival,
which can be gathered from various signs in the chronicles and in local
documents, which culminated in Callistus' Process h t457. What, however,
was behind this rebirth? In the first decades of the century, Viterbo was also
assailed by the propaganda of the Regular Movement of the Observance,"'
which having arisen within the Franciscan Order through the renewal and
revival of several outstanding features of Francis's experience, namely
poverty, penitence, humility, asceticism, popular preaching, managed to
achieve a more rigid interpretation of the rule compared with the
orthodoxy.

25ln"'.t'rom the end of the thirteenth century the political and civil situation
had undergone a profound change, characterised by a progressive decrease in
communal autonomy. Viterbo, overwhelmed by internal power struggles, after the
interlude of Cola di Rienzo, was completely subjugated under Papal influence. Cf. G.
Signorelli, Viterbo nella Storia, Yol. I, 372. The city, entering a phase of evident
decadence, was later stricken by the plague in 1348, which, according to the
chroniclers, halved the inhabitants. Cf. N. Della Tuccia, Cronache,34.

"*Ihe changed political situation and then the serious plague were tle
causes of the local decline of Rose's cult. This would be reflected, for example, in the
poor condition of the monastery, which was often unsafe (cf. Second Life, paragraph
30, 248), and at the same time in the number of nuns which seemed to be
progressively reduced, so much so that at the end of the fourteenth century and in
the early years of the following century there were only four nuns and the Abbess.
Cf. G. Signorelli, Wterbo nella Storia, Vol.II 281.

In this period, the city chroniclers speak widely of a new devotion to the
Madonna, who appears to have become the ofEcial local protectress, also indicating a
lack of interest in Rose's cult by the hierarchy who wanted to steer popular devotion
towards ot-lrer directions. There 1tras an episode in 1320, widely reported by Niccolo
della Tuccia, regarding a fearful nighttime hurricane calmed by the Virgin (cf. N.
Della Tuccia, Cronache,33), who from then on, having liberated the city, was called
tlre Liberator. Cf. G. Signorelli, Viterbo nella Storia,Yol.I,397 .

"ton this issue, see "Il Rinnovamento del Francescanesimo. L'Osservanza,"
Atti del'XI Conaegno Internazionale. fusisi 20-22 October. (fusisi: n.p., 1985).
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Within a few decades tlris Movement had achieved an enonnous
diffrrsion, spreading new forms of devotion and new customs, provoking a

schism with those friars who rejected the reform. Thus, when this
Movement's most famous son, Bernardine of Siena,"o reached Viterbo in
1426 he would unleash an unprecedented enthusiasm, launching into moral
preaching'ziT against luxury, female vanity, gambling, forbidden books and
usury.

A very clear trace of this is found in the words of Niccolb Della
Tuccia, who showed an open and personal devotion to the friars "...a Minor
of St. Francis came to preach at Viterbo, called Bernardine of Siena, and
having a gredt following among the people set alight all the game boards,
books of spells, and cards...the slippers of flaunting, braids of hair and these
things were burnt in a wooden casde, newly constructed at San Pietro alla
Rocca, and by the children...he had the banks smashed up where they kept
the gold bars. The said friar was a holy man." For this reason, when he left
the city "Many people went with him, hundreds of Viterbans, and against
his will, they accompanied him all the way to Rome with great honor. They
all seemed to be saints, having great devotion.""' fn spite of a lack of
relevant documentation, it could be suggested that the Iocal repression of
the cult of Rose, already long accepted within exclusively Franciscan circles,
was actually at the heart of this piety. In fact, the first great local revival of
her person, which would from then onwards be ever more firmly
established, came from Martin V (1417-l+31),"n a Pope who was particularly
linked to the Observance,'0" and the active presence of this Movement can
also be perceived in the early positive attempts by Giovanni da Capistran'o'

2toFor details of this person, see "Bernardine Predicatore nella Societa del
suo tempo," Atti del XVI Conaegno do Studi salla Spiritaaliti Medieuale (Todi 9-12
October 197 S),Todi, 1976.

"'On Bernardine of Siena's preaching in Viterbo, cf. G. Signorelli, Viterbo
nella storia,53-59,

"'Cf. N. Della Tuccia, Cronaebe,52-53.

"'Cf. E. Piacentini, Il Libro dei Miracoli,88.
'o'Martin V, great persecutor of the Fraticelli, was the Pope who, in 1426,

entrusted Giovanni da Capistran and Giacomo della Marca, the two most
distinguished men of the second generation of the Observance, together with
Bernardine, with the leadership of the stuggle against the Fraticelli. Cf. E. Dupre
Theseider, "Sul dialogo contro i fraticelli di 

-SD. 
Giacomo della Marca,"- in

Miscellanea G. G. Meerrerm.an,Yol.Il (Paduai n.p., 1970), 577-661.
26 t'-'"'For information on this person, see "S. Giovanni da Capistran nella

Chiesa e nella Societa del suo rempo," in Atti del conaegno Storico Intemazionale
(Capistran-LAquila, 8-12 October 1986) edited by E. and L. Pasztor, (L'Aquila:
n.p., 1989). In addition, seeJ. Hoifer, Gioaanni da Capistan, ana aita spesa nella lotta
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which were recorded in the following decades, in order to achieve his
canonization.

He came to stay in Viterbo in 1439'o'the date of the first setdement
of the Observants in this city, when Pope Eugene W, another great
protector of the Order, granted them the Monastery of Santa Maria del
Paradiso, previously belonging to the Cistercian nuns.'u' It was during this
pontificate, in 1443, while Capistran was in Viterbo and visited Rose's body,
that the Pope was presented with the Petition to have her finally inscribed in
the Catalogue of Saints,'* an objective which this time was not achieved for
some unknown reason, not least because of the serious economic problem
which the considerable expense of the Process would have brought to the
coflrmune of Viterbo.'ut

On the other hand, the financial situation of the nuns within the
district of San Matteo in Sonza, was remarkably improved, demonstrated by
their being able to reclothe Rose's body in a new habit of velvet brocade,
and their acquiring another, decorated in pearls, reserved for great
celebrations. In fact, with the end of the Western Schism (1378-1417) and
the return of peace to Christianitf, many pilgrims took to the road towards
Rome, and this also brought great benefits to the Sanctuary, where the
pilgrims halted to visit and venerate the incorrupt remains of the Saint,
leaving abundant alms.'oo By this time, therefore, the destiny of the
monastery appeared to be once and for all connected to the fortune of
Rose's cult which, in 1450,'u'showed a great comeback in the city.

per la riforma d.ella Chiesa, Italian edition edited by A. Chiappini, (LAquila: n.p.,
1955); and also S. di Mattia Spirito, "L'Ideale di Poverti nell 'Osservanza' e in S.
Giovanni da Capistran," in Santiti e Spiritualiti. Francescana tra i secoli XV e XCWL
Atti del Convegno Storico Internazionale. L'Aquila, 26-27 October 1990. (L'Aquila:
n.p., 1991),51-64.

'u'Cf. F. Bussi, Storia di Wterbo,244.

'u'The convent immediately became a very important center, providing an
infirmary an apothecary and a novitiate. fu well as the presence of Capistran, that of
Giacomo della Marca is also recorded. Cf. G. Zucconi La Prooincia Francescana
Roma.na, (Rome: n.p., 1969),46.

'#Cf. A$s,327.

'utcf. C. Pinzi, Storia della citti,Vot M 45.

'uucf. G. Signorelli, Viterbo nella Storia, Y ol. I 282 -2283.
'u'In this year, Giovanni da Capistran, before leaving for Germany, made a

stop at Viterbo and stayed in the city again for about ten days. Cf. L. Wadding,
Annales Minontm')(Il, Anno 1450, (Rome: n,p., 1735), 65.
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In this same year, not only was the church of the nuns of Santa

Rosa'o' solemnly consecrated, but these nuns, emerging almost unscathed
from the serious plague which had fallen on Viterbo, broadcast the
extraordinary event as a miracle obtained through the intercession of the
Saint.'o' The influx of offerings was thus considerable, also added to by the
great number of pilgrims who, on the.occasion of the Jubilee, made a stop-
over at the city, so that tlre substantial amount of 5000 ducats was collected,
which was gradually spent on improvements to the monastery.r7" Restoration
work was carried out, and in 1453 Benozzo Gozzoli,"' a famous and

successful artist was commissioned to produce a cycle of frescoes on the life
of the Saint, which were unfortunately destroyed in 1632 during work to
expand the church, but nine watercolor drawings of them remain, executed

by the Orvietan Francesco Sabatini, who was appointed by Bishop Tiberio
Muti to copy them."'

'o'Cf. F. Bussi, Sroru7 della citti di Viterbo,249.

'oocf . ASs,457 .

""Cf. G. Signorelli, Viterbo nella storia,Yol.I,283.
"tBenorro de Lese was an artist (Florence 1420-Pistoia 1497), known as

Gozzoli dal Vasari, and traditionally given this surname. A pupil of Beato Angelico,
he worked alongside him in Rome and in Orvieto. On parting from him, he chose
the provincial road and from 1450 to 1452, painted the "F{istory of St. Francis" in
the ihurch of St. Francis at Montefalco, where the influence of his master still
remained very strong. In 1453 he reached Vterbo and executed several frescoes in
the chapel of St. Rose, but they, together with most of the work from his Roman
residenry, have been lost. The key word to describe Gozzoli's work is "narration." In
fact, while keeping Angelico's teaching alive, he \ ras more at ease in the everyday
world, giving this a concrete form in the anecdotal vein of his "stories," telling them
in a rich, and at the same time, simple manner. Cf. S. Pasti, "Lo scomparso ciclo
degli affreschi di S. Rosa da Viterbo di Benozzo Gozzoli e la sua influenza nel
viterbese: gli affreschi delf isola Bisentina," h Il Quattrocento a Viterbo, (Viterbo: De
Luca, 1983), 159-165.

"'The "Story of St. Rose" painted by Gozzoli, was narrated in ten large
panels arranged in a iingle line to cover all the walls of the church consecrated in
i+SO. 'Ilr" pai.rtingt undertaken by Sabatini h 1632 numbered.only nine, because

the second panel had already been destroyed, to make place, firsdy, for an organ and

then for a ihapel. By good fortune, a drawing remains of the missing scene, signed

by Benozzo, which inabled the gap to be filled and furnishing a more general and

bltter idea of the work than thai given by Sabatini's reproduction. The original
drawing was divided into two parts: one kept at London, and the other at Dresden.
They iere then reunited by P. Pouncey, who conceived the idea of linking_them to
the missing rycle in Viterbo (Sabatini's reproductions are held by the Civic Museum
of Viterbo). Benorro based the episodes of his "Stories" on the Second Life.In rhe
first picture, two successive scenei show the saint as a child reviving a dead relative;
the sicond, corresponding to two of Gozzoli's paintings, shows the apparition of the
Crucifix and St. Rose's preaching; in the fourth, the saint appears condemned to exile
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While the presence of the Observant Movement can be detected in
the person of Giovanni da Capistran in this progressive exploitation of the
figure of Rose and the devotion maintained towards her in the city
environment, as has already been suggested, similarly, an analysis of his
biography reveals some indications, which together with significant events
in the cult of Rose, would not only guarantee at least some foundation for
this hypothesis, but could even indicate his eventual commitment to the
canonizing of Rose during the Process of 1457 , for which, however, there is
no definite proof. It is known, for example, that Capistran was tireless and
active in obtaining the official canonization of Bernardine of Siena, for
which he fought almost obsessively."'After petitioning on his behalf to
Eugene fV, he continued to petition Nicholas Y (1447-l+55), closely
following the preparation of the investigation for canonization, which lasted
seven years. Such an obstinate interest would also entail putting pressure on
the powerful, because he wanted them to support Bernardine. In fact, in
1,148 Alphonse of Aragon, king of Naples and great friend of Capistran,"*
hastened the canonization of Bernardine, with a letter to Pope Callistus III.
Additionally, this is paralleled in a similar missive in the Acta of Callistus'
Process during the same reign, in which the canonization is pleaded for
"Rose of Viterbo," thus beseeching the Pope "...in order that this most holy
lady called by immortal God in Fleaven, be also venerated by mortals...on
earth.""t

Such a coincidence could mean that if there can be no doubt that
the hidden inspiration behind the first postulatory letter for St. Bernardine
was Giovanni da Capistran, in the same way it would not be unreasonable to
assume that this could also be true for the second letter, in favor of St. Rose,
and that the appeal could also have come from him.

A further confirmation of Capistran's assumed underlying action is
found in the devotion showed to Rose by another powerful person, a friend

by the Imperial deputy; in the fifth the Angel appears who announced the death of
Frederick II of Swabia, and Rose telling this to the people of Soriano; in the sixth,
the blind woman regains her sight; in the seventh, the trial by fire; in the eighth Rose
is rejected by the Convent of Santa Maria; in the ninth, the vision of Pope Alexander
fV who exhumed her remains; in the tenth the body of Rose is taken to the Convent.
Cf. S. Pasti, "Lo scomparso ciclo," cited above, 159-160.

"tcf .LWadding, Annales Minorum,Kl, Anno 1448,11. St. Bernardine was
canonized in 1450, the Jubilee year. See again Wadding, cf. Annales Minorum, Anno
14t0,51.

""Cf. Bibliotheca Sanctorum, Rome, 1965 Vol. VI, col. 651.

"tCf. Lettera Postulatoria di re Alfonso d'Aragona (4 March 1445), published
by G. Abate, in "S. Rosa da Viterbo," 272-273.
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of Capistran, the Emperor Frederick lll (1439-1493), who when going to
Rome for his coronationin 1452, stopped at Viterbo.2,u He was triumpfrantty
received in the city, as Della Tuccia reports: ,,...at the hour of Compline,
the. Emperor mounted his horse with about twelve counts and gentlJmen,
and went to see the body of St. Rose, and after several gifts came out...and
he was dressed in crimson velvet...and he went about with his long, blond,
curly hair, and on his head he wore only a little round hat of some white
skin, and he had a red beard with a face which appeared melancholy.,,,,,

If it can be correcdy assumed that Capistran was the inspiration of
Frederick III's gesture and also of Alphonse of Aragon, even if ,r-ot pror"rr,
the same could be said concerning the reconstruction of the figure of Rose
contained in the "libellum supplicem" presented at the ,..orrd canonical
Process by two postulants, Doctor in law and Count palatino Cristoforo
Malvicini and Fra Luca Benedetti, who were certainly members of the
Seraphic Order of St. Francis."' There is brief mention in it of a young girl
wholly focused on the themes of penitence, poverty, fasting and asteticiiri.,,,
Even in the fifteen articles presented by the same postulants for the
examination of the judges and the confirmation of the witnessesr',, it is clear
that there is a desire to stress a biography of holiness congenial to the
models proposed by the Observants, and above all to reassert that Rose,
from her infanry, adhered to the rule of the Third Order of St. Francis. In
fact, the attention which the entire Movement, but in particular Capistran,
qave to the Regular Tertiaries is well known; he was directly conierned,
defending them and successfully pleading their cause to Eugene fV, in
resolving the problem of a suspected link between the Tertiaiies and the

"uParticular ties are known which link Frederick III to John Capistran. At
theteginning of 1451, the Emperor had asked that Capistran, alieady disfonguished
in the stru-gg-le against the Fraticelli, be sent to Germany to stamp out the ilussite
heresy. Cf. L Wadding, Annales Minorunt, Anno l45l', Vol. )Ol, 78. The close

[i_e1dly relationship between the two is also worth noting. In particular, Frederick
III in a letter to Nicholas V in 1455, praised Capisuanlnd iook the side of rhe
Observants. See again Wadding, cf. Anniles Minoram, Anno 14j j,26).

"'Cf. N. Della Tuccia, Cronache,2lT-21s.
"tAbate confirms that this concerns a Conventual Franciscan (cf. G. Abate,

"Santa Rosa da Viterbo," 170), but does not say where this information'com.s from,
which, however, would need to be validated,'given that until 1517 there vr'as no
official terminology which distinguished between the Conventuals and the
Observants, and both would be shown as belonging to the Order of Friars Minor,
y*"l...Tyl-ther_specification. Cf. the word "eonventuale,,, in Dizionario ilegi
Istituti di Perfezione,Vol. II, 1703-l7ll.

"ocf. ASs,43l.
""cf.lsq 442-444.
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Fraticelli, because of the clear analogies in behavior and lifestyle."'This
classification of Rose within Franciscan circles could follow the same
apologetic reasoning and in that case demonstrate that her membership of
the Third Order represented a further argument, that is, it was the result of
an act of ecclesiastic foundation, identifiable as starting in the Callistus'
process.

Evidence in Callistus's process
The second canonical enquiry, which opened on the 9th April 1457,

was preceded by a long preparatory and organizational phase. Pope Callistus
III received the plea from the authorities and the people of Viterbo and on
the l4th June 1456 he nominated a Commission of three Cardinals who
would be involved in the apostolic enquiry, composed of Bessarione, known
as Cardinal Niceno, Bishop of Frascati; Domenico Capranica, Presbyter of
the church of the Holy Cross in Jerusalem; and Prospero Colonna, whose
title was Deacon of St. George of Velabro.

The first session of the Apostolic Process was held at the Palazzo
Vescovile on Saturday 26th March, 1457, and was subjected to verification
by the authorities. After these formalities, the two Procurators summarized
the plea for St. Rose's canonization, submitted in the previous months to
Pope Callistus III; they underlined that on the 14th June the Pope had
assigned, as Commissaries, Cardinal Bessarione, Capranica and Colonna,
with the authority to subdelegate these responsibilities to others. This was
done by the three above named, in the persons of Paolo Santafede, Bishop
of Syracuse, Governor of the Patrimony; Angelo Capranica, Bishop of Rieti;
Angelo Altieri, Bishop of Sutri. Because the first two were declared
themselves encumbered, they were substituted by the Bishops of Orte and
Civitacastellana.

The Fiscal Procurator protested at the absence, however justified,
of the Bishop of Sutri, third member of the Commission. However, since,
according to Callistus III's orders, two Judges were sufEcient should the
third be legitimately barred, his absence was disregarded. It was then
established that a public declaration should be made of the Process, through
both proclamations and preaching, in Viterbo as well as in the rest of the
territory of the Patrimony of St. Peter.

'*'In 1440, Giovanni da Capistran had written a tract in their defence, the
Defensorium Tercii Ordinis Beati Francisci. For this work, see G. Andreozzi, San
Gioaanni da Capistran e il Terz'Ordine di San Francesco, (Rome: Franciscanum,1986);
A. G. Matanic, "The'Defensorium Tertii Ordinis Beati Francisci'by S. Giovanni da
Capistran," in Il Moaimento Francescano della Penitenza nella Societa Medieoale,4T -57 .
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This duty was given to Father Ludovico da Gallese, to go to all
those places and give them this message, also entrusting him with the task of
gathering public testimonies on the fame and sanctity of the virgin Rose. A
proclamation was also drawn up and displayed in the city, both in Latin and
the vulgate. On the 29th March, the Procurator Malvicini presented a
petition to.the Supreme Commission quoting 264 texts, presenting the
Articles under which they had to be placed, as well as the manuscript of a
Life of the Saint (Second Life), md also a fragment of an older prr"h*"r,t
(Fim Life).

On Wednesday 30th, the citation of texts was recognized, and a list
of miracles was drawn up, without following a pre-established chronological
order. On April lst a Postulatory Letter addressed to the Supreme pontifi
Callistus III, by King Alphonse of Aragon"' was given , .e"dirrg, and on
Saturday 2nd April a visit to the monastery of Santa Rosa was effected, in
order to achieve recognition of her incorrupt body, and to yiew certain
documents and evidence kept there. Finally, on *re following Monday, the
4th April, Father Ludovico da Gallese gave an exact account ;f the miracles
which occurred in various places around Viterbo.

Once this long preparatory phase was ended, the true and proper
Process unfolded, in which a good 264 witnesses participated, a very high
m1y!er, and a sign of considerable effort and commiunent. They were
called to report on the fifteen postulatory sections and on 170 miracles
which occurred post mortem, concentrating on the years preceding the
Process.

The social provenance of the people appeared quite composite:
there were five priests, ten friars, six men whose names were prefacel with
the appellative Dorninus, fifteen were qualified as Magister or Ser, among
whom three were notaries, while the remaining 64 male witnesses were
reported by name only, often accompanied by their patronym. However,
among the women, clearly in the majority and from higher social groups,
from the 161 who were involved in the Process, at least I 16 were given ihe
title of respect Doruina, eleven were nuns or sisters and only 34 were
recorded merely by their baptismal name followed by that of either their
husbands or fathers, or else by the name of their place of origin. Other than
their state or social condition, however, each one, including the priests, was
introduced in the court of the tribunal absolutely alone, and made to swear
on the Book of the Gospels."' It is interesting to note that in various

"'On this Lettera Postulatoria from King Alphonse of Aragon to pope
Callistus III, see G. Abate, in "Sanra Rosa da ViteraZ," ZiZ-Zll.

"'The complete list of the witnesses was published in l,Ss, +77 -47g.
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depositions, erroneous dates are given, when speci$ring the time in which
Rose lived and died. In fact, the texts were inaccurate in this respect because
they were much later than the events, and they reported precisely what was
being said by the people of their time. At that time, they were saying that
Rose "...lived in the time of Alexander IV (1254-L261)...""* though this
popular and oral tradition did not correspond to the truth, as can be seen,

given that she died under the Pontificate of Innocent W.
However, this error can easily be explained. Both Popes, in fact,

lived during almost the same period, both were the fourth popes of their
respective names, both were held as meritorious by the city during roughly
the same era, both were concerned with Rose; Innocent fV being involved in
his Process, and Alexander fV having had her uncorrupted remains
translated in 1258. There is no wonder, therefore, that the two became
confused with each other.

In the same way it was claimed by popular voice, that St. Rose had
lived in the time of Frederick Barbarossa. This anachronism also resulted
from another homonlrmy. There were two Emperors of the same name, one
was the uncle and the other the nephew, one died in 1190 and the other 60
years later; both became legendary through their military exploits, and
through their struggles against the Papary. The Viterban people, with the
passing of the centuries, made them into a single person, identifying him as

the older, Barbarossa, who had nothing to do with Rose, but like the other
Frederick, had been to Viterbo and had given it the tide'city'."'

These Postulants for the Cause, together with the members of the
Tribunal accepted and repeated these anachronisms, such that in the first of
the Articles for the examination of witnesses, it is written that "...Rose, of
the Third Order of Franciscans in Viterbo, already about two hundred years

ago, born in the city of Viterbo in the time of Alexander fV and Frederick
II, commonly known as Barbarossa.""o

Nevertheless, in spite of these serious chronological mistakes,
committed in good faith, these Acta remain a valuable resource for reaching
an understanding, and therefore for studying, the public devotion to the

"ncf.lss 418.

"'Regarding these details, see I. Delahaye, in Le Leggende Agiografiche,
(Florence: Editrice Italiana, 1906), 19, which claims that "the enthusiasm of the
people did not fail to enlarge the history of the saints and to make them enter into a

range of episodes, which belonged to others; and especially did not ask the people to
distinguish between similar named saints."

'*ocf. ASs,4+2.
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Saint in the fifteenth century, and the characteristics and devotions on which
the cult of the townspeople, and not only them, were based.

The failure to canonize the blessed Rose
In addition, three extraordinary events are found in Callistus'Acta,

which direcdy concern Rose's remains, having by now been kept in the
Monastery of the Poor Clares for two centuriesl they are useful in
understanding the importance and value which they had gained at the time
ofthe second Process.

It is related, in fact, that "at the time of our Lord, Pope Innocent
\{, during the year 1357, a wooden casket placed in the chapel of the church
of St. Rose, as it is found today, caught fire, through a sudden and accidental
blaze, and burnt, together with each and every ornament and jewel with
which the body of the above named glorious Virgin was covered and
surrounded, here, there and everywhere; her sacred body lay in the said
casket as it lies now. Nothing of the said chapel remained unburned, except
for the venerable body which was left unscathed by the said fire,
miraculously as if it had never been touched...while every other thing was

reduced to powder, even the clothes with which she was covered and the
jewels with which the fingers and the head of the same Virgin were adorned,
which miracle had public repute and voice in the city of Viterbo.""'

In the second miracle, of minor tone, which involved another
conservation of the body, it is recorded that "in the year 1429 when the
meritorious Sister Margaret, Abbess of the Monastery, had the responsibility
of showing and looking after the sacred body of St. Rose, as well as guiding
visiting pilgrims, some of them having arrived, she called Sister Clare for
help and rwo candles were lighted, one at the side of St. Rose's head and the
other at her feet. At the end of the visit by those who had come to visit the
blessed body, inadvertently, through the carelessness of Lady Margaret and
Sister Clare, the casket, where the said body lay, was closed, forgetting the
candle which had been lit beside her feet.... After an hour, the nuns,
remembering that they had left the candle...hastened to the said body and
opened the casket they found it still alight...and there appeared to be no
damage through the candle remaining lit, except for a burn on the upper
part of the casket. fu this could not have happened naturally...without the
body being damaged and burnt..." the mysterious cirgumstances were
interpreted as a miracle by the Saint."'

"' cf, ASs, paragraph 85 , +59,

'*Cf. l,Sr, paragraph 8+, +59.
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The last miracle tells about the will to possess the body. The Acta
Sanctorum says, "One night in the year 145 I Rose appeared suddenly to the
Abbess Margaret and to four sisters, Angela, Caterina, Serafina and

Drusiana, saylng to them, 'Look at me, two worms are gnawing my right
shoulder.'After this vision, the chapter of nuns was assembled, and everyone
who was told the fact...was amazed, and by the order of the Abbess they
began to pray, begging devotedly with tears in their eyes to reveal to them
the meaning of this dream. The following night, Rose appeared again to
sister Drusiana, telling her, 'If you ask me tomorrow, I will explain to you
the meaning of the dream'. In fact, early in the morning, two Viterbans,
Antonio di Matteo Denanzi, and Pietro Faccende, who came to visit one of
their blood relatives, donna Maddalena, nun of this Monastery, discovered
that the iron grating had been violently distorted and tugged...as if
somebody had been trying to open it." Immediately, the sisters understood
the mysterious words of the Saint-the two worns were sacrilegious thieves
who "...incited by a diabolical spirit had tried to move the relic of the
venerable body of the glorious Rose to another church or place. This fact
was revealed and brought to light thanla to the miraculous appearance of
the glorious Virgin Rose.""' The thieves, however, did not manage to
complete the operation, probably because they had been disturbed by
something, very likely the same nuns who, after the vision of Rose, went to
check the body, as appeared to have been requested by the Saint.

This meaningful story highlights the presence of typical rivalries for
the possession of a sacred body, given the high symbolic value placed on it,
often the cause of conflicts between opposite factions of the dominant class

or between religious orders.

In fact, in the common mentality, holiness, rather than being a

quality of mind or a spiritual state, was considered a "virtus" which was

revealed through a certain number of signs of a physical nature, especially

incorruptibility,"" which were blessings from God in exchange for their

"'Cf. lsr, paragraph ll+-ll 5, 46+.

"ocf. A. Vauchez, La Santiti nel Medioeoo, +28-430. It should be
remembered that Rose's body remains uncorrupted even today' after about seven

centuries, having been subjected onlyin 1921 to a kind ofpreservative, in order to
limit the damage caused by the passing of time. After this intervention, the remains
were placed inio a protective urn, and from then on it has no longer been possible
for thi faithful to have direct contact with her body. Even io 1457, during Callistus'
Process, there was recognition that the body had remained intact and undamaged.
Cf. lSs, paragraph 10,+43.
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merits, continuing in this manner to intervene in human events and to have
unlimited power over nature and the elements."'

In this case, the attempt to steal the sacred remains of Rose could
have concealed the existence of a dispute within the same Franciscan Order
between the Observants and the Franciscans of the Cornmunity, rather than
a contest of power between social groups. Given that Rose's body was kept
in a monastery of Clarisses, which until this day has been under the
influence of the so called Conventual Minors from the nearby Convent of
San Francesco,"' the suspects could have been linked to the Observants who
had good reason for attempting to gain possession of the body of a Saint
such as Rose, whose characteristics matched their model of spirituality, and
which even today is claimed by both the Orders."'

In this dispute, one can detect one of the main reasons which would
have contributed to the failure of the Process. In fact, in spite of the gains
generated by the propaganda of the Franciscan Order and the tremendous
organizational and financial efforts that preceded it, the Cause for Rose's
Canonization resulted in a negative outcome, because no official decree was
made to confirm her sainthood.

Yet tlre Process was held in a favorable and propitious civic
situation. Viterbo emerged from a long period of bloody internecine
struggles between rival families."n Thus, as Della Tuccia explains, from
February of 1457, Callistus III, precisely because the city "...in that
year...had more troubles and tribulations than it had had in sixty
years,...sent Messer Pier Ludovico, his nephew Cardinal and General leader
of the Church....""' A generally peaceful climate was therefore established
in the city so that a certain unspecified "...Fra Giovanni di Volterra of the
Order of Friars Minor preached in the square of the Commune of Viterbo,
where he had an altar made and ordered all the citizens who were in the
square to swear that they would not try to make themselves leaders of

"'Cf. A. Vauchez, Storia dei Santi,42-45.
"'On th. other hand, another Convent of Viterban Clarisses, that of St.

Bernardine, during that time was passed under control of the Observants. Cf. L.
Wadding, Annales Minorum, )(II, Anno 1452, No.68; see also F. Bussi, Storia della
citti di Viterbo, 23 5 .

"'fn fact, Rose is claimed as a saint by both the Observants and the
Conventuals. Cf. G. Zucconi , La Proaincia Francescana Romana,2S .

"ncf. N. Della Tuccia, Cronache,25l.
"tcf. N. Della Tuccia, Cronacbe,252.
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factions, and that each person had to focus on good living. All the good
citizens gladly swore to do these things....""n

In this situation the Process would have had the positive and
practical outcome of strengthening internal peace, a belief which is
encountered in the words of a witness, Michele degli Alessi, doctor in law,
who among others declared that he believed that when Rose would be
inscribed in the List of Saints, the city of Viterbo would be liberated
"...from many calamities with which it has been inflicted, probably because
of the carelessness with which her canonization was carried out.""'
Nevertheless, in spite of the favorable promises and considerable
expectations, not only did the enquiry come to notling, but neither did the
Curia, in accordance with the usual rules, request the transmission of the
authentic copy of the verbal Proceedings which remained in the monastery
at Viterbo.

The non-canonization was certainly embarrassing for the Viterbans.
This would explain the silence of Niccolb Della Tuccia on the subject, a

man who had heard all the propaganda given by the Franciscans of the
Observance and a chronicler attentive to every city event, who wrote not a

single word on the unfolding of the Process, while it is known that he
personally participated as one of the most noteworthy witnesses, being the
ex Prior of the city."'

However, it is difficult to reconstruct the reasons of the combined
ecclesiastical and local politics that determined the failure of the Process.
Everything leads one to suppose that the lack of canonization of Rose must
be attributed to external matters. For example, Pinzi maintains that the
reasons were above all of a financial nature. According to him, the Process
probably ended in not proceeding for no other reason than that the
commune and local clergy, terrified by the enormous amount of money
which would have been necessary to conclude the Cause, preferred to leave
everything in suspense, awaiting for a more opportune time.'t The
possibility cannot be ruled out that Callistus III, obsessed during his three
years as Pontiff by the problem of the Crusade against the Turks and by the
need to raise money wherever he could, to meet the considerable expenses

which this entailed,'uu did not miss the opportunity to ask for conspicuous

"'ncf. N. Della Tuccia, Cronaehe,253.

"'Cf. G. Abate, "Santa Rosa da Viterbo," 266.

"'Cf. A. M. Vacca, La Mmta e la Croee,207-208; see alsolSs, 377

'oocf . C.Pinzi, Storia della cini. di Viterbo,Vol. M 150.

""'Cf. L. Von Pastor, Storia dei Papi, Vol. I, 649-786.
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amounts of money from the Viterbans,'"' which they were probably unable
to pay.

Another reason for the Acts of the cause not being requested by
Callistus, so that both the original and the copy which should have been
send to Rome are still found today at Viterbo, could be that either because

of serious worries over the war with the Turla, or because of his death on
the 6th August 1457, Callistus was not able to request them, and therefore
not solemnly enroll Rose in the company of Saints.

However, while the Mterban population did not have their
aspirations fulfilled, the Clarisses, who for obvious reasons had staked
everything on the canonization, must have been even more disappointed.
And so, twenty years later, in 1476, the Clarisses addressed a further Plea in
the vulgate to the Republic of Siena in which, alluding to an imminent
Process on which they did not possess any documentation, however, begged
the city "...to such holy work as the canonization, give us some refuge and
help; consider such expenditure as at present, we being completely
powerless to fulfill such payment.""' Nevertheless, the request was not
granted this time, either, and Rose was not canonized.

It is right to remember, however, that already by the first decade of
the sixteenth century, the first signs were perceived of her long and
irreversible civic ascent. In fact, preceded in 1509 by the concession made by

Julius II (1503-1513) to the nuns of St. Rose to recite the office of the Saint
within the monastery, in l5l2 the Communal Magistrate conferred an

official recognition of her feast with civic solemnity. It was established that
every year on the anniversary of the 4th September, Rectors of the Guilds
should gather in the piazza of the commune and follow, in procession, the
Podesti, the Priors and the other officials to the church of St. Rose, and also

establishing that on the day before, in honor ofthe feast, the representatives
of the Guilds should refrain from working. This decision was an early
antecedent of the procession which would later see at its center the famous

'n"'He kept the Papacy in great famine and in war, and he send a great
amount of treasure to Catalonia for the benefit of Messer Borgia, his nephew, of
great infamy" Cf. I Ciampi, Cronache e Statuti,256. Actually, Callistus III made the
city of Viterbo contribute towards the Crusade, sending zealous collectors,
accompanied by able preachers. Cf. G. Signorelli, Viterbo nella Storia, Vol. II, 54-60.

302 11r;r Plea(29 March 1476) is published byG. Abate, "Santa Rosa da
Viterbo," 273-274. It should also be remembered that Rose's Cause was resumed
under the Pontificate of Pius II (1458-1464) and dealt with in the public Consistory
of December 1460, combined with those of Catherine of Siena and Francesca
Romana. Cf. G. Signorelli, Wterbo nella storia, Vol. II, 286.
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macchina of St. Rose.'o'Consequently, her figure was so rooted in the city
that she was transformed, with the passing of the centuries, and particularly
from the seventeenth century onwards, into the Patron Saint of Viterbo.

The explanation of this fact, which characterizes Rose, can be found
in the Constitution "Caelestis lerasalem" issued by Pope Urban VIII (1623-

1644) in 1634. In order to discipline the cult ofSaints and to avoid all abuses

in this area, he had forbidden the public veneration of anyone who had not
been beatified or canonized by the Apostolic See, on the other hand
attributing to the said acts of worship which had been in existence

longisirnus ten pus, retrospective legal value. Thus the ancient worship of
those Servants of God became recognized, and they, in some way, v/ere
elevated, without formal canonization, to the dig"rty of those who were
explicidy canonized by the Pope."* This is precisely what happened to Rose

of Viterbo who had for centuries alreadybenefited from a recognition of the
cult attributed to her "ab immemorabili."

'o'Cf. B. Barbini, Sotto col ciuffo- Storit - Tradizimi e Uarnini thlla Maccbina di
S. Rosa, (Viterbo Salice, 1983), 12. The most direct origin of rhe "Macchina, a

structure similiar to a tower, which consisted of a meal framework clad in wood and
crushed paper, about 30 metres high, was generally linked to the terrible pestilence
which struck Viterbo in 1657, causing the death of a large number of citizens." It is
not known, however, if the structure, borne triumphandy through the sreets of the
city since 1664, represented something truly new, brought about in firlfilment of a

vow which the population had made at the moment of danger, or if it can be
considered a development of the simple canopies which were probably also used
before to incorporate the image of the saint. However, a change can be detected in
the fact that, regarding the Procession blessed by the l5l2 decree, t}re procession
which went round the strees of the city in the second half of the 1600s, appears to
have been displaced from the day of the feast (4 September), to the evening.of the
vigil. Among ihe orders which attempted to slow down the spreading of the disease,

avbiding opportunities for contagion, must be ascribed the ban, for severalyears, on
carrying oui the customary festivities for the feast of St. Rose, only resgmed in 1664'
cf.Sino-col ciffi,38, However, from then onnrards, and still today, the carrpng o{
this maahina k repeated every year on the evening of the 3rd September, the vigil of
the feast, when ii is carried, illuminated, through the streets of the city which is
completely in the dark, by about one hundred inhabitants, known traditionally as St.
Rose's poiters. Cf. Viterbo Medieuale, edited byJ. Raspi Serra - B. Barbini (Novara:
Istituto Geografico De Agostini, 1975), 57; additionally, regarding St. Rose's
macchina see ilso G. Falcioni, La Macchina di S. Rosa, tra cronaca e stoia, Mterbo:
n.p.,1968).

'u*Regarding the Constitution"Caelestis lenrsalem" (SrhJuJy 1634) by Urban
VIII, see E. Piacentini, Santa Rosa da Wterbo, Biografia Critica, 102; also cf. P. L.
Herding, "Materiali per la Storia del Processo di Carronzzaaone," in Gregoianum,
16,185.
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Conclusion
Before concluding this study of Rose of Viterbo, of whom certain

aspects remain shadowy, though certainly very challengtng, it would be

beneficial to gather together the threads of the story. fu has been indicated,
Rose, from the beginning of her religious experience, managed to bring
herself to the attention of her co-citizens, both through her visionary and

prophetic gifu, and especially through her public activity in the city. In fact,

through her apostolate-about which, unfortunately, we know little, but
which was undoubtedly momentous and disruptive, given the consequences

which ensued for her and her family-Rose's merits can be recognized in
having attempted to nourish and foster the great Christian truths in a

difficult and troubled civil context, managing to break through her isolation
and thus gain an exemplary role. Immediately after her death, then, a famn
sanctitatit would flourish around her, sufficiently remarkable as to press

Innocent fV into ordering a canonical Process, which probably happened, to
fulfill the requests of the civil and ecclesiastic authorities and the entire local
population.

Furthermore, although certain information about it is not known,
other than the Bull of 1252 and the Forrua Interrogatorii, the fact remains

that it was requested in the years immediately following her death.

This clearly demonstrates that in the city of Viterbo a cult had

arisen around a simple young girl, whose piety was far from any

systematically ordered theological doctrine, and who had expressed her

relationship with the Divine in terms and forms of daily reality. In fact,

Rose, apart from the question as to whether or not she was a member of
what would later be called the Third Order, was a child of her century, the

thirteenth, so teeming with historical-religious ferment, to which, in her

own way, she tried to give a completely personal response which proved to
be very original, both modern and innovative.

In fact Rose, direcdy inspired by St. Francis of fusisi, and probably

spurred on by the urging of the Minors who were present in Viterbo, did

not decide to give witness to her faith through monastic or charitable

activity, as would have been natural for her, being a woman, but maintained

the lay status within which Rose saw new opportunities opening up for
pursuing evangelical perfection. She wanted to altogether personifir the new

dimension of Francis, her new experience of God which, through the two-
fold signs of poverty and preaching, made up her momentous effectiveness'

The example of Francis, mystically relived in a naturally feminine dimension
by Rose, was actually revived.
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Probably precisely because she was a woman, Rose in a certain
sense, was one of the many faithful interpreters of the Franciscan message,
since her holiness, while being part of history, was not involved in practices
of ideology, which is what happened with many men of the Order. In fact, as

a laywoman among her people, she became almost a true priest, and her
choice truly corresponded both to povertF and to the Cross, which she often
carried in her hands, which Francis had considered to be on the same level.
This choice constituted the fundamental strength of her attraction, in a land
with a strong heretical presence to which she was able to give an orthodox
and personal response.

The clearest evidence of this, in addition to the attempt which was
made soon after her death to initiate a cult in her honor, and which, being
forbidden, was short-lived, remains the mystery of her uncorrupted body,
kept from 1258, following her translation, in the monastery of the
Damianites of Santa Maria, later known as the Clarisses of St. Rose.
Through her remains, which are miraculously preserved, even today, the
integral cohesion of all the single parts by spontaneous mummification,
Rose has continued to live expressing her sanctity through the many
miracles and graces, which have been and continue to be obtained in her
name,

The Acts of Callistus's Process are illuminating in this sense,

because the characteristic emerging from them, her sacred body, became the
central element which found a point of contact and convergence at that time
between the worship of the people and the worship of the church. It is this
which would allow that person who had been chased out of the city,
probably because of the danger perceived in her person and her message, a

direct expression of the lay piety of that period, to become the Holy Patron
of Viterbo, already from the first decades of the sixteenth century, and

especially the seventeenth, and to witness in an indelible manner the
extraordinariness of her short life and her spiritual example.

Therefore Rose, female yet at the same time strong and tenacious,
became a symbol for peace and protection, and although only of&cially
bestowed with the title 'Blessed' came to be considered as a Saint in every
way. Even today, in her honor, every year on the Third of September the
civil and ecclesiastic authorities of Viterbo carry her picture, placed on the
great high tower, known x the Maccbina of St. Rose, on their shoulders in
procession, through the streets ofthe city.

With this tower which would represent the last refuge and brave
defense of the power of the corunune, it is remembered that Rose, the
daughter of the people and great penitent, defended the highest values of
communal society, freedom and Christian faith. Because of this, there would
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certainly be no mistake in affirming that the youag Rose of V.iterbo can in
every sense tre considered as one of the rnost significant figures of female lay
holiness, though continuous efforts should be rnade to unearth even rrore
information about her.


